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Abstract

The most effective therapy for the twin-to-twin transfusion syndrome
(TTTS) in monochorionic twin gestations is the fetoscopic laser coagu-
lation of the placental vascular anastomoses between the two fetal cir-
culations. A complete closure of all anastomoses is a prerequisite for
the success of the therapy, but the small field of view of the fetoscope
makes it difficult for the surgeon to properly locate all the anastomoses.
This problem can be overcome by automatically creating a mosaic of
the region of interest on the placental surface from a sequence of feto-
scopic images. This map can then be used on the one hand to locate all
the anastomoses and, on the other hand, for spatial orientation during
surgery.

This dissertation presents a novel endoscopic image mosaicing method,
which allows for a better visualization of the placental surface. To re-
move the lens distortions, we first propose a reliable, fast and auto-
matic method to calibrate endoscopes in different media. It can be used
within the operating room and is robust against severe lens distortions,
vignetting artifacts as well as specular reflections.

Then, we present a feature-based and an intensity-based method to auto-
matically match the fetoscopic images pairwise, despite poor image qual-
ity and vignetting artifacts. For the feature-based method, we demon-
strate that interest point correspondences can be efficiently found using
the SURF detector/descriptor scheme and we propose a robust frame-
work to eliminate mismatches. The intensity-based method, which is
a good alternative to the feature-based method, uses a coarse-to-fine
strategy combining Genetic Algorithms with the Nelder-Mead Simplex
method to find the optimal image alignment. A novel approach to auto-
matically detect erroneous image transformations is described.
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Finally, we present the actual image mosaicing framework and evaluate
it on fetoscopic images of the entire surface of an ex-vivo placenta, taken
under conditions simulating surgery and with an arbitrary camera mo-
tion. We propose an efficient scheme to automatically select the needed
images out of the huge quantity and determine on which pairs to apply
the matching methods. Together with an optimization algorithm that
aligns all the images in a globally consistent way, a significant improve-
ment of the mosaic accuracy was reached. Lastly, we demonstrate that a
multi-band blending method seamlessly fuses the arbitrarily overlapping
images into a single mosaic image.



Zusammenfassung

Die effektivste Therapie des fetofetalen Transfusionssyndroms (FFTS)
bei monochorialen Zwillingsschwangerschaften ist die fetoskopische La-
serkoagulation der plazentaren Gefäßanastomosen, welche die beiden fe-
talen Kreisläufe verbinden. Ein vollständiger Verschluss aller Anasto-
mosen ist Voraussetzung für den Erfolg der Therapie, aber das kleine
Sichtfeld des Fetoskops macht es dem Chirurg schwierig alle Anastomo-
sen zu finden. Dieses Problem kann durch die automatische Erstellung
eines Gesamtbildes der Plazentaoberfläche aus einer Sequenz fetoskopi-
scher Bilder, ein sogenanntes Mosaik, bewältigt werden. Dieses Mosaik
kann dann einerseits benutzt werden um alle Anastomosen gezielt auf-
zusuchen und, andererseits, zur räumlichen Orientierung während der
Operation.

Diese Dissertation präsentiert ein neuartiges Verfahren zur Mosaikher-
stellung aus endoskopischen Bildern, welches eine bessere Visualisierung
der Plazentaoberfläche ermöglicht. Zuerst stellen wir eine zuverlässige,
schnelle und automatische Methode vor um Endoskope in verschiede-
nen Medien zu kalibrieren, damit die durch das Fischaugenobjektiv ver-
zerrten Bilder entzerrt werden können. Diese Methode kann im Opera-
tionssaal eingesetzt werden und ist gegen schwere Linsenverzerrungen,
Randlichtabfall sowie Spiegelungen robust.

Dann präsentieren wir ein merkmalsbasiertes und ein intensitätsbasiertes
Verfahren, welche benötigt werden um automatisch die fetoskopischen
Bilder paarweise zu registrieren, trotz schlechter Qualität und Randlich-
tabfall. Beim merkmalsbasierten Verfahren zeigen wir, dass Merkmal-
korrespondenzen effizient gefunden werden können anhand des SURF-
Algorithmus, welcher Merkmale und deren charakterisierenden Eigen-
schaften extrahiert. Dazu stellen wir eine stabile Methode vor, um falsche
Korrespondenzen zu entfernen. Beim intensitätsbasierten Verfahren, wel-
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ches eine gute Alternative zum merkmalsbasierten Verfahren ist, wird ein
zweistufiger Prozess verwendet um die optimale Bildtransformation zu
schätzen. Zuerst wird die Transformation mit genetischen Algorithmen
grob geschätzt um anschliessend mit der Nelder-Mead Simplex Methode
verfeinert zu werden. Ein neuartiger Ansatz zur automatischen Erken-
nung von fehlerhaften Bildtransformationen wird beschrieben.

Schlussendlich präsentieren wir das eigentliche Mosaikherstellungsver-
fahren und werten es auf fetoskopischen Bildern der gesamten Oberflä-
che einer ex-vivo Plazenta aus. Diese Bilder wurden unter Bedingungen
die eine Chirurgie simulieren und mit einer beliebigen Kamerabewegung
aufgenommen. Wir stellen eine effiziente Methode vor, um die benötig-
ten Bilder aus der enormen Menge automatisch auszuwählen und zu be-
stimmen auf welche Bildpaare die Registrierungsverfahren angewendet
werden. Zusammen mit einem Optimierungsalgorithmus, das ein konsi-
stentes Transformationsmodell für alle Bilder gleichzeitig schätzt, wird
eine signifikante Verbesserung der Mosaikpräzision erreicht. Letztendlich
zeigen wir, dass ein Überblendungsalgorithmus auf mehreren Frequenz-
bändern die nahtlose Zusammensetzung der beliebig überlappenden Bil-
dern ermöglicht.
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1
Introduction

1.1 Minimally Invasive Surgery in Fetal Me-

dicine

For many surgical procedures performed today, a shift has been made
from traditional open surgery to minimally invasive procedures. For
patients, minimally invasive surgery means less trauma, reduced blood
loss, smaller surgical scars, a shorter hospital stay and less need for pain
medication than with conventional open surgery. Furthermore the prob-
ability of post-surgical complications is reduced. In minimally invasive
surgery, the surgical field is indirectly observed with an endoscope in-
serted through a small incision in the skin or through a natural orifice.
There are two types of endoscopes. A rigid endoscope consists of a rigid
tube with a lens system transmitting the image. A flexible endoscope
consists of a flexible tube containing fibre-optic glass rods which convey
the image. Both types incorporate an optical fiber system to direct the
light from the light source and an additional working channel to allow
entry of medical instruments. In medicine, they are typically between
0.5 − 10 mm thick.

Minimally invasive surgery can be performed in diverse fields, such as
neurosurgery and gastroenterologic surgery. In the field of fetal surgery,
open surgery is considered high-risk and thus very rare (Eurofoetus
Group [27]). In contrast, in minimally invasive surgery, the fetus can stay
in its natural environment during the procedure and hence the chances
of survival improve dramatically. These developments made it possible
for the unborn fetus to become a patient to whom diagnosis and therapy
is offered prior to birth. To further reduce the risks, endoscopes used in
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Figure 1.1: Karl Storz HOPKINSII Telescope 12◦, diameter 2 mm.

fetal surgery, called fetoscopes, have a diameter ranging from 0.5 mm to
2 mm. An example of such a fetoscope can be seen in Fig. 1.1.

1.2 Therapy Enhancement for TTTS

The twin-to-twin transfusion syndrome (TTTS) has become the most
common fetoscopic operation today. TTTS is a disease of the placenta,
which complicates about 15% of monochorionic twin gestations. When
two fetuses share the same placenta, usually vascular anastomoses de-
velop between their blood circulations. Such a placenta can be seen in
Fig. 1.2(a). If these anastomoses are unbalanced, blood flows from one
fetus (donor) to the other (recipient). Thereby, the recipient has an
abnormal increase in blood volume and can die from congestive heart
failure, whereas the donor has an insufficient blood supply (anemia),
leading to the absence of amniotic fluid and growth restrictions. The
arising fetal differences are illustrated in Fig. 1.2(b). If left untreated,
this disease carries a high risk for fetal death (80-100%).

There are two therapeutic approaches that have been developed so far.
The first one, serial amniodrainage, aims at fighting the occurring symp-
toms by reduction of intraamniotic pressure and has a pregnancy-prolonging
effect. Large amounts of amniotic fluid are drained, but the vascular
anastomoses remain open. The second approach is fetoscopic laser coag-
ulation of the placental vascular anastomoses [38]. They can be identified
and coagulated on the placental surface using the fetoscope. This stops
the abnormal blood flow, and in the event of an intra-uterine death of
one fetus, protects the surviving fetus against post-mortem acute exsan-
guination over the existing anastomoses. This procedure is regarded
as more effective than the treatment by means of serial amniodrainage
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.2: (a) Placenta shared by monochorionic twins. Anastomoses

between their circulations are marked by a circle. (b) Fetal differences

during TTTS. The donor twin shows signs of hypovolemia, hypotension

and a decrease of urine production (→ “stuck twin”). The recipient

shows signs of hypervolemia and hypertension and an increased urine

production.

[118, 39]. A complete closure of all anastomoses is, however, a prerequi-
site for the reduction of the perinatal morbidity and mortality rates.

The main problem of this treatment is that the fetoscope has only a
small field of view, which makes it very hard for the surgeon to ensure
that all the abnormal vascular connections are identified and treated
accordingly. This problem can be overcome by generating a complete
2D mosaic of the region of interest of the placental surface from the
individual fetoscopic images. Such an overview of the placenta would
be of great assistance for the physician. The aim of this dissertation is
the automatic generation of such a mosaic without the use of a tracking
device, as this would strongly increases the weight of the fetoscope and
the costs of the surgery.

In practice, the surgeon should pursue the following procedure. The
fetoscope is inserted in the amniotic cavity of the recipient twin. Then
the surgeon adjusts the focus of the fetoscope and “scans” the placental
surface in between the two umbilical cords. Afterwards he removes the
fetoscope and calibrates it. The calibration procedure is used to remove
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the lens distortion from the endoscopic images. It is very important
that the focus remains unchanged and that the optics are not turned
relative to the camera during the scanning and the calibration processes,
otherwise endoscope calibration is not possible. Finally, a mosaic is
automatically created with the obtained images which will provide the
surgeon a map of the region of interest of the placenta. This map can
then be used on the one hand to locate all the anastomoses and, on the
other hand, for spatial orientation during surgery. Once the anastomoses
are identified, they can be coagulated either using a Nd:YAG or a diode
laser.

The algorithms used to create such a mosaic will need to be robust
enough to cope with the poor quality of the fetoscopic images. They
show severe lens distortion and can be blurred. Because of the point
light source of the endoscope, the illumination is inhomogeneous. The
brightness attenuation towards the edges of the image is an effect known
as vignetting [48, 125]. Specular reflections are also present in some im-
ages. Furthermore, the placenta has some areas with a lot of structure,
but also feature-poor areas. The scanning is done by hand, so there is
no guarantee that the successive images will have enough overlap. The
resulting camera trajectory can thus be completely arbitrary. Another
challenge is the huge amount of images that need to be matched. A typ-
ical placenta has a diameter of about 20 cm (area of π ∗ 102 = 314 cm2).
The field of view of the fetoscope has a diameter of about 2 cm (area
of π ∗ 12 = 3.14 cm2). This means that we need at least 100 images to
cover the whole surface without overlap. With 50% overlap, this would
result in 400 images. An approach to address these difficulties and au-
tomatically create an endoscopic image mosaic of the placental surface
is presented in this thesis. The focus is set on reliability and accuracy
rather than on computational efficiency.

1.3 Organization of the Thesis

In this thesis we present a novel mosaicing method for fetoscopic images
of the placental surface. This work is organized as follows. In Chapter 2
we introduce a reliable, fast and fully automatic calibration method for
endoscopes, which can be used within the operating room (OR). It is
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robust against severe lens distortions, inhomogeneous illumination, re-
flections and bad image quality. In Chapter 3 we evaluate an interest
point detection and feature description method called SURF [5] and com-
pare it to SIFT [67, 68]. It is needed to automatically establish interest
point correspondences between the poor quality fetoscopic images. We
show how this method is improved by using a more accurate mismatch
detection algorithm. In Chapter 4 we present a multiscale intensity-
based registration method and compare it to the previous feature-based
method. An algorithm that automatically detects wrong transforma-
tions is introduced. In those two chapters we are focusing on pairwise
image registration. In Chapter 5 we describe a robust image mosaicing
algorithm combining those two methods. It copes with all the previously
described difficulties and works without any prior information about the
placenta. In Chapter 6 we demonstrate the developed image mosaicing
algorithm on a data set consisting of 4181 images of the entire surface of
a typical placenta. Chapter 7 concludes this thesis and gives suggestions
for future work.

Part of this work has been published in peer-reviewed proceedings [115,
85, 84, 120].





2

Automatic Fetoscope

Calibration in the Operating

Room

Most endoscopes have fish-eye lenses in order to achieve the biggest
possible field of view with a miniature optics. Unfortunately, this lens
introduces strong radial and tangential distortions in the images, as can
be seen in Fig. 2.1(a). These lens distortions do not significantly disturb
the surgeon but, for our mosaicing application, it is crucial to remove
them from the images. In other applications such as augmented reality,
quantitative measurements and 3D visualization lens distortion removal
is also essential.

This chapter first provides an overview of the related work on lens dis-
tortion correction. Subsequently, an automatic endoscopic camera cal-
ibration method, which can be used within the OR, will be presented
and evaluated.

2.1 Previous Work on Lens Distortion Cor-

rection

Many methods to correct lens distortions have been described in the lit-
erature. The classical solution to the lens distortion problem is camera
calibration, which consists of calculating the intrinsic camera parame-
ters, like the focal length, the radial and tangential lens distortions and
the location of the principal point. However, alternative methods not
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.1: (a) Endoscopic view of a chessboard. (b) Close view on a

corner.

using a camera calibration step also exist. First, we will present some
interesting alternative lens distortion correction methods for standard
cameras and endoscopes. Then, we will present various camera calibra-
tion methods described in the literature.

Sawhney and Kumar [92] presented an interesting idea of combining lens
distortion correction with mosaicing. Their method uses the Levenberg-
Marquardt technique [58, 70] to minimize an error function. The error
function incorporates both 8 plane projective parameters for each frame
of the final mosaic and one lens distortion parameter. The principal point
is assumed to be in the center of the image. The optimization process
is divided into the following 3 steps (progressive complexity strategy).
(1) Two translation parameters are searched for, using 1/3 of the image
around the principal point. (2) Six affine parameters are computed using
2/3 of the image. (3) All 8 plane projective parameters and the lens
distortion parameter are estimated using the entire image. The image
matching is based on pixel intensities. Only a selected set of images
is used to calculate the lens distortion parameter to avoid solving for a
large number of parameters simultaneously. Their idea of integrating the
lens distortion correction in the mosaicing process is intriguing as they
do not need to take images of a calibration plate. However, we prefer to
separate the lens distortion correction step from the mosaicing step as
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this would allow to incorporate a more complex mosaicing method which
is better suited to our poor quality endoscopic images. Furthermore, our
lens distortion model is more complicated and we can not assume the
principal point to be at the image center as an endoscope can have an
oblique viewing optical system. Finally, if the images do not match
perfectly, the accuracy of the lens distortion parameters would not be
very good.

Other lens distortion correction methods for endoscopic images can be
found in the literature. Asari et al. [2] presented a method in which
distorted grid lines in the image are straightened. A grid of dots is used
as calibration pattern and the dot centers are used to define the grid
lines. The technique is based on least squares estimation to obtain the
coefficients of the correction polynomial. In this method there is no con-
straint concerning the slope of each line, thus the resulting lines are not
parallel. Zhang et al. [124, 45] improved this procedure by proposing
a technique that finds solutions where all lines are parallel. A problem
with this method though is that the pattern has to be imaged with no
perspective distortion. As the goal is to correct for lens distortion and
not for perspective, the grid lines in the corrected image should not be
parallel if the endoscope has an oblique viewing optical system or is not
perpendicular to the calibration plate. In both methods the distortion
is assumed to be purely radial and the results are therefore not very
accurate for real lenses. In the method presented by Asari et al. [2], the
image is binarized with a dynamic histogram thresholding technique and
the dot centers are extracted with token matching and integrated neigh-
borhood search. Zhang et al. [124, 45] used a low pass filter to remove
the inhomogeneous illumination of the image before binarizing it with
a single threshold. Our calibration pattern and the image binarization
process have been inspired by these two methods.

For camera calibration, various methods have been described in the lit-
erature. The well-known calibration method developed by Tsai [108]
decomposes the camera model into linear and nonlinear parts where the
parameters are decoupled. He uses only radial distortion and his model
can therefore be simplified using the radial alignment constraint. His
method is often applied in industrial machine vision applications. But
with endoscope imaging applications, tangential distortion needs to be
considered as well. Furthermore, he assumes the principal point to be
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in the middle of the image, which does not hold for oblique-viewing en-
doscopes. In [57] Lenz and Tsai describe several methods for computing
the principal point. Their first method requires a laser and experimental
skill, which is not simple enough for calibration in an OR. Their second
method consists of varying the focal length and is not very accurate.
Their third solution uses the radial alignment constraint [108], which
can only be used with pure radial distortion and not with tangential dis-
tortion. Nevertheless, the camera calibration technique from Tsai [108]
was applied to endoscopy by Shahidi et al. [94] to correct for radial lens
distortion. A grid with dots of different sizes is used as a calibration pat-
tern. A “center dot” determines the orientation of the grid. The center
dot detection is based on the relative radius (classification in large dots
vs. small dots), which could be problematic with severe distortions.

Weng et al. [119] use a two step calibration procedure applied to stan-
dard cameras. First, they estimate the intrinsic and extrinsic camera
parameters assuming known radial and tangential distortion with a non-
linear optimization algorithm. Then, they compute the distortion pa-
rameters with the previously computed camera parameters fixed and
using a linear optimization algorithm. This two step method is iterated
until convergence is reached.

The camera model of Heikkilä [42, 41] uses radial and tangential dis-
tortion parameters. The calibration procedure applied to estimate the
intrinsic and extrinsic camera parameters is iterative. In the initializa-
tion step, the manufacturer estimate is used for the focal length, the
distortion parameters are set to 0 and the principal point to the center
of the image. The initial values of the rotation and translation matri-
ces are estimated by solving a system of linear equations and applying
the orthonormality constraint of the rotation matrix. In the iterative
search step, all the parameters of the camera model, including the dis-
tortion parameters, are estimated by minimizing the residual between
the model and the observations using the Levenberg-Marquardt opti-
mization method [58, 70]. The obtained forward camera model converts
the 3D world coordinates to distorted image coordinates. Image cor-
rection is performed with an inverse distortion model that accurately
compensates for radial and tangential lens distortions. The unknown
intrinsic parameters of the inverse model are estimated by generating a
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set of distorted points from arbitrary points using the forward camera
model and applying a least-squares optimization.

The widely used Camera Calibration Toolbox from Jean-Yves Bouguet
[9] is inspired by the intrinsic camera model of Heikkilä [42, 41]. Instead
of using the manufacturer estimate for the focal length in the initializa-
tion step of the calibration procedure, Bouguet’s implementation uses the
orthogonality of vanishing points to estimate it. That way no previous
knowledge about that parameter is needed. The calibration procedure
and the adjacent image correction are described in detail in Sec. 2.6.
This Camera Calibration Toolbox is well suited to correct the radial and
tangential lens distortions and is thus used in this work.

However, the Toolbox was designed for standard cameras and has to
be improved to the more challenging application of a fully automatic
endoscope calibration. The calibration procedure is based on the corre-
spondences between extracted corners in chessboard images taken from
different viewpoints and the 3D points of the chessboard. The extraction
of the 2D image points is not fully automatic as the four outer corners
of the rectangular grid have to be clicked manually. Additionally, with
strong lens distortions, a guess of the first radial distortion parameter
has to be provided by the user, or else the extraction of the 2D image
points has to be done by hand in a specific order. This is a major draw-
back for use in an OR, where the calibration has to be fully automatic.
Furthermore, as can be seen in Fig. 2.1(b), determining the exact posi-
tions of the corners in the chessboard image will need advanced image
processing techniques, as, for example, extraction of the grid lines and
determination of their intersections.

2.2 Requirements of our Endoscopic Calibra-

tion System

To obtain accurate results, a reliable and fully automatic calibration
method for the endoscopic camera has to be developed, which can be
used within the OR. Special care has to be taken to ensure robustness
against the vignetting artifact caused by the point light source of the
endoscope and inevitable lens distortions. The requirements for such an
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endoscopic calibration system, based on the Camera Calibration Toolbox
from Jean-Yves Bouguet [9], are:

Image acquisition: a setup has to be built, where endoscopes of vary-
ing sizes and the calibration plate can be fixed and where images of
the calibration pattern can be taken easily under different viewing
angles and in different media (i.e: water, amniotic fluid). In feto-
scopic placental surgery, the images of the placenta are taken in
the amniotic cavity. Consequently, the calibration has to be done
with the plate and the endoscope tip immersed in amniotic fluid,
as different media have different refractive indices and the intrin-
sic camera parameters change. Amniodrainage can be done before
fetoscopic surgery to reduce the intra-amniotic pressure and the
collected amniotic fluid can be used for calibration. As amniotic
fluid contains 98-99% water [78], we used water instead of amniotic
fluid for our tests in laboratory conditions. Tests were also made
in a clinic with amniotic fluid and water.

Calibration pattern: Bouguet’s method uses a chessboard pattern for
calibration and, as seen in Sec. 2.1, the accurate localization of the
corners can be difficult, see Fig. 2.1(b), and requires manual inter-
action. Therefore we have to design a different calibration pattern
with features that are easily, precisely, robustly and automatically
detectable, even under the effects of distortion. Furthermore, the
new calibration pattern has to have a predefined and detectable
origin, X- and Y -axis of the reference frame attached to the grid,
which is needed for the extrinsic calibration. Finally, for an accu-
rate distortion model, the features have to cover the entire endo-
scopic image area.

Usability in the OR: the sterilizability and the ease of use need to be
taken into consideration to guarantee a successful application in
the OR.

Feature extraction: in Bouguet’s implementation, the corners on the
calibration images have to be chosen by hand for strongly distorted
images, if an approximation of the first radial distortion coefficient
is not known. This is of course very time consuming and not
acceptable in a clinical environment. Thus, the extraction of the
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features used for calibration has to be fully automated. Further
challenges for the algorithm are the vignetting artifact induced by
the point light source of the endoscope, specular reflections and
perspective distortions.

Coordinate mapping: the mapping between the image coordinates
[x, y] and the calibration grid coordinates [X, Y ] needs to be known.
For this we need to find the origin of the reference frame and the
[X,Y ] coordinates of each extracted point in the images automat-
ically, even under perspective and lens distortions.

Time: the camera calibration has to be fast, in order not to prolong the
surgery.

2.3 Setup for Image Acquisition

For camera calibration purposes, at least two images [9] of a prede-
fined pattern need to be taken from different viewpoints. Optimal image
quality is crucial since all remaining steps rely on them. Because of the
frequently used interlaced cameras in the OR, motion artifacts can occur
in images captured by hand with those cameras. Therefore, a mechani-
cal setup to position the endoscope rigidly over the calibration plate has
been built and is presented in this section. The precise positioning of the
endoscope and the calibration plate is also of advantage for progressive
frame cameras.

During the acquisition of images of the placenta, the endoscope is at a
distance of approximately 1 − 2 cm from the placental surface and the
focus is set for that distance. The calibration thus has to cover the
same depth range. Therefore, we designed a setup where the endoscope
is fixed at a distance of 1.5 cm to the middle of the calibration plate,
which is inclined at a given angle and rotated. The device can be seen
in Fig. 2.2.

As the setup is used in the OR, sterilization must be possible. Al-
though chemical sterilants can be used, high pressure and heat steriliza-
tion methods provide the most reliable way to eliminate all transmissible
agents. The widely-used autoclave sterilizes surgical instruments by sub-
jecting them to high pressure steam heated to 121−134◦C. As the steam
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Figure 2.2: Complete mechanical setup
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Figure 2.3: Fluid container: top view, with shaft.

has to reach all regions, our device consists of a few demountable parts.
As glue does not withstand the high temperature in the autoclave, all
parts were built and mounted with screws, by welding or soldering. The
requirement of using the setup in hospitals allows only non-toxic, non-
corroding materials. Therefore, the developed device is made of stainless
steel, aluminium and bronze.

The main components of our setup are the shaft to hold the calibration
plate inside the receptacle, the container for water or amniotic fluid, the
bearings and a base plate with an endoscope holder. The camera and the
endoscope optics are fixed vertically with standard laboratory equipment
that can hold several endoscope types. The fluid container, Fig. 2.3, can
be removed to be filled with water for example and can be rotated easily
thanks to the friction bearing between the plate and the container. The
shaft, Fig. 2.4(b), to hold the calibration plate includes a handle and a
scale needle to adjust the plate tilt angle (there is an engraved rotation
scale on the side of the fluid container) and is fixed axially in the bearings
in the container with a screw, Fig. 2.4(a). Two special friction bearings
were chosen that make the shaft to collar connection watertight and are
resistant to the high autoclave temperatures, as opposed to materials
ordinarily used for sealings such as rubber or silicone.

The designed setup meets all the requirements. A more detailed descrip-
tion of it can be found in the semester thesis of Heckscher [40].
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.4: (a) Axial shaft fixation, (b) shaft to hold the calibration

plate

2.4 Calibration Pattern

The chosen design of the calibration pattern is shown in Fig. 2.5. The
calibration plate, made out of aluminium, is 15 × 15 cm2 and the pat-
tern of size 10 × 10 cm2 is oxided onto its surface, thus withstanding
any sterilization method. We opted for a grid of black dots on a white
background. The grid spacing is 2 mm and the dots have a diameter
of 1 mm. The centroid of each dot is then taken as a feature for the
calibration algorithm. With the chosen dimensions, the dots cover the
entire endoscopic image area and are still well separated as can be seen
in Fig. 2.5(d). To solve the orientation ambiguity of the symmetric pat-
tern, two rectangular bars of different sizes are included in the middle of
the pattern, see Fig. 2.5(b). The larger bar defines the Y -axis, whereas
the smaller defines the X-axis. The origin of the coordinate system cor-
responds to the centroid of the larger bar. The direction of the axes is
determined by the fact that they build a right-hand system. The two
bars are distinguishable from each other by their size and from the other
dots by their shape. They have to be visible in every calibration image,
see Fig. 2.5(d).

2.5 Automatic Feature Extraction and As-

signment

In this section we will first describe our automatic feature extraction
method, which finds the centers of the dots, the X- and Y -axis and
the origin of the coordinate system attached to the grid. We will then
present the method that maps the image coordinates to grid coordinates,
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2.5: (a) Design of the calibration pattern, (b) close view of

the two bars in the middle of the pattern, (c) the calibration plate, (d)

calibration pattern imaged with the endoscope

needed for camera calibration. An outline of the algorithm can be seen
in Fig. 2.6.

2.5.1 Feature extraction

The different processing steps of our feature extraction method are shown
in Fig. 2.7 and are described in this section using as an example a typical
image illustrated in Fig. 2.8(a), where the vignetting artifact and the lens
distortions can be seen.

In a first stage, we want to segment the image into its black (the bars and
dots) and white (the background) parts. We start by converting the color
image into a grayscale image in the range of [0, 1]. We could then just
apply a threshold, but the problem is the vignetting artifact induced by
the endoscope’s point light source. The result of segmenting the image
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Figure 2.6: Outline of the endoscopic camera calibration algorithm

Figure 2.7: Processing steps of the feature extraction method

with a single threshold (= 0.5 in this example) is shown in Fig. 2.8(b).
We can see that only a few dots are detected and the bars are not
complete. To overcome this problem, we use an adaptive thresholding
method. A Gaussian low-pass filter of size 200 × 200 pixels and standard
deviation σ = 20 pixels is applied to the image and the resulting image is
used for the computation of a local threshold for each pixel. This allows
to cope with the varying illumination and to extract a maximum number
of dots. The low-pass filtered image (LPimage) is shown in Fig. 2.8(c).
As adaptive threshold we use α × LPimage. The parameter α allows to
cope with reflection problems as will be explained later in this section.
The parameter α was chosen to be 0.88. The result after applying the
adaptive threshold on the calibration image is shown in Fig. 2.8(d). Next,
to reduce the “salt and pepper” noise, we use a 3×3-median filter. Finally,
to fill the dots, morphological closing is performed on the binary image
using a 5 × 5-squared structuring element. The result can be seen in
Fig. 2.8(e).

In a second stage, the features are detected in the segmented images.
Firstly, all blobs are extracted using connected component labeling.
Each blob can then be characterized with statistical and geometric prop-
erties such as their ellipticity, solidity, orientation, area, and the center
of gravity serving also as the grid point location. The solidity is defined
as the ratio of a blob’s area and the area of its convex hull, whereas the
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e)

XY

(f)

Figure 2.8: (a) Original image of the calibration pattern, (b) image af-

ter a global threshold,(c) low-pass filtered image, (d) image after adap-

tive thresholding, (e) image after median filtering and morphological

closing, (f) image with the detected features (dots at grid points, dia-

monds with crosses for the centers of the detected bars, X- and Y -axis).
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(a)

X

Y

(b) (c)

Figure 2.9: More than two bars (the crosses) have been detected. In (a)

the algorithm recognizes the X- and Y -axis. In (b) the big bar appears

smaller than the small bar, this image is automatically discarded. In (c)

the second bar is merged with the background, this image is automati-

cally discarded.

ellipticity is the ratio of its major and minor axis lengths. Secondly, all
unusable blobs with a solidity less than 0.75, with a center of gravity
outside the circular image region or an area bigger than 14’000 pixels
are eliminated. The very small blobs, caused by image noise, are also
excluded. Finally, the two special marks are recognized, as their elliptic-
ity is larger than 1.75, whereas normal dots have an ellipticity close to 1.
The area difference of the two marks allows us to discriminate between
the larger (the Y -axis) and the smaller mark (the X-axis). As the origin
of the local coordinate system, the center of gravity of the larger mark
is then taken. The detected features can be seen in Fig. 2.8(f).

Robustness of the feature extraction algorithm

Our algorithm is robust against perspective distortions of the dots and
bars, wrongly identified bars due to only partial visibility and specular
reflections. Figure 2.9(a) shows an image of the calibration plate, tilted
by 45◦, with the detected dots marked with points and bars marked with
crosses. In this example, more than two bar candidates were found.
The blobs marked with crosses have an ellipticity between 1.754 and
2.915 which is higher than the ellipticity threshold of 1.75. These high
ellipticity values for dots are due to perspective distortions. When more
than two bar candidates are found, the two blobs with the biggest area
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are chosen as special marks. In Fig. 2.9(a) the finally found X- and Y -
axis are shown with a diamond. The other bar candidates are considered
as dots. Another problem due to perspective distortions is that the big
bar sometimes appears smaller than the small one, see Fig. 2.9(b). There
is also the possibility that the two bars are not fully visible in the image.
In Fig. 2.9(c) we see an example where the small bar is merged with
the background. For these two cases it is impossible to detect the two
bars properly and these images are discarded automatically with the
following procedure. The angle between the line formed by the two
diamonds representing the two bar candidates and the orientation of the
apparent biggest bar is checked. If this angle is not around 90◦ (we allow
a ±20◦ tolerance), then the two bars could not be detected correctly and
this image is immediately discarded. If it passes the angle test, but the
distance between the two diamonds is bigger than β × M1, where M1

is the major axis length of the blob with the biggest area and β = 1.7,
then the image is also discarded.

The proposed approach is also robust against specular reflections. In
Fig. 2.10(a) an image with reflections caused by air bubbles is shown.
In Fig. 2.10(b) we see the result after adaptive thresholding without
α damping and after morphological closing. Because of the reflections
(white spots), the threshold was locally increased which results in gray
spots passing the threshold. In Fig. 2.10(c) we can see the extracted
features. The bars could not be properly detected anymore. By selecting
α = 0.88(< 1), these gray areas do not pass the threshold anymore and
the bars/dots are correctly defined, as can be seen in Fig. 2.10(d) - (e).

2.5.2 Image coordinates to grid coordinates map-

ping

After extracting the grid points, the X- and Y -axis and the origin of
the coordinate system attached to the grid, the mapping between the
image coordinates [x, y] and the grid coordinates [X,Y ] has to be per-
formed. The grid coordinates are in multiples of 2 because the distance
between two dots on the grid is 2 mm. Figure 2.11 illustrates the differ-
ent processing steps of our mapping method. Our algorithm starts by
searching for the points that lie on the X-axis, see Fig. 2.11(a) - (b).
The starting point x0 corresponds to the origin of the grid coordinate
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Figure 2.10: (a) Original image of the calibration pattern with reflec-

tions, (b) image after adaptive thresholding with α = 1 and morpholog-

ical closing, (c) resulting image with the detected features. (d) image

after adaptive thresholding with α = 0.88 and morphological closing, (e)

resulting image with the detected features.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 2.11: Processing steps of the image coordinates to grid coordi-

nates mapping method: (a) search for points in the positive direction on

the X-axis, (b) negative direction on the X-axis, (c) on the Y -axis, (d)

on the lines parallel to the Y -axis and (e) on the X = −2 and X = −4

lines. (f) Final result of the mapping method.
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system. The initial search direction is given by
−→
d 0 = (x0−p1)/‖x0−p1‖,

where p1 is the center of the small bar in image coordinates. The ini-
tial search radius is given by r0 = 1.3 × M1/2. The grid point at step
n, xn, is the closest neighbor of the point xn−1, among the points that
are close to the line given by the search direction

−→
d n−1 and the point

xn−1. If the distance between xn and xn−1 is smaller than rn−1 and
the angle between xn − xn−1 and

−→
d n−1 is smaller than 25◦, this point

is matched. By assuming that the local lens distortion is small from
one grid point to the other, we adapt the search direction and radius
after every matched grid point. The new search radius is defined by
rn = 1.3 × ‖xn − xn−1‖ and the new search direction for finding the

next point is defined as
−→
d n = (xn − xn−1)/‖xn − xn−1‖. If no point

could be found, the search procedure is stopped in this direction. We
restart then in the opposite direction −

−→
d 0 with starting point p1. After

matching the X-axis, we apply the same procedure to the Y -axis, see
Fig. 2.11(c). The starting point is still the origin of the grid coordinate

system, but the initial search direction
−→
b 0 is given by the orientation of

the big bar. After matching the two axes, we apply the search procedure
to find all the lines parallel to the Y -axis by taking the points lying on
the X-axis as starting points and ±

−→
b 0 as initial search direction, see

Fig. 2.11(d). The two lines at X = −2 and X = −4 can not be found
that way, because the points [−2, 0] and [−4, 0] do not exist (the small
bar is at this position). For the X = −2 line, the starting point is given

by x0 = p1 +
−→
d sm × M2/3, see Fig. 2.11(e), and for the X = −4 line,

the starting point is given by x0 = p1 −
−→
d sm ×M2/3, where

−→
d sm is the

direction given by the orientation of the small bar and M2 is the major
axis length of the small bar. Figure 2.11(f) shows the final result of the
image coordinates to grid coordinates mapping method.

Once all correspondences have been found, we compute a final projec-
tive transformation between all matched point pairs. The residual error
allows then to eliminate images where the correspondence establishment
completely failed. Even for severely distorted images, the error of a
wrongly matched image is at least one order of magnitude higher than
for a correctly matched one.
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2.6 Camera Parameters Estimation

From the described feature extraction and mapping algorithm, we ob-
tained the 2D/3D correspondences between the image coordinates and
grid coordinates of the calibration pattern. In this section we will present
the endoscopic camera calibration method based on these correspon-
dences.

2.6.1 Camera model

The applied camera model of Heikkilä [42, 41] is a perspective projection
model augmented with lens distortion.

First, we consider a pure perspective projection camera model. The cam-
era matrix, which transforms the world coordinate frame to the image

coordinate frame, is

F = P ·M, (2.1)

where P is the camera calibration matrix transforming the camera co-

ordinate frame to the image coordinate frame:

P =





fx 0 x0

0 fy y0

0 0 1



 , (2.2)

where fx and fy represent the focal length in terms of pixel dimensions in
the x- and y-direction and x0 and y0 are the coordinates of the principal
point.

The matrix M represents the mapping from the world coordinate frame

to the camera coordinate frame:

M =
[

R t
]

, (2.3)

where R is a 3 × 3 orthonormal rotation matrix and t describes the
translation between the two frames.

For the endoscopic camera, pure perspective projection is not sufficient
and a model for the lens distortion is added. The camera model of Eq. 2.1
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produces the ideal image coordinates ac = [xc, yc]
T . The observed dis-

torted coordinates are denoted by ad = [xd, yd]
T . The distorted coordi-

nates ad and the corrected coordinates ac are related by

ad = ac + FD(ac, δ), (2.4)

where

FD(ac, δ) =

[

x̄c(k1r
2
c + k2r

4
c + k5r

6
c ) + (2k3x̄cȳc + k4(r

2
c + 2x̄2

c))

ȳc(k1r
2
c + k2r

4
c + k5r

6
c ) + (k3(r

2
c + 2ȳ2

c ) + 2k4x̄cȳc)

]

, (2.5)

x̄c = xc − x0, ȳc = yc − y0, rc =
√

x̄2
c + ȳ2

c , and δ = [k1, .., k5]
T . The

parameters k1, k2 and k5 are the coefficients for the radial distortion
that causes the actual image point to be displaced radially in the image
plane. The parameters k3 and k4 are the coefficients for the tangential
distortion which may occur when the centers of the curvature of the
lens surfaces in the lens system are not strictly collinear. By combining
Eq. 2.1 with Eq. 2.4, we obtain a camera model which converts the 3D
world coordinates to distorted image coordinates. The camera’s intrinsic
parameters are fx, fy, x0, y0 and the distortion coefficients ki. The
camera’s extrinsic parameters are the parameters of R and t.

2.6.2 Calibration method

The camera parameters are computed from the previously found matches
using Bouguet’s Camera Calibration Toolbox. First, the intrinsic param-
eters are initialized: the principal point is set at the center of the image,
the distortion coefficients are set to 0 and the focal length is calculated
as follows, using the orthogonal vanishing points constraint. From the
3D grid points and the 2D image points, we can estimate a 3 × 3 ho-
mography F̂ for each image. We can not have a full 3 × 4 estimate of
the perspective transformation matrix F because the control points are
coplanar. The vanishing points in X, Y and the two diagonal directions
are computed in each image using F̂ . The orthogonality constraints be-
tween the horizontal and vertical vanishing points and between the two
diagonal vanishing points are used to estimate an initial guess for fx and
fy. The details can be found in Bouguet and Perona [10] and Liu et al.

[65]. To get a valid pair of equations, the calibration plate should not
be parallel to the image plane. The advantage of this method is that
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the nominal value for the focal length does not need to be known. After
this step the projection matrix P is known. Then the extrinsic camera
parameters are initialized using P and F̂ as described by Heikkilä [41].
The matrices R and t are refined using the Levenberg-Marquardt [58, 70]
iterative algorithm to minimize the back projection error of the 3D grid
points on the image. When all the parameters are initialized, they are
optimized by minimizing the reprojection error in the least squares sense
over the intrinsic and the extrinsic camera parameters, using again the
Levenberg-Marquardt method. In order to estimate all the intrinsic pa-
rameters, we need at least two different views of the calibration pattern
and, to get reliable camera calibration results, we need at least five views
[9]. To avoid that a few badly extracted grid points corrupt the calibra-
tion results, we eliminate points having a back projection error of more
than 3 pixels and recalibrate with the new set of points.

Once the intrinsic camera parameters are estimated, they are used to
remove the lens distortion in the images. For each pixel location in the
corrected image, we find the distorted pixel location using Eq. 2.4. Then
bilinear interpolation is used to calculate the intensity of the corrected
pixel. Corrected images of the calibration plate can be seen in Fig. 2.16
and in Fig. 2.19 in the next section.

2.7 Results

Calibration images were taken in water in a laboratory of the University
Hospital Zurich and in water and amniotic fluid at the Department of
Obstetrics and Gynecology of the Baylor College of Medicine, Houston.
All the tests reported in this dissertation were executed on a Linux PC
running on 2.4 GHz AMD64 with 1MB cache and 4 GB RAM. The
camera calibration algorithm is implemented in MATLAB.

2.7.1 Laboratory results

The hardware used for the calibration tests consists of two different op-
tics. The first one is a 3.8 mm laparoscope from Wolf subject to strong
lens distortions, with a 2 mm lens system (inclined by 12◦) and a work-
ing channel, as shown in Fig. 2.12. The second one is a 2 mm HopkinsII
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Figure 2.12: Richard Wolf Mini-Operating Laparoscope 12◦, diameter

3.8 mm.

Figure 2.13: Karl Storz HopkinsII Telescope 12◦, diameter 2 mm.

telescope from Storz with a 12◦ inclined lens, see Fig. 2.13. Both were
used together with a progressive scan Prosilica EC 1380C color camera
with a resolution of 1360×1024 pixels and a 2/3” CCD chip. A C-Mount
adapter allows to connect the optics to the camera. A 250 W medical
light source for endoscopes was used for illuminating the grid. The cam-
era was connected to a laptop via firewire and a software application
provided with the camera allowed to control the camera parameters, set
the area of interest and save the images easily. For the calibration tests,
a region of interest smaller than the full image size was set for each op-
tic and can be found in Tab. 2.1. The calibration plate was mounted
in the receptacle filled with water and each endoscope was fixed in the
mechanical setup at a distance of 1.5 cm to the middle of the calibration
plate. As we use a progressive frame camera, the images can be taken
dynamically. Each sequence of images was taken with a frame rate of 10
images/s while rotating the water container by 360◦. This took about
30 s and was easily done with our mechanical setup. From the obtained
images only every tenth image was considered for each calibration, lead-
ing to 30 images per test set.

For the 3.8 mm Wolf optic, three test sets were taken, with the calibra-
tion plate inclined by 15◦, 30◦ and 45◦ respectively. Then the focal length
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Optic size err textr tmatch tcalib1 tref tundist

[pixels] [pixel] [s/image] [s/image] [s] [s] [s]

Wolf 12
◦

686 × 684 0.68 1.99 0.51 8.17 21.92 4.86
3.8 mm (±0.08) (±0.83) (±0.28) (±3.95) (±10.75)

Storz 12
◦

496 × 490 0.43 0.84 0.37 5.33 4.28 1.79
2 mm (±0.07) (±0.02) (±0.02) (±0.54) (±0)

Table 2.1: Results for different optics in water: image size, reprojection

error, extraction time of the bars and dots, matching time of the 2D/3D

coordinates, time needed for the first calibration step, time needed for

the refinement step and time needed to undistort an image. The numbers

are given as average (± standard deviation).

was changed and the same three test sets were taken again. The camera
calibration algorithm was applied to every test set. The resulting mean
reprojection error, the average time for extracting the bars and dots in
the images, the average time for matching the 2D/3D coordinates and
the average times of the first calibration step and the refinement step
can be found in the first row of Tab. 2.1. The ability of the algorithm
to automatically discard images where the bars could not be fully de-
tected was tested with images of the 15◦ test sets. All eight images
(out of 2 × 30) where the bars were not visible due to over-illumination
were successfully discarded during calibration. On all the remaining im-
ages the 2D/3D coordinate mapping was successful (after removing some
outliers in the refinement step of the calibration method). The resulting
distortion models of the first three tests can be seen in Fig. 2.14(a) - (c)
and the second three tests with the changed focal length in Fig. 2.15(a)
- (c). The results are the same for a plate inclined by 15◦, 30◦ and 45◦.
The radial and tangential components of the two 45◦ distortion models
can be seen in Fig. 2.14(d) - (e) and Fig. 2.15(d) - (e). We can observe
that the tangential component is not negligible.

These calibration parameters can then be used to remove the lens dis-
tortion from the images before the mosaicing process. An example of an
undistorted calibration plate image is shown in Fig. 2.16. It took 4.86 s

to successfully remove the fish-eye distortion from that image.

For the 2 mm Storz optic, two test sets were taken with the calibration
plate inclined by 30◦ and 45◦. Then the focal length was changed and
the same two test sets were taken again. The accuracy and elapsed time
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(a) (b)

(c)

(d) (e)

Figure 2.14: 3.8 mm Wolf laparoscope: resulting distortion model of

the first tests with the calibration plate inclined by (a) 15◦, (b) 30◦ and

(c) 45◦. (d) The radial component of the 45◦ distortion model. (e) The

tangential component of the 45◦ distortion model. The circle represents

the pixel coordinates of the principal point and the arrows represent the

pixel differences between the undistorted and distorted images.
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(a) (b)

(c)

(d) (e)

Figure 2.15: 3.8 mm Wolf laparoscope: resulting distortion model of

the second tests with the calibration plate inclined by (a) 15◦, (b) 30◦

and (c) 45◦. (d) The radial component of the 45◦ distortion model. (e)

The tangential component of the 45◦ distortion model.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.16: (a) Original endoscopic image of the calibration plate

taken with the 3.8 mm Wolf laparoscope. (b) Same image successfully

undistorted using the resulting intrinsic camera parameters.

for each step of the calibration algorithm applied to those test sets can
be found on the second row of Tab. 2.1. Here a refinement step was
only needed for one calibration as, for the other calibrations, all the grid
points had a back projection error under 3 pixels. On all the images the
dots and bars could be extracted successfully and the 2D/3D coordinate
mapping was successful. The mean reprojection error is lower for the
2 mm Storz optic than for the 3.8 mm Wolf optic, as the lens distortion
is smaller. The time needed for each step of the calibration algorithm is
also smaller because the image size (area of interest) is smaller for the
2 mm Storz optic. The resulting distortion models of the first two tests
can be seen in Fig. 2.17(a) - (b) and of the second two tests in Fig. 2.18(a)
- (b). The results are the same for a plate inclined by 30◦ and 45◦. The
radial and tangential components of the two 45◦ distortion models can
be seen in Fig. 2.17(c) - (d) and Fig. 2.18(c) - (d). We can observe that
the tangential component is much lower than with the highly distorted
optic, but still not negligible.

Similar to before, an image of the calibration plate was undistorted using
these calibration parameters and is shown in Fig. 2.19. It took 1.79 s to
successfully remove the fish-eye distortion from that image.

These laboratory results show that an endoscopic camera calibration
can be done successfully with subpixel accuracy, i.e. a reprojection error
under 1 pixel, with our designed pattern. The feature extraction and
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2.17: 2 mm Storz fetoscope: resulting distortion model for the

first tests with the calibration plate inclined by (a) 30◦ and (b) 45◦. (c)

The radial component of the 45◦ distortion model. (d) The tangential

component of the 45◦ distortion model.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2.18: 2 mm Storz fetoscope: resulting distortion model for the

second tests with the calibration plate inclined by (a) 30◦ and (b) 45◦.

(c) The radial component of the 45◦ distortion model. (d) The tangential

component of the 45◦ distortion model.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.19: (a) Original endoscopic image of the calibration plate

taken with the 2 mm fetoscope. (b) Same image successfully undistorted

using the resulting intrinsic camera parameters.

2D/3D coordinate mapping algorithm is fully automatic and works for
different optics.

2.7.2 Clinical results

Calibration images were taken at the Department of Obstetrics and Gy-
necology of the Baylor College of Medicine, Houston. Two different
fetoscopes were used: a 0◦ semi-rigid 2 mm Storz miniature endoscope,
as illustrated in Fig. 2.20, and a 30◦ 2 mm Storz HopkinsII telescope, as
illustrated in Fig. 2.21. Both were used with an interlaced camera with
a resolution of 720 × 480 pixels. We did not send our setup to Hous-
ton, so the calibration plate was placed in a simple container and was
inclined by 30◦. Videos were taken with each endoscope. The images
used for the calibration tests could not be extracted automatically as
the videos also contained irrelevant images. The thirty images used for
each calibration were thus extracted manually from each video and then
deinterlaced using a simple line repetition method [36].

We performed two calibrations with the 0◦ semi-rigid telescope, one in
water and one in amniotic fluid that was collected during surgery. The
accuracy and elapsed time for the calibration in water can be seen in
the first row of Tab. 2.2. On all the images the feature extraction and
the 2D/3D coordinate mapping were successful and no calibration re-
finement step was needed. The resulting distortion model can be seen
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Figure 2.20: Karl Storz Miniature Straight Forward Telescope 0◦, semi-

rigid, diameter 2 mm.

Figure 2.21: Karl Storz HopkinsII Telescope 30◦, diameter 2 mm.

in Fig. 2.22(a). The accuracy and elapsed time for the calibration in
amniotic fluid can be seen in the second row of Tab. 2.2. The mean
back projection error is, with 0.59 pixel, higher in amniotic fluid than in
water where it is 0.4 pixel. This is due to the fact that the image quality
is lowered by the presence of the amniotic fluid. On all the images, the
feature extraction and the 2D/3D coordinate mapping were successful
(after removing outliers in the refinement step). The resulting distortion
model can be seen in Fig. 2.22(b). We can see that the calibration results
are different in water than in amniotic fluid. This is due to the fact that
the two media have a different refractive index. Since there is a possi-
bility that no amniotic fluid is available for the calibration, we analyzed
the error introduced by undistorting an image taken in amniotic fluid
with the water calibration results. In Fig. 2.23(a) we can see an image,
which was taken in amniotic fluid. This image was undistorted with the
amniotic fluid model as can be seen in Fig. 2.23(b) and with the water
model as can be seen in Fig. 2.23(c). It took on average 2.61 s to undis-
tort each image. The average difference between the two undistorted
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Optic size err textr tmatch tcalib1 tref tundist

[pixels] [pixel] [s/image] [s/image] [s] [s] [s]

Storz semi-rigid 720 × 480 0.4 1.8 0.76 11.08 0 2.6
0
◦, Water (±0.07) (±0.61) (±0.6)

Storz semi-rigid 720 × 480 0.59 1.15 0.44 18.36 53.09 2.62
0
◦, Amniotic fl. (±0.08) (±0.06) (±0.12)

Storz 30
◦

720 × 480 0.41 1.32 0.19 4.84 3.71 2.5
Water (±0.06) (±0.08) (±0.06)

Storz 30
◦

720 × 480 0.51 1.11 0.13 7.06 7.5 2.28
Amniotic fl. (±0.08) (±0.12) (±0.03)

Table 2.2: Results for different optics in water and amniotic fluid: image

size, reprojection error, extraction time of the bars and dots, matching

time of the 2D/3D coordinates, time needed for the first calibration

step, time needed for the refinement step and time needed to undistort

an image. The numbers are given as average (± standard deviation)

where applicable.

images is 2.34 pixels (±1.46 pixels). This is irrelevant to the human eye,
but will possibly affect the results of the mosaicing algorithm.

With the 30◦ endoscope we performed two more calibrations, one in
water and one in amniotic fluid. The accuracy and elapsed time for the
calibration in water are shown in the third row of Tab. 2.2. On 29 out
of 30 images the feature extraction and the 2D/3D coordinate mapping
was successful (after removing some outliers in the refinement step).
One image was discarded automatically because the small bar appeared,
due to perspective distortions, bigger than the larger bar. The resulting
distortion model can be seen in Fig. 2.24(a).

The accuracy and elapsed time for the calibration in amniotic fluid are
shown on the last row of Tab. 2.2. We observe that the back projection
error in amniotic fluid is, with 0.51 pixel, higher than in water where it is
0.41 pixel. As already stated before, this is caused by the inferior image
quality in amniotic fluid. On all the images the feature extraction and
the 2D/3D coordinate mapping were successful. The resulting distortion
model can be seen in Fig. 2.24(b). As expected the calibration results
are again different in water and in amniotic fluid. The error generated
by calibrating the fetoscope in water instead of amniotic fluid was tested
on an image taken in amniotic fluid, represented in Fig. 2.25(a). This
image was undistorted with the amniotic fluid model as can be seen in
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.22: Distortion models with the 0◦ semi-rigid endoscope, (a)

in water and (b) in amniotic fluid. The distortion models have been

restricted to the area of interest in the images.

Fig. 2.25(b) and with the water model as can be seen in Fig. 2.25(c). It
took on average 2.39 s to undistort each image. The average difference
between the two undistorted images is 0.46 pixel (±0.36 pixel). The error
induced by using water instead of amniotic fluid is smaller for the 30◦

endoscope than for the semi-rigid 0◦ endoscope because of the smaller
lens distortion.

The clinical results show that the automatic feature extraction and
2D/3D assignment algorithms work for interlaced cameras as well as

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2.23: (a) Image taken in amniotic fluid with the 0◦ semi-rigid

endoscope, (b) undistorted image with the amniotic fluid model, (c)

undistorted image with the water model.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.24: Distortion models with the 30◦ endoscope, (a) in water

and (b) in amniotic fluid. The distortion models have been restricted to

the area of interest in the images.

for progressive frame cameras. Our method also works for different en-
doscopes with different lens inclinations and lens distortions. The cal-
ibration can still be done in subpixel accuracy in amniotic fluid, even
though the image quality is inferior.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2.25: (a) Image taken in amniotic fluid with the 30◦ endoscope,

(b) undistorted image with the amniotic fluid model, (c) undistorted

image with the water model.
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2.8 Conclusion

In this chapter we presented a reliable, fast and fully automatic cali-
bration method for endoscopes. This method is also described in our
publication [120]. Radial and tangential lens distortions could be suc-
cessfully removed from the endoscopic images, a crucial step for subse-
quent image mosaicing. As our system is easy to use and sterilizable, the
endoscope can be calibrated during the surgery and neither an engineer
nor a technician needs to be present. The presented calibration results
are of subpixel precision both under laboratory and clinical conditions,
as well as in different media (water, amniotic fluid). In addition we
tested our calibration system successfully for several endoscopes, which
had different lens inclinations and distortions, as well as for progressive
frame cameras and interlaced cameras.

In the image acquisition setup that we designed, the calibration plate
is fixed on an inclinable shaft in a rotatable fluid container, thus the
images can easily be taken under different viewing angles. Contrary to
just filming the plate randomly, the setup ensures that the calibration
covers the depth range in which the endoscope is used during surgery.
As was shown by the clinical experiments, the calibration algorithm still
works without the setup, but in that case the calibration images have
to be selected by hand from the obtained video and they have to be
deinterlaced if an interlaced camera was used. The setup is well-suited
for manual operation but future motorization of the moving parts is
possible without fundamental design changes.

We presented a new calibration pattern design and an associated fea-
ture extraction and assignment algorithm which allow an accurate and
automatic calibration. Thanks to two special marks, the position and
orientation of the pattern coordinate system can be identified safely in all
situations, except in some rare cases with strong perspective distortions,
see Fig. 2.9(b). Images, where the two bars cannot be properly extracted
are discarded automatically. The algorithm is robust against severe lens
distortions, perspective distortions and bad image quality caused by the
amniotic fluid. As it is also robust against inhomogeneous illumination
and specular reflections, the calibration can be performed with the en-
doscope’s light source and no additional illumination is required. Our
algorithm processes the images and calculates the intrinsic and extrinsic
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camera parameters in 10 s to 2.5 min, depending on the quantity (be-
tween 5 and 30), the size and the quality of the images. The algorithm
has not yet been optimized for speed though, as it is still implemented
in MATLAB. Our calibration pattern and the associated algorithm were
used in several other projects. Heintz et al. [44, 43] applied our cali-
bration pattern and algorithm to thermal cameras, whereas Much [79]
applied them to bronchoscopes. Various other fields may profit from our
automatic endoscope calibration method.

For our application where the endoscope is used in the amniotic cavity, it
should be calibrated in amniotic fluid. Calibrating the endoscope in wa-
ter instead of amniotic fluid was investigated and introduced an average
error of 2.34 pixels for the endoscope with the highest lens distortion,
which will possibly affect the results of the mosaicing algorithm.





3
Feature-Based Pairwise Image

Matching

The first step for image mosaicing consists of matching the endoscopic
images of the placenta pairwise. Since the placenta images are recorded
by a hand-held endoscope, a projective transformation model would be
needed. However, this model presented overfitting problems and, accord-
ing to our experiments, a computationally less expensive affine transfor-
mation model proved to be sufficient. Furthermore, even though the sur-
face of the placenta is curved, the images can be considered as flat since
the endoscopic images capture only a small area of the whole placenta
and smooth surfaces can be considered as locally planar (Mikolajczyk
and Schmid [73]).

Image matching methods are classified into intensity-based and feature-
based approaches. In this chapter a feature-based approach will be pre-
sented as the first step to image matching. In the next chapter, an
intensity-based approach will be described as an alternative to the first
method. Feature-based algorithms work by extracting interest points,
such as corners, edges or other geometrical entities, in each image. Then,
a feature vector which describes the neighborhood of each interest point
is computed in order to find corresponding features between the images.
Since the features build a compact image representation and the entire
image information is not needed for registration, feature-based match-
ing methods have the advantages of being faster and robust to partial
image deterioration due to e.g. specular reflections. In order to estimate
an accurate transformation between the poor quality endoscopic images,
the major problem is finding enough precisely localized, repeatable and
distinctive features that can be matched properly. According to Tuyte-
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laars and Mikolajczyk [109], the minimally required level of invariance
or robustness of the features needs to be defined, as an increased level
of invariance or robustness leads to a reduced distinctiveness. For our
application, the features have to be invariant to rotation and scaling,
as well as robust to illumination changes, local affine distortions and
blurring.

This chapter first provides an overview of related work in interest point
extraction and feature matching. Then, the performance of two promis-
ing detector/descriptor schemes will be analyzed on the endoscopic pla-
centa images. Finally, our feature-based matching algorithm, including
two outlier detection methods, will be presented and evaluated on a set
of 1029 image pairs.

3.1 Related Work

Feature extraction and description is a vast research area in computer
vision and can be divided into three different categories which will be
presented in this section. Then, a short overview of feature matching
methods will be given.

3.1.1 Pixel intensity analysis

One class of feature detectors works by analyzing the pixel intensities in
a local image region. Smith and Brady developed an edge and corner de-
tector called SUSAN (Smallest Univalue Segment Assimilating Nucleus)
[96]. For each image pixel (the “nucleus”) a region called USAN with
similar brightness to the nucleus is defined within a circular mask. An
edge strength image is obtained by substracting the area of the USAN
from a geometric threshold g. Edges are detected using non-maximum
suppression and thinning. A corner strength image is obtained in the
same way, with g set lower than for edge detection. False positives are
rejected by finding the USAN’s centroid. A proper corner has the cen-
troid far from the nucleus and features contiguity in the USAN. Then
the corners are detected by non-maximum suppression. The SUSAN
detector is accurate and noise resistant.
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The FAST (Features from Accelerated Segment Test) corner detector
presented by Rosten and Drummond [87, 90, 88] builds on the SUSAN
detector. A corner is detected if the intensities of a sufficiently large
amount of contiguous pixels on a circle of 16 pixels around the corner
candidate p are all above or all below the intensity of p by some threshold
t. Efficient classification is based on a decision tree. To avoid multiple
corners adjacent to one another, non-maximum suppression is applied
on the sum of the absolute intensity differences between the pixels on
the arc and the center pixel. Recently Rosten et al. [89] introduced the
FAST-ER feature detector, which is optimized for repeatability, i.e. the
ratio between the number of features detected in both images and the
lowest number of features detected in the overlapping image part. The
intensities of the 16 pixels on the circle around p represent the feature
descriptor vector. The FAST detector is not very robust to noise.

Matas et al. [71] introduced the concept of Maximally Stable Extremal
Regions (MSER). MSERs are regions that are either darker or brighter
than their neighborhood, resulting in data-dependent shapes whereas
the aforementioned methods extract corners or edges. The shapes are
determined by a local binarization procedure on the image intensities.
For each threshold a list of connected components and their areas is
stored. A MSER is a connected component whose area change over a
range of thresholds is a local minimum. Measurement regions are de-
fined at four different scales for each MSER and used to compute the
feature descriptor vector. MSERs are invariant to monotonic transfor-
mations of intensities and are covariant under affine transformations of
image coordinates. They perform well on images containing homoge-
neous regions with distinctive boundaries. However, they are not robust
to large scale variations, image blur or specular reflections since, under
these conditions, image details change and different region boundaries
are formed.

3.1.2 Extrema of a feature response function

Another class of feature detectors works by computing extrema of a fea-
ture response function across the image, based on first or second order
derivatives. Gradient operators are popular for edge detection. In the
medical area, many retinal image mosaicing methods detecting the edges
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of the blood vessels have been proposed. Becker et al. [7] use the Sobel
edge detector [97], which approximates the gradient with simple 3 × 3

filters applied in horizontal and vertical direction. They extract branch-
ing and cross-over points in the vasculature at the local maxima of edge
direction differences. For each region around the landmark points, a
Gaussian smoothed edge direction histogram is computed as a feature
descriptor. Can et al. [18] developed a faster retinal vasculature trac-
ing algorithm. First, seed points are detected at local gray-level minima
along a grid and validated. Then, for each seed point, the left and the
right edges and the orientation of the vessel are detected by the peak
responses of a set of correlation kernels in 16 directions. Finally, the cen-
terlines are recursively traced, while checking for special cases to detect
branching and cross-over points. For each bifurcation, a feature vector
based on intersection angles and vessel thicknesses is computed [19, 21].
Tsai et al. [107] described a fast method to refine the landmark locations
and improve their repeatability. A branching or cross-over point is mod-
eled as the closest point to the extrapolation of the centerlines at the
intersection. The landmark positions and the vessel orientations, needed
for the feature vector, are iteratively refined. Unfortunately, clear vas-
cular branching and cross-over points are rare in endoscopic images of
the placenta, and thus we have to rely on other features.

First-order derivatives are also used in the popular corner and edge de-
tector developed by Harris and Stephens [37]. For an image I, the second
moment matrix

M = G ∗

[

I2
x IxIy

IxIy I2
y

]

(3.1)

is computed, where G is a 2D Gaussian function, ∗ represents a convo-
lution and Ix and Iy are the image derivatives in horizontal and vertical
directions. Then the corner/edge response function R = Det(M) −

kTrace2(M) is calculated, k being a tunable sensitivity parameter. A
corner is detected at the local maxima of the positive responses of R

and an edge at the local minima of the negative responses of R. Shi and
Tomasi [95] based their feature detector on the Harris corner detector.
Features are extracted where the smallest of the two eigenvalues of M ,
Eq. 3.1, is above a predefined threshold.

A mixture of first- and second-order derivatives is used in the Wang and
Brady corner detection algorithm [116, 117], which extracts local max-
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ima of image surface curvature. To reduce the effect of noise, the image
is first smoothed by Gaussian convolution. The corner response function
is the difference between a cornerness measure (the square of the second-
order derivative along the edge tangential) and a false corner response
(proportional to the squared norm of the gradient). Non-maximum sup-
pression is applied where the corner response function and the gradient
magnitude are above a threshold. The Gaussian smoothing leads to cor-
ner displacement. To refine the corner location, the corners are found at
different smoothing levels and linear prediction is applied.

A popular blob detector based on second-order derivatives is the rotation
invariant Hessian detector, developed by Beaudet [6]. The blobs are
determined by local maxima of the determinant of the Hessian matrix:

H(I) =

[

Ixx Ixy

Ixy Iyy

]

(3.2)

3.1.3 Scale-space feature detectors

The previously described methods fail for large size variations of the
image structures across several images. A scale-space feature detector is
needed in this case. Lindeberg performed foundational work on Gaussian
scale-space theory [62]. The scale-space representation L of an image I is
obtained by convolving I with variable-scale Gaussian kernels G(x, y, t),
t = σ2 being the scale parameter (Witkin [122], Koenderink [50]):

L(x, y, t) = G(x, y, t) ∗ I(x, y) (3.3)

Lindeberg [60, 61, 63, 64] proposed a method to automatically select the
characteristic scale of the features along with the location by detecting
local maxima in feature responses with respect to both scale and space.
He introduced the γ-normalized derivative operator: δξ = tγ/2δx, where
γ ∈ [0, 1] is a parameter related to the dimensionality of the image
feature. He defined two response functions for multi-scale blob-like image
structure detection:

Trace(Hnorm(L)) = tγ(Lxx + Lyy) (3.4a)

Det(Hnorm(L)) = t2γ(LxxLyy − L2
xy), (3.4b)
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where Hnorm is the normalized Hessian matrix. The first differential
expression is equivalent to tγ▽

2L, the normalized Laplacian of Gaussian
(LoG). The second one is the determinant of the normalized Hessian
matrix (DoH). Lindeberg defined different normalized Gaussian deriva-
tive operators for scale-space junction, edge and ridge detection. The
localization of junctions and edges is poor at coarse scales. Therefore
the author presented a second processing step which selects a finer lo-

calization scale at which the feature position is detected more precisely.

In medical image analysis scale-space ridge detection was applied to ex-
tract cerebral blood vessels in 2D DSA, 3D MRA (Koller et al. [52],
Lorenz et al. [66]) and MRI images, bronchi in chest CT images, liver
vessels in abdominal CT images (Sato et al. [91]) or the vessel structure
of a retina in fundus reflection images (Staal et al. [100, 99]).

Lowe [67] introduced the Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) and
improved it in [68]. The SIFT features are invariant to scaling, rotation,
affine changes in intensity and robust to local affine distortions and noise.
Focusing on computational efficiency, the blob-like features are extracted
at scale-space extrema of the difference of Gaussian (DoG) function:

D(x, y, σ) = (G(x, y, kσ) − G(x, y, σ)) ∗ I(x, y) (3.5)

The difference of successive Gaussian-smoothed images approximates
Lindeberg’s scale-normalized LoG, Eq. 3.4a, and is constructed efficiently
using a scale-space pyramid. This scheme avoids the computation of
second-order derivatives. The extrema are located to sub-pixel/sub-scale
accuracy with quadratic interpolation (Brown and Lowe [13]). Features
along edges are poorly located but have strong edge responses and are
thus eliminated by applying a threshold on their ratio of principal curva-
tures. This is efficiently computed using the Hessian matrix. To achieve
invariance to image rotation, dominant orientations are assigned to each
feature, corresponding to peaks in an orientation histogram formed from
the weighted gradient directions of pixels within a region around the
selected feature. A highly distinctive feature descriptor is computed
relative to this orientation. The region around the feature position is
divided into 4 × 4 gradient orientation histograms, each containing 8
bins, resulting in a feature vector of length 4 × 4 × 8 = 128. For each
orientation bin a weighted sum of the gradient magnitudes within that
direction is computed using trilinear interpolation to distribute the value
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of each gradient sample into adjacent histogram bins. Finally, to achieve
invariance to affine changes in illumination, the feature descriptor is nor-
malized to unit length. To reduce the influence of non-linear illumination
changes, a threshold is applied to the values of the feature vector and
the vector is renormalized.

Mikolajczyk and Schmid [72] did a performance evaluation of 6 different
local descriptors on diverse scenes presenting real geometric and photo-
metric transformations, in the context of image matching. They com-
pared SIFT to steerable filters [33], differential invariants [49], complex
filters [93], moment invariants [35] and cross-correlation. The SIFT de-
scriptor proved to be the most robust and distinctive one. In a more
exhaustive evaluation of 10 different local descriptors [74], Mikolajczyk
and Schmid introduced a variant of SIFT, called GLOH. The GLOH de-
scriptor has a slightly better performance but is computationally more
expensive than SIFT. The evaluation criterion used is recall, see Eq. 3.6,
versus 1-precision, see Eq. 3.7. Based on those results, Mikolajczyk et al.

used SIFT to describe the extracted image regions in their study on affine
region detectors [75]. They compared 6 affine covariant region detectors
on different scenes under varying imaging conditions. The performance
of a region detector is characterized by its repeatability and matching

score (ratio between the number of correct matches and the lowest num-
ber of regions in the overlapping image part). Under illumination and
viewpoint changes the MSER detector performed best and was also the
fastest one. However, it did not perform that well under blur and scale
change. Later, Forssén and Lowe [32] made the MSERs robust against
large scale variations and image blur by detecting the MSERs in a scale
pyramid (Multi-Resolution MSER). However, they are still not robust
to specular reflections. Forssén and Lowe used the SIFT descriptor as an
affine invariant shape descriptor for matching the MSERs. These shape
descriptors perform very well on full 3D scenes, but the SIFT descriptor
computed on grey-scale patches performs better on locally planar scenes.

The presented evaluations suggest strongly that SIFT is best suited for
our feature-based endoscopic image matching problem. However, a more
recent interest point detector and descriptor called SURF (Speeded-Up
Robust Features) was not evaluated in those studies. SURF, presented
by Bay et al. [5, 4], is scale- and rotation-invariant as well as invariant to
linear photometric transformations and robust to local affine deforma-
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tions. Bay et al. showed that SURF is comparable or even outperforms
SIFT with respect to repeatability, distinctiveness and robustness on
the evaluation data set of Mikolajczyk and Schmid [74]. Furthermore,
SURF presented the highest recognition rate in several indoor and out-
door object recognition tasks, [5, 80, 111, 112], the latter one dealing
with images presenting large appearance changes over seasons. Addition-
ally, SURF proved to be the most accurate in an application of camera
self-calibration and 3D reconstruction [4]. Another major advantage of
SURF is that it is computationally less demanding than SIFT [5, 4, 112].

SURF builds on the strengths of the leading existing detectors and de-
scriptors. The “Fast-Hessian” detector extracts blob-like structures based
on scale-space maxima of the determinant of the Hessian matrix of the
Gaussian smoothed image, as done by Lindeberg, Eq. 3.4b. The second
order Gaussian smoothed derivatives are approximated by box filters.
For computational efficiency and to avoid aliasing, the images are not
sub-sampled to form a scale space pyramid as was done for SIFT [67, 68].
Instead the box filter is up-scaled and applied directly on the original
image. The use of integral images, introduced by Viola and Jones [114],
allows the computational costs to stay low and constant with increasing
filter size. The interest points are localized by 3D non-maximum sup-
pression in scale-space and removing maxima with a value smaller than
a blob response threshold. The interest points are refined with quadratic
interpolation, as proposed by Brown and Lowe [13]. To obtain invari-
ance to image rotation, a representative orientation is computed for each
interest point, corresponding to the longest one among local orientation
vectors. Those local vectors are formed by summing first order Haar
wavelet responses in a region around the interest point. To compute the
SURF descriptor, a square region is defined around the interest point and
aligned to the detected orientation. This region is divided into 4×4 sub-
regions in which Gaussian weighted Haar wavelet responses (dx, dy) are
computed at 5×5 sample points. The four-dimensional descriptor vector
−→v = (Σdx, Σdy, Σ|dx|,Σ|dy|) is computed for each subregion, resulting
in a 4×4×4=64-dimensional descriptor vector. To achieve invariance to
linear illumination changes, the descriptor vector is normalized to unit
length. The more distinctive 128-dimensional descriptor vector (SURF-
128) is obtained by computing the sums Σdx and Σ|dx| separately for
dy < 0 and dy ≥ 0 and similarly for Σdy and Σ|dy|. However, higher
dimensionality means slower feature matching. To accelerate this step,
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the sign of the Laplacian is appended to the feature vector, resulting
in SURF-65 respectively SURF-129, and only features with the same
Laplacian sign are compared. The sign of the Laplacian complies with
the type of contrast, i.e. a bright blob on a dark background or the
opposite. This also increases the robustness of the descriptor.

Cattin et al. [25] achieved good retinal image mosaicing results using
SURF-128 for interest point extraction and feature matching. At that
time, no other detector/descriptor scheme than SURF was able to cope
with pathological retinas where the vascular tree is not clearly visible
and the images have highly self-similar regions. Recently, Chen et al.

[26] proposed a novel detector/descriptor scheme called Harris-PIIFD
which focuses on multimodal retinal image registration and is very accu-
rate. Unfortunately, neither their detector nor their descriptor is scale-
invariant and since we are only using endoscopic images there is no ad-
vantage of using an algorithm developed for multimodal images.

3.1.4 Feature matching

Mikolajczyk and Schmid [74] compared three different interest point
matching strategies. (1) For threshold-based matching, two interest
points are matched if the Euclidean distance between their descriptors
is below a threshold. (2) For nearest neighbor-based matching, the two
descriptors have to be nearest neighbors as well. (3) For the nearest
neighbor distance ratio matching strategy (aka second-nearest neighbor
criterion) introduced by Lowe [68], the thresholding is applied to the dis-
tance ratio between the first and the second nearest neighbor. The third
matching strategy rejects features that do not have any good match and
was found to have the highest precision. It was also used by Bay et

al. [5, 4] and Cattin et al. [25]. To avoid an exhaustive search of the
nearest neighbors, Lowe [68] used an approximate algorithm called the
Best-Bin-First algorithm [8].

To reject erroneous interest point matches and determine the correct
ones, Becker et al. [7] proposed to use a similarity measure based on
normalized intensity differences in a small window around each interest
point correspondence. Can et al. [19, 21] minimized the sum of squared
differences (SSD) between those normalized intensities to refine interest
point positions and add new correspondences. The classical method
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to reject outlier correspondences is to use RANSAC [31], as was done
by Matas et al. [71], Brown and Lowe [14, 15] and Cattin et al. [25].
RANSAC selects the inliers compatible with a transformation between
the two images and further matches can be added by using this estimated
transformation. Furthermore, Brown and Lowe [14, 15] proposed to use
a probabilistic model to decide if the image match is correct or false,
based on a comparison between the number of inliers and the number of
features in the area of overlap.

If image-wide interest point correspondences are missing, image align-
ment might be accurate only locally. This problem motivated Stewart et

al. [101] to introduce the Dual-Bootstrap Iterative Closest Point (ICP)
algorithm to align retina images based on vascular bifurcation corre-
spondences. For each correspondence, an initial low-order transforma-
tion and an initial bootstrap region are estimated. The two images are
iteratively aligned until the entire overlapping region is covered. Each
iteration involves estimating the transformation in the bootstrap region
with a robust ICP algorithm which minimizes the distance between the
detected blood vessel centerlines, selecting a higher-order transformation
model and expanding the bootstrap region.

3.2 Initial Feature Matching

Matching the endoscopic placenta images by extracting blood vessels,
as was done by several methods presented in the previous section, is
not robust because the vascular tree is not clearly visible. Cattin et

al. [25] proposed to extract blob-like SURF features for retinal image
matching. However, fetoscopic images have an inferior quality compared
to ophthalmoscopic images. In this section we first describe the initial
feature matching procedure, which represents the first two steps of our
feature-based image matching algorithm shown in Fig. 3.1. Then, we
investigate if the two most promising scale- and rotation-invariant de-
tector/descriptor schemes, SIFT and SURF, are able to extract enough
repeatable and distinctive features to accurately match the fetoscopic
images of the placenta.
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Figure 3.1: Feature-based image matching algorithm.

3.2.1 Interest point extraction and feature matching

First, the color images are converted to grayscale images. Then, the
detector, which will be chosen in Sec. 3.2.2, is used in order to identify
blob-like interest points pi,1, ...pi,Ni

in each image Ii. Only the interest
points inside the circular image region are considered. Finally, their
respective feature descriptors ci,1, ..., ci,Ni

are computed with the selected
descriptor scheme.

For each image pair, the initial interest point correspondences are estab-
lished with the following method. To maximize the number of interest
point matches, the first image I1 is defined as the one with the high-
est number of interest points and the second image I2 as the other one.
The nearest neighbor distance ratio matching strategy is used. For each
feature of I1, the similarity to every feature of I2 which has the same
sign of the Laplacian is compared by computing the Euclidean distance
between their respective descriptor vectors. The nearest neighbor in I2

is selected to match the feature in I1, if its distance in descriptor space
is smaller than 0.8 times the distance to the second nearest neighbor. If
the selected feature in I2 already has a match in I1, the feature corre-
spondence with the smallest distance in descriptor space is kept. That
way we avoid multiple matches for one interest point.

3.2.2 Comparison of SIFT and SURF

The performances of the SIFT and SURF detector/descriptor schemes
were compared on endoscopic images of a real ex-vivo placenta, obtained
as described in Sec. 6.1. First, we tried to extract interest points with
the DoG blob detector used in SIFT and the Fast-Hessian blob detector
used in SURF. The DoG method found on average 8 interest points
per image. On standard camera images this detector typically generates
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Descriptor average precision average recall
SIFT-128 0.68 0.195
SURF-65 0.61 0.275
SURF-129 0.67 0.257

Table 3.1: Comparison of different feature descriptors

over 1000 interest points. Thus, it is clear that the DoG detector fails
to extract enough repeatable interest points on our endoscopic images.
It also failed to identify enough reliable landmarks on the retina images
of Cattin et al. [25]. The Fast-Hessian detector of SURF, with a blob
response threshold of 500, extracted an average of 858 interest points
per image. Then, we compared the performance of the SIFT descriptor
with the SURF-65 and SURF-129 descriptors computed on the regions
around those interest points. The feature descriptors were matched for
each image pair, as was described in Sec. 3.2.1. The evaluation criteria
are based on the number of correct matches, as described in [74]. Recall

is defined as the number of correctly matched features with respect to
the number of existing corresponding features between two images of the
same scene:

recall =
#correct matches

#corresponding features
(3.6)

Precision is defined as the number of correct matches relative to the
total number of matches found:

precision =
#correct matches

#correct matches + #false matches
(3.7)

The ground truth transformation between two images was estimated us-
ing manually extracted and matched interest points. Table 3.1 shows
the average precision and the average recall of the evaluated descrip-
tors. The SIFT feature descriptor shows a slightly higher precision than
SURF, but it has the lowest recall, meaning that less correct matches are
actually detected. The SURF-129 feature descriptor is chosen because
it shows the best compromise.

Figure 3.2(a) shows an example of a typical endoscopic placenta image
pair with its putative feature correspondences. As we can see in this
figure, several interest points are mismatched, which is expected due to
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.2: (a) Two endoscopic images of the placenta with putative

interest point correspondences represented by the lines and (b) after

applying the improved RANSAC algorithm.

the limited precision of the SURF-129 descriptor (0.67, see Tab. 3.1).
This problem will be addressed in the next section.

3.3 Detection of Mismatches

Once an initial set of feature correspondences has been computed, the
mismatched correspondences need to be eliminated. Furthermore, image
pairs not having enough correct correspondences to estimate an affine
transformation need to be rejected. In this section we will first present
an improved RANSAC algorithm used to remove most of the outliers.
Then, we will describe a second algorithm called MISRE which elimi-
nates the outliers that have not been detected by the improved RANSAC
method. These methods constitute the last steps of the feature-based
image matching algorithm shown in Fig. 3.1.

3.3.1 Improved RANSAC algorithm

The RANdom SAmple Consensus method, or RANSAC [31], is generally
used to estimate the parameters of a model that best fits measurement
data and to detect outliers. In image mosaicing applications it is widely
used to select a set of inlier correspondences consistent with a homogra-
phy and filter out possible mismatches from the list of putative feature
matches. A homography is represented by a 3 × 3 matrix H and has 8
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degrees of freedom (DOF), thus it can be determined by four point cor-
respondences. To improve the efficiency of the RANSAC method, the
determinant of H is used. As stated by Vincent and Laganière [113], and
Kumar and Jawahar [53], a homography is degenerated if its determi-
nant is close to zero. If its determinant is very large, the determinant of
the inverse homography will be close to zero. Thus the RANSAC scheme
has been improved by ignoring homographies with determinants having
a value ouside a range [1/n, n]. We experimentally set the value n = 5.
The improved RANSAC algorithm is divided into the following steps.

1. A subset of four interest point correspondences is randomly se-
lected from the set of putative matches. Any three of the four
points in each image should not be colinear. Such a set would give
rise to a degeneracy in the estimation of the homography and is
thus ignored.

2. A homography H is estimated from those four point correspon-
dences. H is normalized such that Hn(3, 3) = 1. If the determi-
nant of Hn has a value outside the range [1/5, 5], this homography
is discarded and the algorithm iterates back to step 1.

3. All the interest point correspondences consistent with this homog-
raphy, within an error tolerance, are selected as the inliers. We
experimentally set the error tolerance to 6 pixels.

4. Steps 1 to 3 are repeated until the number of performed trials
exceeds a predetermined number of trials. The final set of interest
point correspondences is the set with the largest number of inliers.

5. The homography is reestimated with the final set of point corre-
spondences.

Figure 3.2(b) shows the resulting interest point correspondences after ap-
plying the improved RANSAC algorithm to the putative matches shown
in Fig. 3.2(a). As we can see, all the correspondences are correct.

Figure 3.3 demonstrates the importance of the constraint on the deter-
minant of the estimated homography. Figure 3.3(a) shows an image
pair with the resulting interest point correspondences of the RANSAC
algorithm without a constraint on the determinant of the homogra-
phy. Due to several mismatches the estimated homography, illustrated
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3.3: (a) Image pair with interest point matches after applying

the standard RANSAC algorithm. (b) The first image projected onto

the second one with the corresponding homography. (c) Image pair with

interest point matches after applying the improved RANSAC algorithm.

(d) The first image projected onto the second one with the corresponding

homography.

in Fig. 3.3(b), is degenerated and its determinant has a high value
(det(H) = 296). By including the constraint on the determinant of
the homography, the improved RANSAC algorithm resulted in interest
point matches shown in Fig. 3.3(c). Now det(H) = 0.509 and all the cor-
respondences and the resulting homography are correct, see Fig. 3.3(d).

Even after applying the improved RANSAC algorithm it is still possible
for an image pair to have a significant number of wrong interest point
correspondences that are consistent with a valid homography by coinci-
dence. Therefore we defined a criterion for image matching failure. This
criterion is based on the number of interest point correspondences and,
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as those pairs typically have four or five correspondences, the threshold
for registration failure is set to five correspondences.

3.3.2 MISRE algorithm

The remaining image pairs have at least six interest point correspon-
dences that are consistent with a valid homography. Unfortunately, some
image pairs still contain interest point mismatches. They have not been
filtered out by the RANSAC algorithm because the set containing the
mismatches has more inliers than the correct set. Our MISmatches RE-
moval algorithm (MISRE) eliminates those mismatches based on the
consistency of each correspondence with an affine transformation esti-
mated from the set of correspondences excluding the one tested. We do
not only verify the correspondences one by one, but also handle pairs of
spatially close correspondences isolated from the remaining ones. This
special case, called a double mismatch test, will be illustrated later in
this section. Correct correspondences spatially isolated from the others
present an additional challenge. Often the affine transformation esti-
mated from the set of correspondences excluding the isolated one is not
accurate on the image area where the isolated correspondence is and thus
the reprojection error for that correspondence is high. This is handled
by including a distance factor into the decision function. An example
that illustrates this problem will be presented later in this section. The
MISRE algorithm is divided into the following steps.

1. For each interest point match j the algorithm does the following:

(a) An affine1 transformation Aj is estimated with all the corre-
spondences except correspondence j.

(b) The reprojection error errj = ||Ajp1,j −p2,j || of interest point
pair (p1,j , p2,j) is calculated given the estimated affine trans-
formation Aj .

(c) The Euclidean distance dnj from the current interest point co-
ordinates to its nearest neighbor and the Euclidean distance

1An affine transformation has 6 DOF and thus at least 3 interest point matches are
needed to estimate it. If there are only 2 matches, the rotation angle, the translation
vector and the scaling factor of the transformation are estimated.
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dsj to its second nearest neighbor are computed for both im-
ages.

(d) The ratio dj = dnj/dsj is calculated for both images.

2. First, the algorithm verifies if there is any double mismatch:

(a) If two interest point correspondences j and k have dj < α,
dk < α and dnj = dnk in both images, this is an isolated
double match. We experimentally set α = 0.25.

(b) For that isolated double match, an affine1 transformation is
estimated from the set of correspondences excluding those two
correspondences. The reprojection errors err2j and err2k are
calculated for both interest point correspondences with the
estimated affine transformation.

(c) The interest point correspondences having err2 ≥ γ are a
clear mismatch and are removed. We experimentally set γ =

24 pixels.

(d) If δ < err2 < γ, the distances from the current interest point
coordinates to its second nearest neighbor on both images
have to be taken into account, since the reprojection error
of a correspondence increases with its distance to the corre-
spondences used to estimate the affine transformation. Only
the interest point correspondences having err2/ds > ǫ are
removed, ds being the smallest of the two distances. We ex-
perimentally set δ = 13 pixels and ǫ = 0.17.

3. If there are strictly less than 3 interest point matches left, the
algorithm terminates. Otherwise it iterates back to step 1 until all
the isolated double matches are verified.

4. Then, the algorithm detects single mismatches. For correspon-
dence j with the highest reprojection error errj :

(a) If errj ≥ γ, this is a clear mismatch and correspondence j is
removed.

(b) If δ < errj < γ, the distances from the current interest
point coordinates to its nearest neighbor on both images have
to be taken into account for the same reason as above. If
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3.4: Example illustrating the importance of the double mis-

match test. (a) Image pair with correspondences after applying the

RANSAC algorithm. (b) Estimated homography using those correspon-

dences. (c) Results after applying the MISRE algorithm without step 2.

(d) Results after applying the complete MISRE algorithm.

errj/dnj > ǫ, dnj being the smallest of the two distances,
correspondence j is removed.

(c) Otherwise the algorithm terminates

5. If there are strictly less than 3 interest point matches left, the algo-
rithm terminates. Otherwise errj and dnj from step 1 are recom-
puted for all j belonging to the set of remaining correspondences
and the algorithm iterates back to step 4 until no correspondence
can be removed anymore.

Figure 3.4 illustrates the importance of the double mismatch test (step 2
of the MISRE algorithm). Figure 3.4(a) shows an image pair with its in-
terest point correspondences after the improved RANSAC algorithm has
been applied. We notice that correspondences 12 and 13 are mismatches.
They passed the RANSAC algorithm because they are consistent with
the estimated homography represented in Fig. 3.4(b) and are part of the
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.5: Example illustrating the importance of the distance factor

in the decision function. (a) Image pair with its interest point matches

after applying the RANSAC algorithm. (b) The first image projected

onto the second one with the affine transformation estimated with all

the correspondences. (c) Image projection with the affine transformation

estimated without correspondence 6.

largest set of inliers. The reprojection error vector calculated at step 1
of the MISRE algorithm is:
err = [8.1 3 1.4 1.8 8 4.1 17.4 11.6 7.8 14 2.8 9.6 9.1], for correspon-
dences 1 to 13. Neither correspondences 12 nor 13 have the highest
error because one of the two is still used to estimate the affine transfor-
mation at step 1(a) and, since they are close to each other, the resulting
reprojection error for the other one is relatively low. Correspondence
7 has the highest error, thus, without the double mismatch test, this
correspondence and correspondence 10, both represented as a white line
in Fig. 3.4(a), are removed. This result is shown in Fig. 3.4(c) and the
wrong correspondences 12 and 13 are still present. With the double mis-
match test, the reprojection errors at step 2(b) for correspondences 12
and 13, detected as an isolated double match, are err212 = 63 pixels and
err213 = 63.8 pixels. Thus, those two correspondences are successfully
removed. The reprojection error vector for the remaining 11 correspon-
dences is now: err = [1.4 2.6 2.3 1.5 3.3 1.4 5.4 2.1 5.2 4.6 2.5]. No more
correspondence is removed and the final set of correct matches is shown
in Fig. 3.4(d).

Figure 3.5 illustrates the importance of the distance factor in the de-
cision function of the MISRE algorithm. Figure 3.5(a) shows an im-
age pair with its interest point correspondences, which are all correct.
Figure 3.5(b) represents the first image projected onto the second one
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with the resulting affine transformation. Correspondence 6 has, with
err6 = 19.86 pixels, the highest reprojection error. This correspondence
is spatially isolated from the others and without the distance test at step
4(b) of the MISRE algorithm, it would be removed. The resulting affine
transformation is shown in Fig. 3.5(c) and is less accurate in the image
area around correspondence 6, leading to a high reprojection error err6.
The spatial distance between correspondence 6 and its nearest neighbor
is taken into account to avoid the removal of this correct correspondence.
At step 4(b) of the MISRE algorithm, err6/dn6 = 0.147 which is < 0.17,
thus this correct correspondence is not removed.

After applying the MISRE algorithm, image matching is labeled as
“failed” for pairs presenting strictly less than three final interest point
correspondences since at least three correspondences are needed to es-
timate an affine transformation and, typically, those pairs have only
mismatches.

3.4 Results

Images of an ex-vivo placenta were taken in water using a 2 mm feto-
scope with a 12◦ inclined lens, with the procedure described in Sec. 6.1.
The lens distortion was removed from the images. We evaluated the ro-
bustness of the described feature-based image matching algorithm with
a set of 1029 overlapping image pairs. The interest points were extracted
and the feature descriptors computed with the original implementation
of the SURF-129 scheme in C++. The initial feature matching method
and the mismatch detection algorithms were implemented in MATLAB.

After executing the initial matching and the improved RANSAC step on
all the image pairs, there were 9 pairs with less than six inliers that were
classified as a matching failure. All the correspondences were wrong for
7 of them and 80% of the correspondences were wrong for the two others.
The MISRE algorithm was applied to the 1020 image pairs left in order
to remove the remaining interest point mismatches. In 62 image pairs in-
terest point correspondences were removed. In 45 of them the algorithm
successfully eliminated all the mismatches. In three image pairs correct
correspondences were removed. For the first one this did not have any
consequences. For the second one, the correspondence removal led to a
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poor image-wide registration. Figure 3.6(a) shows the correspondences
before applying the MISRE algorithm and Fig. 3.6(b) afterwards. All
the correspondences are correct, but they are localized in a small im-
age region, leading to an inaccurate image-wide alignment, as shown in
Fig. 3.6(c). Correspondence number 2 was crucial for obtaining a more
accurate affine transformation and should not have been removed. For
the third one, the removal of correct correspondences led to matching
failure. Figure 3.6(d) shows the image pair with its correspondences and
we see that number 2, 3 and 7 are mismatches. A part of the amnion
was floating in front of the fetoscope and is responsible for the mismatch
number 7. The correct correspondence pairs (4,5) and (1,6) were elimi-
nated as double mismatches because they were not consistent with the
erroneous affine transformations generated by the other correspondences
at step 2(b) of the MISRE algorithm. The algorithm terminated with
two correspondences left and this image pair was labeled as a match-
ing failure. Eight other image pairs had strictly less than three interest
point correspondences left and were automatically labeled as a match-
ing failure. Unfortunately, six additional image pairs, having between
3 and 5 interest point correspondences, were completely mismatched
but the feature-based image matching algorithm did not detect the fail-
ure. Seven other pairs, also having between 3 and 5 correspondences,
matched perfectly. It is really important that no correctly matching
pair is classified as a mismatch and thus the number of interest point
correspondences is not a sufficient criterion for image matching failure.
Figure 3.7(a) shows an image pair with four erroneous correspondences
that were not filtered out by the MISRE algorithm because they are all
consistent with an affine transformation. Furthermore, some image pairs
have an inaccurate image-wide alignment because all the interest point
correspondences, which are correct, are located in a small image area, as
has been described previously. Those image pairs are characterized by
a low number of correspondences. Generally, from our experiments and
other publications (e.g. Quack et al. [83]), feature-based image match-
ing is successful if at least 10 interest point correspondences are found.
A different image matching algorithm, presented in the next chapter,
has to be applied to the image pairs having strictly less than 10 interest
point correspondences to ensure no misregistered images.

From the 958 image pairs, where no correspondences were removed by
the MISRE algorithm, only one pair, shown in Fig. 3.7(b), has three
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3.6: Problems with the MISRE algorithm removing correct cor-

respondences. (a) Image pair with its correct correspondences before

MISRE. (b) The MISRE algorithm removed correspondences 2 and 5

which led to (c) an inaccurate image-wide alignment. (d) Image pair

with correspondences 2,3 and 7 being mismatched. Unfortunately also

the correct correspondences were removed by the MISRE method and

this led to matching failure.

mismatches. It is also the only pair with more than 10 correspondences
that still contains mismatches. In that case leftovers of the amnion
were floating in front of the endoscope occluding most of the placental
surface and a majority of corresponding interest points are located on
the amnion. In Fig. 6.17 the leftovers of the amnion, connected to the
umbilical cord, are shown. During pregnancy, the amnion builds the
amniotic sac surrounding the fetus and as this transparent membrane
adheres to the surface of the placenta, it will not cause any occlusions in
the fetoscopic images. But the umbilical cord or the fetus might occlude
the placenta.

In summary, the entire feature-based image matching algorithm gener-
ated only correct interest point matches in 1004 out of 1029 overlapping
image pairs, which represents a success rate of 97.6%. Per correct im-
age pair an average of 42 correspondences (maximum 152, minimum
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.7: Problems with not detected mismatches. (a) Image pair

with four erroneous correspondences not filtered out by the MISRE al-

gorithm. The first image is blurred and the second image suffers from

specular reflections. (b) Image pair with correspondences 5, 20 and 21

mismatched.

Methods min avg max
SURF [s/image] 0.102 0.151 0.187

Init matching [s/pair] 0.031 0.318 0.404
RANSAC [s/pair] 0.0027 10.43 60.9
MISRE [s/pair] 0.0051 0.456 11.43

Complete algorithm [s/pair] 0.251 11.5 61.3

Table 3.2: Minimum, average and maximum execution time of the

feature-based image matching algorithm and its constituent methods.

3) were found. The average overlap of those image pairs, defined as
the percentage of the intersection area in comparison to the whole cir-
cular area of the original image, was 87.7% (maximum 100%, minimum
64.3%). Figure 3.8 shows some successful image matching examples with
bad conditions, such as severe specular reflections, very low structural
content and partial occlusion. Mismatches were left on only 1 out of
1029 (=0.1%) image pairs, see Fig. 3.7(b). The algorithm automati-
cally detected the matching failure on 18 of the remaining 24 (=75%)
completely mismatched image pairs. The feature-based image matching
algorithm failed to correctly register those 24 out of 1029 (=2.3%) image
pairs because of several reasons such as low structural content, blurring,
overexposure, small overlap or occlusions as shown in Fig. 3.9.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 3.8: Successful image matching cases in hard conditions. Inter-

est point correspondences and image 1 projected onto image 2 with the

estimated affine transformation for: (a)-(b) specular reflections, (c)-(d)

low structural content and (e)-(f) partial occlusion by amnion leftovers.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e)

Figure 3.9: Failure cases: (a) low structural content, (b) blurring, (c)

overexposure, (d) overlap of only 20.8% and (e) occlusion.

As can be seen in Tab. 3.2, the feature-based image matching algorithm
needs on average 11.5 s per image pair. The RANSAC method consumes
most of the computation time. As the algorithm is implemented in
MATLAB, there is still room for further speed improvements.

3.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we presented a fully automatic and robust feature-based
pairwise image matching algorithm for fetoscopic images of the placenta.
The reliability of this pairwise matching algorithm is crucial for the suc-
cessful construction of a mosaic image of the placental surface. We
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demonstrated that the scale- and rotation-invariant SURF-129 detec-
tor/descriptor scheme allows to detect repeatable and distinctive features
that can be matched properly. After the initial matching step, the num-
ber of mismatches is substantially reduced with our improved RANSAC
method and the remaining mismatches are successfully removed with our
MISRE algorithm. The presented results on fetoscopic images of a real
ex-vivo placenta showed an image matching success rate of 97.6%, even
though the camera trajectory was arbitrary and the images presented in-
homogeneous illumination, specular reflections, low structural content,
blur or partial occlusions. Our algorithm was also able to automatically
detect registration failure with an accuracy of 75%. This is important
as the registration of those image pairs can be tried with a different
algorithm. If the second attempt fails as well, automatic detection of
failure allows to select better quality images for the final mosaic or, if
they are not available, warn the surgeon so that he can rescan the area
of the placenta where matching failed. The latter will only work if the
image matching process operates in real time while the surgeon scans
the placenta.

Some image pairs, having only correct interest point correspondences,
had an inaccurate image-wide alignment due to the fact that all the
correspondences were located in a small image area. Adding new corre-
spondences distributed over the whole overlapping area would improve
the registration accuracy. An extension of matching the features based
on their descriptor similarity is to add new correspondences with the
method described by Can et al. [21]. For each unmatched interest point
of one image, a surrounding region is projected onto the other image
using the estimated transformation and locally matched to the second
image by minimizing a SSD measure. However, this would increase the
execution time of the algorithm. Furthermore, a global optimization
step, that ensures mutual consistency of all the registered images, will
be presented in Chap. 5. This step will improve the registration accu-
racy of those problematic image pairs if the final alignment is sufficiently
well-constrained by other pairwise matching results.



4
Intensity-Based Pairwise Image

Matching

In Chap. 3 we presented a feature-based method to match pairs of endo-
scopic images of the placental surface. We observed that in some cases
this method failed and the failure cases were not always automatically de-
tected. The problematic image pairs are characterized by a small number
of correspondences. There were not enough repeatable and distinctive
features in the overlapping image area to ensure an accurate match-
ing. In this chapter we therefore describe an alternative approach to
image matching which estimates the affine model parameters by directly
minimizing pixel intensity dissimilarities. Since the full image informa-
tion content contributes to the alignment, such an intensity-based image
matching method is potentially very accurate, even on low-contrast or
blurred images. Its performance does not rely on the outcome of a fea-
ture extraction step. On the other hand, it is sensitive to brightness
changes and thus an illumination correction step is needed.

This chapter first provides an overview of related work on intensity-based
image matching. Then our intensity-based matching algorithm, includ-
ing a method for automatic failure detection, will be presented and eval-
uated on the image pairs where no or a small number of correspondences
were found with the previous feature-based matching algorithm.

4.1 Related Work

Intensity-based image registration is a vast research area in computer vi-
sion. Szeliski [104, 103] did a review of the image mosaicing algorithms
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commonly used. In his section on intensity-based registration, he first de-
scribed different error functions (aka cost function, objective function or
similarity measure) to minimize: the sum of squared differences (SSD),
the sum of absolute differences (SAD), the weighted SSD (WSSD), the
mean squared error (MSE) and the root mean square (RMS). The WSSD
weights the contribution of certain pixels and thus allows to ignore the
pixels lying outside the image boundaries. Additionally, maximizing mu-
tual information (MI) or the correlation coefficient (CC) are also popular
image matching methods. Then, Szeliski discussed several search tech-
niques for the optimal alignment. A full search over the possible range
of transformations is the simplest technique, but it is computationally
expensive. To speed up this process, Fourier transforms can be used,
but they only work for translations, in-plane rotations and scale and not
for affine transformations. Alternatively, the Gauss-Newton iterative
method can be used to accelerate the minimization of the SSD function,
as proposed by Lucas and Kanade [69]. In another publication on im-
age mosaicing, Szeliski [102] used the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm
[58, 70] to minimize the SSD function. Unfortunately both techniques
require an initial guess close to the correct alignment, otherwise they
will not converge to the global minimum but will be stuck at a local
minimum. To increase the range of convergence, Lucas and Kanade pro-
posed a coarse-to-fine strategy. A low resolution, smoothed version of
the images is used to obtain an approximate match, which is refined at
higher resolution.

A different hierarchical algorithm to estimate the global motion between
successive video frames was presented by Dufaux and Konrad [29]. To en-
sure convergence in the presence of large displacements and reduce com-
putational complexity, an initial translation is estimated at the coarsest
level of the low-pass image pyramid by applying a modified n-step search
algorithm [51]. This coarse initial guess is then used to initialize the gra-
dient descent method which evaluates all the parameters of the motion
model at the coarsest level of the pyramid and refines them at each finer
level.

A comparison of different optimization algorithms used to minimize a
function was done by Renders and Flasse [86]. They evaluated the Quasi-
Newton method (QN) [34], the Nelder-Mead Simplex method [81] and
Genetic Algorithms (GA), introduced by Holland [46], with respect to ac-
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curacy, reliability and computational complexity. QN is a gradient-based
approach like Gauss-Newton, gradient descent or Levenberg-Marquardt
which all require the function to be differentiable, as opposed to the
Simplex method or GAs. GAs belong to the larger class of Evolutionary
Algorithms and is inspired by the theory of evolution and the survival of
the fittest. The three methods were applied to the minimization problem
of an SSD error function used to estimate the Earth’s surface parame-
ters from satellite sensor measurements. In terms of reliability, GAs
were the only method that always found the global minimum and suc-
cessfully avoided local minima. This can be explained by two important
properties: 1) GAs use a population of candidate solutions initially dis-
tributed over the whole function space instead of a unique solution. 2)
The different steps of the algorithm use probabilistic rules rather than
deterministic ones, which maintains the global explorative properties
of the search. Regarding accuracy, QN and the Simplex method per-
formed better than GAs. Finally, QN was twice as fast as the Simplex
method, and GAs were much slower. In order to merge the advantages of
the different algorithms, Renders and Flasse proposed a hybrid method
combining GA and QN.

In the medical field, Miranda-Luna et al. [77, 76] presented a mosaic-
ing method for endoscopic images of the internal wall of the bladder.
First, the images are preprocessed with a band-pass filter in order to
attenuate the optical fiber pattern visible in the images taken with a
fiberscope (a flexibel endoscope) and remove the inhomogeneous illumi-
nation. Then, the images are registered pairwise with an intensity-based
approach. Miranda-Luna et al. proposed to use MI as similarity mea-
sure. A stochastic gradient descent optimization method is used to find
the image transformation maximizing MI. Since the gradient descent
method presents problems with local maxima, their algorithm is limited
to an image displacement of maximum ± 30 pixels translation in x- and
y-direction, a rotation of 15◦ and a scale change of ±20%, which is not
enough for our image registration problem.

Fischer and Modersitzki gave in [30] an overview on medical image reg-
istration methods. The cost function of their optimization problem in-
cludes a similarity measure, a regularization and penalty term penalizing
unwanted solutions and constraints completely ruling out unfeasible so-
lutions. For images from one modality, as in our case, they proposed
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to use the SSD similarity measure, which is robust and effective. For
images from different modalities, MI is commonly used. Penalties and
constraints ensure uniqueness of the optimization problem and reduce
the risk of finding an unwanted minimum. Similarly to the methods al-
ready presented, Fischer and Modersitzki also discussed other strategies
to reduce that risk, i.e. having the initial guess in the neighborhood of
the wanted minimum or using a multiresolution and/or multiscale image
pyramid. For not differentiable or even not continuous cost functions,
Fischer and Modersitzki proposed to use Nelder-Mead’s Simplex method
or Powell’s method [82] as optimization techniques.

Another comparison of optimization strategies in the area of medical
image registration was done by Capek [23]. He registered serial optical
slices captured by a confocal laser-scanning microscope. Three different
objective functions were studied. He found SAD to be the fastest, but
CC to be more robust. MI was very slow and an overkill for images of
the same modality. To estimate the translation and rotation parameters
of his rigid transformation model, he compared four optimization meth-
ods using a multiresolution image pyramid for computational efficiency
reasons. For GAs he came to the same conclusions as Renders and Flasse
[86], namely that these are very reliable in finding the global extremum
but not very accurate. The Simplex method and Powell’s method had
problems with local extrema. The performance of simulated annealing
depended on the initial parameters. To increase robustness, accuracy
and computational efficiency, Capek suggested to use a combination of
GA and the Simplex method.

4.2 Intensity-Based Method

On about 4.5% of the evaluated endoscopic image pairs, the feature-
based matching method from Chap. 3 either failed or detected less than
10 interest point correspondences. In the latter case, image pairs with
such a small number of correspondences might be mismatched and those
failure cases were not detected automatically. Therefore, we developed
an intensity-based matching method for the image pairs presenting no
or less than 10 interest point correspondences. Additionally, the reg-
istration accuracy of image pairs presenting an inaccurate image-wide
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Figure 4.1: Intensity-based image matching algorithm.

alignment, due to interest point correspondences located in a small im-
age area, will be improved with this method.

This section will describe the different steps of our intensity-based regis-
tration algorithm for endoscopic images of the placenta. First, an image
preprocessing method will be presented. Then, in order to compare the
images, we will define a suitable cost function. Finally, an efficient search
strategy for the optimal image alignment will be described. For time and
stability reasons, this optimization problem is solved with a hierarchical
coarse-to-fine search strategy, as described in the literature review, and
is divided into two steps. In a first step, a global search method, looking
for the translation between the images, is applied on a coarse image res-
olution. In a second step, this translation estimate is used as an initial
guess for the local search method, which determines the affine trans-
formation matrix and is applied on the original fine image resolution.
Figure 4.1 shows the outline of the algorithm.

4.2.1 Image preprocessing

The intensity-based image matching algorithm minimizes an SSD-based
cost function. As endoscopic images present a vignetting artifact and
SSD is sensitive to uneven lighting conditions, the images need to be
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preprocessed before the intensity-based matching method is performed.
The preprocessing method is divided into the following three steps and
an example is shown in Fig. 4.2.

1. The color image is converted to a grayscale image in the range of
[0,1] by taking the normalized luminance. The endoscopic image
region is circular and to ignore the pixels located outside this region
during shading correction and matching, the intensity values of
those pixels are set to zero. Figure 4.2(a) shows an endoscopic
image after this first step.

2. To eliminate the inhomogeneous illumination from the obtained
image IO, the linear filtering approach described by Young [123]
is used. First, the background illumination field IB is estimated
with a lowpass filter whose smoothing window is larger than the
vessels in the image. To avoid problems at the image boundary,
the lowpass filter ignores the zero-valued pixels outside the circular
image region. Figure 4.2(b) shows the estimated illumination field
of Fig. 4.2(a). Then, the computed background illumination field
is substracted from image IO and the desired intensity range is
restored by adding a constant C, resulting in the illumination-
corrected image IC :

IC = IO − IB + C (4.1)

We set C to the negative of the minimum intensity value of IO−IB

to ensure positive pixel values. Figure 4.2(c) shows the illumination-
corrected image.

3. To attenuate granular noise that might be present in the illumination-
corrected image, a 3×3-median filter is applied. The median filter
was chosen because it preserves edges. Further, to enhance the
contrast, the image intensities are stretched in order to make use
of the full intensity range [0,1]. This is done by simply dividing the
intensities by the maximum intensity value. Figure 4.2(d) shows
the final preprocessed image.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.2: Image preprocessing example: (a) grayscale endoscopic

image, (b) estimated background illumination field, (c) illumination-

corrected image, (d) contrast enhanced image.
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4.2.2 Cost function

The goal of our image registration method is to automatically estimate
the parameters of the affine transformation, mapping image I1 onto the
reference image I2:
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where x′, y′ represent the transformed and x, y the original pixel coor-
dinates, and (a1, a2, a3, a4, tx, ty) are the parameters of the affine trans-
formation matrix A. Those parameters are determined by finding the
extremum of a cost function which measures the pixel intensity similar-
ities between the two images. We decided to minimize an SSD-based
error function, as it is simple and fast. Since the cost function has to
ignore the pixels lying outside the circular image boundaries, a weighting
function w(x, y) is integrated:

w(x, y) =

{

0, if (x − xc)
2 + (y − yc)

2 ≥ r2

1, if (x − xc)
2 + (y − yc)

2 < r2 , (4.3)

where (xc, yc) are the coordinates of the center and r the radius of the
circular image region. Since the intersection area between the two images
changes with the affine parameters, the resulting WSSD cost function
has a bias toward smaller overlap solutions [103]. It is thus necessary to
normalize this cost function by dividing it by the overlap area, resulting
in the mean squared pixel error (MSE):
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. (4.4)

The affine transformation matrix A is estimated by searching for the
image transformation that minimizes eMSE . To further increase the ro-
bustness of the algorithm two penalty terms were introduced. Firstly, to
avoid a degenerated solution, eMSE is set to 1 (i.e. the maximum possi-
ble function value) if the determinant of A has a value outside the range
[1/5, 5] (see Sec. 3.3.1 for explanations). Secondly, it was frequently ob-
served that the algorithm matched two small structureless border areas
rather than finding the correct image alignment. Figure 4.3 illustrates
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this problem. The cost function eMSE was evaluated on the low reso-
lution images represented in Fig. 4.3(a)-(b) for the two translation pa-
rameters only, as will be presented in Sec. 4.2.3. As can be seen in
Fig. 4.3(c), eMSE features several minima in the outer areas, including
the global minimum marked with a circle at the bottom border. The
correct solution is only a local minimum and is marked with the second
circle. To counteract this problem, solutions yielding an image overlap
smaller than a threshold ov are penalized by setting eMSE = 1. Due
to this penalty, image pairs with an overlap smaller than ov will not
be matched successfully with our intensity-based method. For succes-
sive image matching, we experimentally set ov = 30%. As the surgeon
records the images as a video sequence, successive images rarely have an
overlap under 30%. Figure 4.3(d) shows the cost function including the
penalty term. The global minimum is now the correct solution.

4.2.3 Rough global parameter optimization

Now that our cost function is defined, an efficient search strategy for the
global minimum has to be determined. From the six affine transforma-
tion parameters, the most significant ones are the two translations in x-
and y-direction, tx and ty, because scanning the placenta is a dominantly
translational motion. Thus, the first step of our hierarchical algorithm
gives a rough estimate of (tx, ty) on a coarse image resolution. At this
stage, the transformation parameters (a1, a2, a3, a4) in Eq. 4.2 are set
to (1, 0, 0, 1) and (tx, ty) are restricted to integers. The latter limita-
tion allows only integer pixel coordinates in the translated image and
thus avoids a time consuming interpolation step for each cost function
evaluation.

The low resolution images are obtained by subsampling the preprocessed
images by a factor of 10. The intensity of each pixel in the subsampled
image is calculated by averaging the 10 × 10 corresponding pixel inten-
sities in the original image. To sharpen the obtained smoothed images,
a so-called unsharp masking filter S is applied:

S =
1

(α + 1)
·





−α α − 1 −α

α − 1 α + 5 α − 1

−α α − 1 −α



 , (4.5)
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.3: (a) Image I1 after subsampling and unsharp masking. (b)

Image I2 after subsampling and unsharp masking. (c) Cost function

eMSE without the penalty terms, for translation parameters tx and ty
only, evaluated on the two coarse resolution images I1 and I2. The

function values are represented with a linear grayscale colormap. The

global minimum is marked with a circle at position (22, 40), whereas the

correct minimum is the circle at position (7, 7). (d) Same cost function

eMSE with the penalty term for an image overlap < 30%. The global

minimum is now at the correct position (7, 7) and was found with GA.
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where α = 0.2. Figure 4.3(b) shows the image of Fig. 4.2(d) after sub-
sampling and sharpening.

For efficiency reasons, we are not evaluating the cost function eMSE

over the whole parameter space, i.e. doing a full search. Comparisons of
several iterative optimization algorithms were presented in the related
work section. Since it is not sure that the interest point correspondences
found by the feature-based algorithm are correct, they are ignored and
since no other a priori knowledge about the transformation between two
images is available, there is no proper initial guess to start with. Addi-
tionally, as can be seen in Fig. 4.3(d), the cost function contains many
local minima, resulting in a non-convex optimization problem. Thus,
a local search method, such as the Quasi-Newton method, risks to get
stuck in such a local minimum if the initial guess is not located in the
valley of the global minimum. A global search method is needed and
we chose a GA [46] as the optimization method for the translation pa-
rameters (tx, ty) on the coarse image resolution. As the GA starts with
several initial candidate solutions distributed over the whole parameter
space, it is a very reliable method for finding the global minimum of a
function. Furthermore, it is possible to constrain the candidate solutions
to integers. However, GAs are less accurate than local search methods.
But since we only need a rough initial translation estimate for the opti-
mization of the affine transformation at the next level of the hierarchical
algorithm, this is not disturbing.

GAs start by building a so-called initial population, which is the first gen-
eration of individuals (the candidate solutions). In our case, the genome
describing an individual is an array of two integers representing the
translation parameters. The initial population is created by a random
parameter configuration with integer values in the range [−2 · r, 2 · r],
where r is the radius of the circular field of view of the low resolution
images. Our population has a size of 160 individuals. In the following
generations, new individuals are created by using techniques inspired by
natural evolution, i.e. inheritance, selection, crossover and mutation. In
each generation, multiple individuals are stochastically selected from the
current population based on their fitness, which is evaluated by the fit-
ness function a.k.a. cost function eMSE , following the principle “survival
of the fittest”. A small portion of less fit individuals are also selected
for diversity reasons, preventing the solution to converge to a local min-
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imum. In our case, a strategy known as elitist selection is applied first
and consists of selecting the two fittest individuals and transfering them
unaltered to the next generation. The other individuals, called parents,
are selected from the entire current population with a “stochastic uni-
versal sampling” strategy, introduced by Baker [3], which is a roulette
wheel selection method with uniform sampling. The selected parents re-
produce by using the methods of crossover and mutation to create new
candidate solutions, called children. We chose a crossover rate of 0.8
and a uniform crossover strategy, thus 80% of the children are created
by randomly selecting each gene from the genes of the two parents. The
remaining 20% of the children are created by mutation, where each gene
has a random value uniformly distributed over the allowed integer range.
Termination criteria are either the maximum number of iterations, no
improvement of the fitness of the respective solution or a satisfactory
fitness level. In our case, the termination criteria are a maximum of 150
generations or no improvement in the fitness function for 80 consecu-
tive generations. The latter criterium usually stops the algorithm. The
solution of the optimization problem is the fittest individual.

4.2.4 Fine local parameter optimization

Once a rough translation has been estimated with the GA on the coarse
resolution images, the second step of our hierarchical algorithm refines
the image alignment. The 6 parameters of the affine transformation are
estimated on the high-resolution images, using the translation parameter
estimate as an initial guess. Before this refinement process, the two high-
resolution images are sharpened with the same unsharp masking filter S

as before, see Eq. 4.5. Figure 4.4(a)-(b) shows an example of two images
after sharpening.

The image transformation is initialized with:
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where tx and ty are the translation parameters estimated on the low
resolution images, thus the need to multiply them by the subsampling
factor 10. Since the initial guess is assumed to be close to the global
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.4: Example of fine parameter optimization: (a) Image I1

after unsharp masking. (b) Reference image I2 after unsharp masking.

(c) I1 projected onto I2 with the affine transformation estimated with

the Nelder-Mead Simplex method. The final value of the cost function

is eMSE = 0.0177.

minimum, a local search method can be applied. A gradient-based ap-
proach, like QN or Levenberg-Marquardt, can not be used because our
function eMSE with its penalty terms is not differentiable and not even
continuous. As proposed by Fischer and Modersitzki [30], the Nelder-
Mead Simplex method [81] can be used to minimize such functions, since
it is a derivative-free method. Capek [23] also suggested to combine GAs
with the Simplex method. The Simplex method gives a more accurate
result than GAs and has a much lower computational complexity, which
is important since we are estimating 6 parameters on high-resolution
images.

A simplex in n-dimensional space is characterized by n + 1 distinct ver-
tices. In 2D for example, a simplex is a triangle. In our case n = 6 and
the simplex has 7 vertices. The initial guess is used to construct the
initial simplex by increasing individually each dimension of that guess
by 5% and the objective function is evaluated for each obtained vertex.
At each iteration, the search method tries to replace the worst vertex
(having the highest function value) with a better point using reflection,
expansion or contraction, as described by Lagarias et al. [54]. The ex-
pansion rate is 2 and the contraction rate is 0.5. In case of success,
this better point becomes the new vertex of the new simplex. In case of
failure, the simplex is shrinked towards the best vertex and n new ver-
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tices are computed. The shrinkage rate is 0.5. The iteration terminates
when the diameter of the simplex is less than a specified tolerance or the
maximum number of iterations is reached. In our case the tolerance is
set to 0.01 and the maximum number of iterations to 400. Each time
the objective function eMSE is evaluated, the weighting function and
image I1 are affine transformed and thus need to be interpolated. Since
the weighting function only has binary values, nearest neighbor inter-
polation is sufficient. For the images, bilinear interpolation was chosen
as a trade-off between image quality and processing time. Figure 4.4(c)
shows an example of an affine transformation estimated with the Simplex
method.

4.3 Automatic Failure Detection

The intensity-based image matching method described in the previous
section determines an affine transformation between two endoscopic im-
ages. As a next step, a method which automatically detects if an affine
transformation is accurate enough will be presented. Then, in case the
feature-based algorithm from Chap. 3 found an image alignment as well,
this method is used to compare the two transformations and automati-
cally identifies which one, if any, is sufficiently accurate.

4.3.1 The FaDe algorithm

The goal of the Failure Detection (FaDe) algorithm is to automatically
decide whether a given affine transformation between two images is ac-
curate or not. The value of the cost function eMSE can not be used
as a decision criteria, as, for example, homogeneous regions of similar
intensity could be matched by mistake, where the value of eMSE would
be very low. It is more robust to use the SURF-129 features detected in
each image at the first step of the feature-based algorithm. Additionally,
by using those features in the decision process, the FaDe algorithm also
provides the interest point correspondences between two images in case
of an accurate alignment. Those are necessary for the global optimiza-
tion step of our mosaicing method described in Chap. 5.3.2 and are not
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delivered by the intensity-based matching result. The FaDe algorithm is
divided into the following steps.

1. The affine transformation A to be classified as accurate or not,
projects image I1 onto image I2, image I1 having more interest
points (if this is not the case, the affine transformation is inverted).
Only the interest points located inside the circular image region are
considered.

2. For each interest point p1,k in I1, described by a feature vector
c1,k, the algorithm does the following:

(a) The interest point p1,k is projected onto I2 giving p′
1,k =

A · p1,k. The Fast-Hessian detector of SURF, see Chap. 3,
also associats a characteristic scale s1,k with each p1,k. The
affine transformation is also applied to s1,k to provide the
transformed scale s′

1,k.

(b) The interest points in I2 located in a neighborhood of 10 pixels

around p′
1,k and having a similar scale as s′

1,k, i.e. a scale

s2,i in the range
s′

1,k

1.8 < s2,i < 1.8 · s′
1,k, form the set S2.

According to Bay et al. [4], the scale change between two
successive levels at which the interest points are detected is
approximately 1.8.

(c) The feature descriptors of all the interest points in S2 having
the same sign of the Laplacian as c1,k are compared to c1,k

by calculating the Euclidean distance. The interest point p2,k

with the smallest descriptor distance to c1,k is selected to
match p1,k.

3. The obtained interest point correspondences and the Euclidean
distances of their descriptors form the set R1.

4. A subset R2 is formed by the interest point correspondences where
the feature descriptors match very well, i.e. where the feature
descriptor distance is smaller than 0.85.

5. The affine transformation A is accurate if more than 30% of the
interest point correspondences match very well, i.e. |R2|/|R1| >

0.3, and |R2| > 4, |R| being the cardinality of set R. In this case the
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set R2 contains the new interest point correspondences for images
I1 and I2.

6. If those two conditions are not met, A is classified as wrong.

4.3.2 Selection of the accurate image alignment

The intensity-based algorithm was also applied to image pairs where the
feature-based image matching algorithm did not fail but provided an
uncertain result (i.e. < 10 correspondences). The affine transformation
generated by the interest point correspondences has to be compared to
the affine transformation resulting from the intensity-based algorithm
to automatically decide which one is accurate. The image alignment
selection method is divided into the following steps.

1. Two affine transformations are similar if the average Euclidean
distance between points projected with the first transformation and
the same points projected with the second transformation is below
a predefined threshold. If both affine transformations are similar,
they are classified as accurate since the probability to obtain the
same incorrect result with two different independent methods is
close to zero.

2. Otherwise, if the two affine transformations are different, one or
none of the results are accurate. The FaDe algorithm presented
above is applied to both results.

(a) Ideally, the FaDe method only classifies one transformation
as accurate and the new interest point correspondences gen-
erated by the FaDe method are associated with the processed
image pair.

(b) Otherwise, if both transformations are classified as accurate
by the FaDe method, the transformation for which FaDe gen-
erated the highest number of interest point correspondences
|R2| is selected as the accurate one and the correspondences
are saved.

(c) If both transformations are classified as wrong, image match-
ing failed.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.5: (a) First image with 10.6% saturated pixels. (b) Second

image with 5.3% saturated pixels. (c) First image projected onto the

second one with the affine transformation estimated from the intensity-

based algorithm.

4.4 Results

In Sec. 3.4, the feature-based image matching algorithm was applied to
1029 overlapping image pairs of an ex-vivo placenta. A matching fail-
ure was automatically detected on 18 out of 1029 mismatching image
pairs. On 29 out of 1029 image pairs, less than 10 interest point corre-
spondences were detected and those results were labeled as “uncertain”.
We evaluated the robustness of the intensity-based image matching al-
gorithm on those 47 critical image pairs.

If both images present a large saturated area due to specular reflections,
chances are high that the intensity-based algorithm matches those two
areas instead of providing the accurate alignment. An image is regarded
to contain a large saturated area if, converted to grayscale, it has more
than 5% pixels with value 1. Thus, we first tested our algorithm on 12
such image pairs. A total of 9 out of 12 image pairs were mismatched
and for the remaining three pairs, only a part of the image was correctly
matched. Figure 4.5 shows an example of a mismatched image pair with
10.6% and 5.3% saturated pixels. Those 12 image pairs were classified
as failure and removed from our test set.

Then, the intensity-based algorithm, without automatic failure detec-
tion, was applied to the 35 remaining image pairs. The results can be
seen in Tab. 4.1. By visual inspection of the results, we found that 7
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Feature-based matching results: Total
failure uncertain

Intensity-based results: mismatched partially acc. accurate

mismatched 4 2 (1 false +) - 1 7

partially accurate - - - 2 2

accurate 12 4 4 6 26

Total 16 6 4 9 35

Table 4.1: Results of the intensity-based matching algorithm on the 35

critical image pairs where matching either failed with the feature-based

algorithm or less than 10 interest point correspondences were detected

(uncertain result).

image pairs were mismatched, 2 image pairs were partially accurately
matched, see Fig. 4.8(b), and 26 image pairs were accurately matched,
which represents a success rate of 74.3%. The average overlap of those
successfully registered image pairs was 72% (maximum 96.4%, minimum
42.7%). In Chap. 3.4 the feature-based algorithm successfully matched
image pairs with a minimal overlap of 64.3%. The intensity-based algo-
rithm copes much better with the problem of a small overlap as 7 out
of the 26 successfully matched image pairs have an overlap of less than
64.3%. Those 7 image pairs have an average overlap of 57.2% (maximum
64.1%, minimum 42.7%).

We compared those matching results with those from the feature-based
algorithm. Firstly, out of the 7 image pairs mismatched with the intensity-
based method, the feature-based algorithm was successful on one pair,
which is shown in Fig. 4.6, while 6 pairs were also mismatched. Figure 4.7
shows such a double failure example. Secondly, for the two partially ac-
curate intensity-based results, the feature-based algorithm gave a better
result, see Fig. 4.8 for an example. Thirdly, out of the 26 successful
intensity-based registrations, 16 image pairs were mismatched with the
feature-based algorithm. Figure 4.9 shows an example of such an image
pair. As we can see in Fig. 4.9(a), the first image is blurred and the sec-
ond image suffers from specular reflections. The feature-based algorithm
failed while the intensity-based algorithm matched this pair successfully,
as Fig. 4.9(b) shows. On 4 out of the above 26 image pairs, the resulting
interest point correspondences were correct but located in a small image
area, which led to an inaccurate image-wide alignment. Fig. 4.10 shows
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.6: (a) The feature-based matching algorithm worked well on

that image pair, (b) while the intensity-based algorithm failed. The

saturated area of the first image was matched to an unstructured area

of the second image.

an example. Altogether it was very important for those 16 + 4 = 20

image pairs, where the feature-based algorithm failed, to get a success-
ful result with the intensity-based algorithm. On the 6 remaining image
pairs out of the 26 from above, both algorithms gave satisfactory results.

In general, the intensity-based algorithm performs much better than the
feature-based one on blurred images. Additionally, it also performs well
on images presenting small areas with specular reflection. An exam-
ple with both problems is shown in Fig. 4.9. However, it happens that
the accurate alignment is not at the global minimum of the cost func-
tion eMSE , but at a local minimum. In that case, it is likely that the
intensity-based algorithm fails. Furthermore, when both images present
a large saturated area, the algorithm is doomed to fail and it is not even
worth applying it on such pairs. Other failure reasons are occlusion, low
structural content and an image overlap below 30%.

The average value of the cost function eMSE at the optimum is e∗c =

0.0178 for the 26 accurately aligned images and e∗w = 0.0174 for the 9
mismatched pairs. As those values are similar, they can not be used to
decide whether an alignment is accurate or not. From the 35 image pairs
in our test set, 16 were automatically classified as mismatched with the
feature-based algorithm. For those image pairs, only the affine transfor-
mation estimated with the intensity-based algorithm is available. The
FaDe algorithm, which automatically decides whether an affine transfor-
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.7: (a) The feature-based matching algorithm and (b) the

intensity-based algorithm both failed on that image pair.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.8: (a) The feature-based algorithm gave nice results, (b) while

the intensity-based algorithm aligned the image accurately on the upper

part of the image, but not on the lower part. The saturated area is

perturbing the matching process.

mation is accurate or not, was applied to those 16 pairs and correctly
classified 12 pairs as accurately aligned and 4 pairs as mismatched.

The remaining 19 image pairs have a feature-based result as well. On
those pairs the image alignment selection method is applied to decide
automatically which result is the most accurate one. For 6 image pairs
both algorithms resulted in the same affine transformation. On 12 out
of 13 remaining image pairs the selection method successfully chose the
accurate alignment or classified both as wrong. Unfortunately, on one
out of 13 image pairs a wrong feature-based result was classified as ac-
curate. This false positiv result can be seen in Fig. 4.11. The FaDe
algorithm found a ratio |R2|/|R1| = 0.45 and |R2| = 20 interest point
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.9: One blurred image and one image with specular reflec-

tions. (a) The feature-based matching failed, (b) but the intensity-based

matching succeeded.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.10: (a) The interest point correspondences are all correct, but

all located in one small area of the image. (b) This leads to an inaccu-

rate image-wide alignment. (c) The intensity-based algorithm gave an

accurate result.

correspondences with feature descriptor distance < 0.85. As observed
on the figure, both images have a low structural content and unfortu-
nately two different vessels are matching in the upper right corner. The
other interest points have feature vectors describing small homogeneous
regions and are thus very similar.

As can be seen in Tab. 4.2, the intensity-based image matching algo-
rithm needs on average 75.5 s per image pair, which is almost seven times
more than the feature-based algorithm. The fine optimization step using
the Simplex algorithm to estimate the full affine transformation on the
high-resolution images consumes, with 62 s on average, most of the com-
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.11: (a) Resulting affine transformation from the feature-based

algorithm. It is obviously wrong, but, (b), the FaDe algorithm found

20 interest point correspondences and classified this pair as accurately

matched. The circles represent the scales of the interest points. Since

they all have small scales, the feature vectors were computed on a small

area, which makes them less distinctive. Furthermore, half of the interest

points are located in homogeneous areas, thus the feature descriptors are

very similar.

putation time. This is due to the fact that the cost function has to be
evaluated 175 times on average until full convergence and each function
evaluation takes 0.35 s on average, as can be seen in Tab. 4.3. The affine
transformation of the image and the weight function are computationally
expensive due to the needed interpolation. The FaDe algorithm needs
on average 3.7 s per image pair. As the algorithms are implemented in
MATLAB, there is still room for further speed improvements.

4.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we presented a fully automatic and robust intensity-
based pairwise image matching algorithm for fetoscopic images of the
placenta. An illumination correction step, adapted to the circular im-
age region of our endoscopic images, allowed to remove the vignetting
artifact before processing the images. This was important as we used
an MSE cost function. Two penalty terms were added to the cost func-
tion to increase the robustness of the matching algorithm. To ensure
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Methods min avg max
Preprocessing [s/image] 2.6 3.4 5

Rough optimization [s/pair] 5.5 6.4 7.1
Fine optimization [s/pair] 37.9 62 102.2

Total intensity-based [s/pair] 50 75.5 115.4

FaDe [s/pair] 0.95 3.7 8.8

Table 4.2: Minimum, average and maximum execution time of the

intensity-based matching algorithm with its three constituent methods

and of the FaDe algorithm.

Function eval. Affine transformation MSE
of weight of image

Avg time [s] 0.35 0.15 0.19 0.016

Table 4.3: Average execution time of one evaluation of the cost function

with its three constituent steps: the affine transformation of the weight

function and the image and the calculation of the Mean Square Error.

convergence to the global minimum and reduce computational complex-
ity, a hierarchical method was proposed to find the optimal alignment
between two images. First, a GA was applied on low resolution im-
ages to find a coarse initial translation estimate. Then, the full affine
transformation was estimated with the Nelder-Mead Simplex method on
the high-resolution images. Since the feature-based algorithm presented
in the previous chapter is almost seven times faster on average than
the intensity-based algorithm, the latter one is only used on image pairs
where the feature-based algorithm either failed or gave an uncertain out-
come. The presented results on such problematic image pairs showed an
image matching success rate of 74.3%. The intensity-based algorithm
showed difficulties with large areas of specular reflection. On the other
hand it can handle blurred images or a small overlapping area much
better than the feature-based algorithm. Thus, it is a good alternative
to the feature-based algorithm and the combination of both methods
increases the reliability of pairwise image matching, which is crucial for
the successful construction of a mosaic image of the placental surface.
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Additionally, we presented a failure detection algorithm, called FaDe,
which automatically decides if the estimated image alignment is accu-
rate or not. In the case of a successful match, it also provides the interest
point correspondences needed for the global optimization step of our mo-
saicing method. The presented results showed that all 16 image trans-
formations estimated by the intensity-based method were correctly clas-
sified as accurate or not. Thereto, an image alignment selection method
was introduced, which compares the affine transformations given by both
algorithms, if available, and automatically chooses which one is better.
This resulted in only one false positive out of 13 image pairs.



5

Image Mosaicing Method

The image mosaicing algorithm described in this chapter aims at building
a mosaic of the entire region of interest of the placental surface from the
individual fetoscopic images. The first task of this mosaicing algorithm
consists of selecting the images that will be used for the creation of the
mosaic out of the huge amount of images and determine on which image
pairs to apply the pairwise matching methods presented in Chap. 3 and 4.
Then, all the images have to be aligned in a globally consistent way and
blended in order to create an accurate and seamless panorama image
of the placental surface. Further challenges are the arbitrary camera
trajectory and no assistance of a tracking device.

This chapter first provides an overview of the current state-of-the-art
of image mosaicing techniques. Then, the different steps of our image
mosaicing algorithm will be presented.

5.1 Previous Work on Image Mosaicing

Panoramic image mosaicing has been reported extensively in the liter-
ature and covers two topics: (1) aligning all the images in a common
frame and (2) blending the pixels in order to create an attractive looking
panorama.

5.1.1 Globally consistent image alignment

Szeliski [103, 104] performed a review on automatic panoramic image
stitching algorithms commonly used in consumer applications. He pre-
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sented different compositing surfaces, onto which the images are pro-
jected to form the final mosaic: flat, cylindrical or spherical. An image
is first chosen as the reference view (aka anchor image). For the com-
monly used flat compositing surface, all the images are warped into the
coordinate system of the anchor image. For fields of view exceeding 90◦,
pixels near the border of the image are excessively stretched on a flat
panorama and, in this case, a cylindrical or spherical projection is usu-
ally chosen. However, these compositing surfaces involve 3D projection
and straight lines appear curved.

Szeliski assumed the images to be acquired by a camera rotating about
its center. The initial set of motion parameters was estimated by chain-
ing pairwise alignments. Accumulated error leads to a misregistration
between the two ends of a 360◦ panorama for example. Szeliski described
several methods to find a globally consistent set of alignment parame-
ters. One approach is called gap closing, where the first and the last
image in the sequence are matched with a pairwise matching method
and the error between the two motion estimates is distributed evenly
across the whole sequence. The other approach is a global feature-based

strategy, where the motion parameters for all the images are simultane-
ously adjusted by minimizing the sum of squared reprojection errors over
all the interest point correspondences in all image pairs. If the features
were not matched with the same accuracy, a weight can be associated
with each correspondence and a weighted sum is used. If not only the
transformation parameters but also the 3D coordinates of each point as-
sociated with an interest point correspondence are refined, the process is
called bundle adjustment [105]. The Levenberg-Marquardt [58, 70] algo-
rithm is usually used to solve the above nonlinear least squares problem
[24, 14, 15].

In the medical field, Miranda-Luna et al. [77, 76] described a method to
mosaic endoscopic images of the bladder. The anchor image is selected
as the first image of the sequence. A local projective transformation is
estimated between the successive images with a pairwise intensity-based
algorithm. The initial global transformation matrix mapping an image
to the coordinate system of the anchor image is obtained by multiplying
the local transformation matrices of the intermediate image pairs. The
clinician usually executes closed-loop paths while scanning the bladder
and to improve the registration accuracy between the first and last im-
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ages of such loops, each local transformation is “back-corrected” with
the following method. A local transformation, mapping the last image
of the loop to the first one, is estimated with pairwise registration. Then,
the squared error between this local transformation and the correspond-
ing global one is minimized by slightly adjusting the local intermediate
transformations composing the global transformation. The correspond-
ing cost function is minimized with the steepest descent method.

Several research groups are working on the problem of mosaicing ophtal-
moscopic images of the retina. Can et al. [20, 22] presented an algorithm
to solve such a problem. The anchor image is chosen by the user. Image
pairs are registered with a feature-based method using a 12-parameter
quadratic transformation model. They described a graph-based tech-
nique to incrementally determine which image pairs might overlap suffi-
ciently and apply the registration method only to those pairs. The image-
to-anchor interest point correspondences are called “direct constraints”,
while the interest point correspondences not involving the anchor image
are called “indirect constraints”. To obtain mutually consistent transfor-
mations, mapping each image to the anchor image coordinate system,
they are estimated jointly with a method similar to the global feature-

based strategy presented above, using both the direct and indirect con-
straints. The related cost function is minimized by explicitly formulating
the derivative and setting it to zero. As this joint estimation method
gives a very accurate image alignment result, it was used to generate a
pseudo ground-truth for other image registration algorithms [101, 106].

Cattin et al. [25] developed a similar retina image mosaicing method,
but using SURF features. Their feature-based matching method is ap-
plied to every image pair and the anchor image, connected to all the
other images through the shortest path, is detected with a graph the-
oretical algorithm. The quadratic transformations mapping all the im-
ages to the anchor frame are first linearly estimated using the pairwise
interest point correspondences. Then those transformations are glob-
ally optimized with a method similar to the global feature-based strategy

presented above.
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5.1.2 Image blending

Most of the panoramic image stitching algorithms employ a blending
method to remove visible seams. Szeliski [103, 104] reviewed several
blending methods. The basic one is called feathering and consists of a
weighted averaging of the pixel intensities with a distance map. Usually,
pixels near the center of the image are weighted more heavily than pix-
els near the edges. Feathering can be combined with a seam selection
method placing the seams in regions where the image intensities agree.
Agarwala et al. [1] presented a graph-cut optimization method to choose
good seams within several constituent images. Soille [98] introduced a
method to place seams along salient image structures using a watershed
computation. In this case no weighted averaging should be used.

For retina image mosaicing, Can et al. [20, 22] first normalized the image
intensities. Then they applied feathering. They experimented with sev-
eral weight functions: a uniform weight, a weight inversely proportional
to the squared distance from the center and a weight proportional to the
amount of compression in the transformation.

If small registration errors are present, high frequency details may appear
blurred if a simple weighted average method is used. One method to
preserve the fine structures is to fuse the images in the gradient domain
as was described by Agarwala et al. [1]. The color gradients of each
image are copied to a composite vector field instead of the color values.
Then an image whose color gradients best match this vector field is
estimated. Levin et al. [59] analyzed several variants of this approach.

An alternative approach was presented by Burt and Adelson [16]. They
described a multi-band blending algorithm which simultaneously pre-
serves the fine structures and smoothes out low frequency variations
caused by uneven illumination. Their idea is to blend low frequencies
over a large spatial range and high frequencies over a short range by
using a Laplacian pyramid. More details about this method are given in
Sec. 5.6. It is a very popular approach. In panoramic imaging, Brown
and Lowe [14] used multi-band blending with two frequency bands. The
low frequencies are blended with a linear weighted averaging and the
high frequencies by selecting the pixels with the maximum weight. For
retina image mosaicing, Cattin et al. [25] used the multi-band blending
algorithm with 6 octaves in the Laplacian pyramid. They presented an
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efficient method to determine the blending masks of arbitrarily overlap-
ping images.

For large exposure differences, an additional gain compensation step
might be necessary. Uyttendaele et al. [110] introduced a block-based
method to eliminate visible shifts of brightness in a mosaic. A trans-
fer function is applied to an input image to make it look more like its
neighbors. Brown and Lowe [15] presented a gain compensation method
which estimates a gain parameter for each image by minimizing the av-
erage image intensity differences.

5.2 Image Selection and Successive Image

Matching

The surgeon takes a movie of the placental surface with the endoscopic
camera. This movie generally contains thousands of highly overlapping
images. The data set evaluated in Sec. 6.2 contains 4181 images for ex-
ample. To reduce the computational complexity, a subset of the best
images has to be chosen automatically. The minimum amount of im-
ages needed to cover the placental surface with 50% overlap is around
400, as stated in Sec. 1.2. Thus, at least every tenth image has to be
selected for the mosaicing process. Since the camera displacement is not
constant and the quality of the images varies a lot, it is not possible to
simply choose every tenth image. As the feature-based pairwise match-
ing method is much faster than the intensity-based method, the image
selection procedure is based on the former method. It aims at selecting
image pairs with a small overlap, i.e. ≤ 75% if possible, and at least
10 interest point correspondences. If the feature-based algorithm fails
or finds less than 10 interest point correspondences, the intensity-based
algorithm is applied. The image selection and successive image matching
algorithm is represented by the flowchart in Fig. 5.1 and is divided into
the following steps.

1. The algorithm starts with image Ii, where i is initially set to 1.

2. The second image Ij is image number j = i + 10.
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3. The feature-based matching algorithm, represented in Fig. 3.1, is
applied to images Ii and Ij .

4. If interest point correspondences have been found between the two
images and there are at least 10 correspondences, the overlap be-
tween those two images is calculated.

(a) If the overlap is ≤ 75%, images Ii and Ij are selected for the
mosaic and the algorithm continues at step 7.

(b) If the overlap is > 75%, steps 3 and 4 are repeated with images
Ii and Ij−1 until an overlap ≤ 75% is found or j = i + 1.
Decrementing j is justified by the presence of loops and turns
in the camera trajectory. If no matching image pair with an
overlap ≤ 75% was found, e.g. due to a very slow camera
movement, the image pair with the minimum overlap among
the pairs with at least 10 interest point correspondences is
selected for the mosaic and the algorithm continues at step 7.

5. If interest point correspondences have been found between the two
images but there are less than 10 correspondences, the algorithm
iterates back to step 3 with images Ii and Ij−1 until j = i+1. If no
pair can be found with at least 10 interest point correspondences,
the image pair (Ii, Ij) having the largest number of correspon-
dences is chosen as it is the most promising pair. As it is not sure
that this registration result is accurate, the algorithm proceeds as
follows with the intensity-based matching method:

(a) If both images present a large saturated area, the intensity-
based algorithm is doomed to fail, see Sec. 4.4, and is thus
not applied. Those two images do not match and it is unlikely
to find another image matching Ii as it has a large saturated
area. There is an interruption in the image chain and the
algorithm continues at step 8.

(b) Otherwise the intensity-based matching algorithm, represented
in Fig. 4.1, is applied to images Ii and Ij . The image align-
ment selection method, see Sec. 4.3.2, is applied in order to
decide which one of the two results is accurate.
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(c) If one or both results are classified as accurate, the two images
are selected for the mosaic and the algorithm continues at step
7.

(d) If both results were classified as wrong, the two images do not
match. Experiments showed that it is unlikely that Ii would
match another image in the set {Ii+1...Ii+10} as Ij was already
the most promising candidate. There is an interruption in the
image chain and the algorithm continues at step 8.

6. In case of image matching failure with the feature-based algorithm,
the algorithm iterates back to step 3 with images Ii and Ij−1 until
j = i+1. If no matches can be found between image Ii and the 10
following images, the algorithm tries to find a match for image Ii

with the intensity-based algorithm. For computational efficiency
reasons, this search is limited to the two consecutive images. Ex-
periments showed that further away images were unlikely to match
Ii.

(a) The algorithm starts with images Ii and Ij , where j = i + 1.

(b) As discussed before, if both images present a large saturated
area, there is no point to apply the intensity-based algorithm.
If j = i + 1, the algorithm continues at the current step with
j = i + 2. If j = i + 2 the two images do not match and
there is an interruption in the image chain. The algorithm
continues at step 8.

(c) Otherwise, the intensity-based algorithm is applied to images
Ii and Ij and the FaDe algorithm, see Sec. 4.3, is used to
verify the resulting affine transformation.

(d) If the two images are successfully matched, images Ii and Ij

are selected for the mosaic and the algorithm continues at
step 7.

(e) Otherwise the algorithm iterates back to step 6(b) with j =

j + 1 until j = i + 2. If no successful result could be found,
there is an interruption in the image chain. The algorithm
continues at step 8.

7. If the two images Ii and Ij have been selected for the mosaic, their
correct interest point correspondences are saved and the algorithm
iterates back to step 2 with i = j in order to select the next image.
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8. If no image matching Ii could be found, the algorithm iterates back
to step 2 with i = i + 1.

9. The algorithm terminates when i points to the last image.

5.3 Initial Mosaic Estimation

The algorithm described in the previous section automatically selected
the adequate images and established interest point correspondences be-
tween the consecutive image pairs. Unfortunately, the image chain can
be interrupted if two images could not be matched. This results in sev-
eral mosaic parts, as can be seen in Fig. 5.2. The mosaic parts are
optimized before making an attempt to stitch them together. In this
section we describe the methods that map all the images to a common
reference frame in a globally consistent way for each mosaic part.

5.3.1 Transformation model estimation

We are using an algorithm similar to the one described by Cattin et al.

[25]. We chose a flat compositing surface and an anchor image IA is first
selected for each mosaic part. It is crucial to have an optimal anchor
image as this determines how the mosaic will appear. The anchor image
is chosen as the image that connects to all the other images through
the shortest path and is determined with a graph theoretical algorithm
[28]. If several such images exist, the image with the highest number of
correspondences with its neighboring images is chosen.

Then, an affine transformation matrix θi,A is estimated for each image
Ii in an iterative way. θi,A transforms a point (x, y) of image Ii to a
point (x′, y′) in the coordinate system of IA as follows: (x′, y′, 1)T =

θi,A(x, y, 1)T . First, θi,A is estimated for images with direct interest
point correspondences with the anchor image by solving the linear equa-
tion system. In Fig. 5.2, the direct matches to the anchor image IA are
marked by a thick line. For images without direct interest point corre-
spondences with the anchor image, this mapping can only be estimated
indirectly through a sequence of intermediate images with interest point
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Figure 5.1: Flowchart of the image selection and successive image

matching algorithm.
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Figure 5.2: An image chain with consecutive image matches and inter-

ruptions giving rise to several mosaic parts.

correspondences. In Fig. 5.2 for example, the mapping of image I1 to the
anchor image IA is estimated by using the interest point correspondences
between images I1 and I2. First, the corresponding interest points of I2

are mapped to the anchor frame with the already known transformation
θ2,A. Then, the correspondences between those transformed points and
the interest points in I1 are used to build the linear equation system and
estimate θ1,A. To estimate the affine transformations accurately, all the
possible paths are used to build the linear equation systems.

5.3.2 Global optimization

The affine transformation matrices have been estimated one by one start-
ing with the images having direct interest point correspondences to the
anchor image. A repeated application of transformations accumulates
errors and those transformations have to be optimized jointly in order
to get a globally consistent set of alignment parameters. The affine
transformations are jointly refined by minimizing the sum of squared
reprojection errors of the interest points in the anchor image coordinate
system using all the interest point correspondences. To make this error
measure independent of the number of interest point correspondences,
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we divide it by the total amount of correspondences. The resulting cost
function E(θ1,A, ..., θN,A) is a mean squared error. The affine transfor-
mations estimated in the previous section constitute the initial guess for
the optimization problem. Since we have a large amount of images and
the amount of interest point correspondences will increase until the final
mosaic, a large scale optimizer has to be used. We minimized the cost
function with a subspace trust-region method [17].

5.4 Refinement of the Mosaic Parts

So far all the images of a mosaic part have been matched to the an-
chor frame with directly and indirectly estimated transformations based
on consecutive image correspondences. Because of error accumulation,
images which have been indirectly mapped to the anchor frame via sev-
eral images may not be perfectly matched to the mosaic. In particular,
image pairs where one image lies before and one after a turn in a me-
andering trajectory may have an overlap, but no correspondences have
been found yet and thus they do not match perfectly. An example is
shown in Fig. 6.5. Figure 5.3 illustrates a typical configuration for an
initial mosaic part with all connections found by the successive image
matching algorithm of Sec. 5.2. As an example, the affine transformation
matrix between image Iw and the anchor image IA needs to be calcu-
lated via 7 hops. Thus there is an increased risk of error accumulation
resulting in imperfect image alignment. However, this transformation
path would be abbreviated to two hops if a direct connection between
Iw and its neighbor image Ii would be found for example, leading to an
improved image alignment.

The mosaic refinement algorithm is shown in Fig. 5.4 and will be ex-
plained in detail in the next sections.

5.4.1 Image pair selection

Trying to find a connection between every possible image pair would be
too time consuming. With 270 images for example, this would mean
trying to match an additional 36046 image pairs besides consecutive
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Figure 5.3: Typical camera trajectory over the placenta and successive

image matches.

Figure 5.4: Mosaic refinement algorithm.

images already having interest point correspondences. In this section we
will present a method for selecting the meaningful image pairs.

We would like to select all the overlapping image pairs that do not have
interest point correspondences yet. From the global optimization algo-
rithm of Sec. 5.3.2 we have the affine transformations of each image in
the anchor frame. With this we can easily determine the rough position
of each image center. Attention is paid to the fact that zooming in and
out is allowed during the placenta scanning process. Thus, the images
are all on different scales. It would be impossible to select a constant
threshold for the distance between the centers when only taking the ab-
solute positions of the image centers in the anchor frame. Therefore we
are calculating the positions of each image center relative to the posi-
tion of the neighboring image’s center, the latter having the same scale
as the anchor image. By neighbor image we mean the image sharing
interest point correspondences. Then, for each image, we are selecting
the images where the Euclidean distance between the two image cen-
ters is smaller than τ · r, where the threshold τ is set to 2 and r is the
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radius of the circular field of view of the anchor image. Image pairs
where a connection was found at a previous stage are removed from this
set of selected pairs. Furthermore, due to error accumulation, the affine
transformation between two images, which are far apart from each other
in time, is not precise. Thus, the distance between their centers might
be small even if the images are not overlapping. In an experiment we
observed that selected image pairs having more than 100 intermediate
images were not overlapping. Thus, the set of selected pairs is restricted
to the pairs (Ii, Ii+n), verifying the condition n ≤ 100.

For each selected image pair we save the number of hops to the anchor
image and the number of hops that would be saved by matching those two
images, i.e. the potential reduction of the number of hops. To improve
the transformation model, we want to minimize the number of hops of
each image to the anchor. The refinement algorithm starts by selecting
the image pair with the highest potential reduction of the number of
hops. Then the image matching method described in Sec. 5.4.2 is used
on those two images. If the matching is successful, we retain that image
pair and the new interest point correspondences. Considering this new
image match, we update the number of hops of each image to the anchor
and the potential reduction of the number of hops. If the matching
failed, we just delete that pair from the set of selected image pairs. The
algorithm continues with the remaining image pairs until there are no
more left or the number of hops to the anchor image can not be reduced
anymore.

5.4.2 Adding new correspondences

Once the potentially overlapping image pairs are selected, interest point
correspondences have to be found between them in order to improve
the accuracy of the mosaic. As the feature-based algorithm is faster
than the intensity-based one, we take it as an initialization in order
to reduce computation time. This feature-based matching step is ex-
plained in detail below. Once we have all the new image matches, the
anchor image and the affine transformation model are reestimated as in
Sec. 5.3.1 considering all these new correspondences. After recalculating
these transformations to the anchor image for all the images, the global
optimization process described in Sec. 5.3.2 is re-run in order to get a
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globally consistent set of alignment parameters. If the number of hops
from the anchor to the furthest away image is not descending or the mo-
saic can not be further improved, the algorithm terminates. The mosaic
part is now refined. Otherwise, a new set of image pairs is selected, as
the positions of the images changed, and the iterations will use a combi-
nation of the feature-based and intensity-based algorithms, as described
below. After each iteration the transformation model is reestimated and
optimized to provide a better initial guess.

Feature-based image matching for mosaic refinement

Let us take the example of Fig. 5.3. The affine transformation θw,A map-
ping image Iw to the anchor image IA is not accurate because of error
accumulation along the long transformation path. We want to obtain
interest point correspondences between images Iw and Ii to shorten this
path. A rough estimate of the affine transformation θw,i mapping Iw

to Ii can be calculated by θw,i = θ−1

i,A · θw,A, where θi,A is the trans-
formation estimate of image Ii to the anchor image. The feature-based
matching algorithm, represented in Fig. 3.1, is applied to the image pair
(Iw, Ii), with the modification that the SURF features do not need to
be detected anymore since this has already been done. In the initial
matching step, θw,i is used as an initial guess to spatially restrict the
search for interest point correspondences on image pairs with nw,i ≤ 6,
where nw,i is the number of hops between images Iw and Ii, using the
shortest path. We experimentally observed that this initial guess is too
far from the accurate alignment for further away image pairs. To be able
to use it, an upper bound on the error between θw,i and the ground truth
affine transformation has to be defined. Given the maximum alignment
error ǫmax between two successive images, the alignment error errw,i

between images Iw and Ii is smaller than ǫmax ·nw,i. We experimentally
set ǫmax = 21 pixels. Accordingly, in the initial matching step, for any
interest point pw,k in Iw, the search for its matching interest point pi,k

in Ii is limited to a Euclidean distance of ǫmax ·nw,i around the point
θw,i · pw,k. The rest of the feature-based matching algorithm did not
change.

If interest point correspondences were found between those two images
and there are at least t1 correspondences, we retain that image pair and
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the new interest point correspondences. Otherwise, the image pair is
rejected. If no initial guess was used, t1 = 10 as before. If the initial
guess was used, t1 was experimentally set to 13. A higher threshold is
selected because the search restriction results in more interest point cor-
respondences, also for mismatched image pairs. The algorithm continues
with the next selected image pair.

Feature- and intensity-based image matching for mosaic refine-

ment

The accuracy of the mosaic has been improved due to the new image
matches already found, but, as the image alignment is still not good
enough, further image pairs have to be matched. Now we have a better
initial guess and the subsequent iterations are using a mixture of the
feature-based algorithm and the intensity-based algorithm, similar to
what was done in Sec. 5.2.

Let us take the example of Fig. 5.3 again, assuming no interest point cor-
respondences have been found between images Iw and Ii yet. We are es-
timating the new initial guess θk

w,i = θk
i,A

−1
· θk

w,A, using the affine trans-
formation model refined at the previous iteration k. First, the feature-
based matching algorithm is applied to the image pair and the initial
guess θk

w,i is used if nw,i ≤ 6 to restrict the search for a matching inter-
est point, as described before. The search range is defined by ǫmax ·nw,i,
ǫmax being the maximum alignment error between two images directly
matched to each other. As the mosaic has more image matches now
than just the successive ones, the number of constraints for the global
optimization algorithm increases. As this algorithm counterbalances the
interest point reprojection errors, the error between two successive im-
ages can increase [22, 76]. We experimentally set ǫmax = 68 pixels.

If the feature-based algorithm is not successful or finds less than t1 in-
terest point correspondences, this result is ignored. The intensity-based
algorithm, presented in Fig. 4.1, is applied unless both images show a
large saturated area, see Sec. 5.2. The initial guess is used for pairs
where nw,i ≤ 32. In that case the rough optimization step using GA is
not needed. The search for the 6DOF affine transformation that mini-
mizes the mean squared error of the image intensities, eMSE , starts at the
initial estimate θk

w,i. The simplex search method, described in Sec. 4.2.4,
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.5: (a) The initial guess had an overlap <15% and the intensity-

based algorithm found a successful solution with 15.6% overlap. (b) The

FaDe algorithm found 5 interest point correspondences.

is used. Compared to what was described in Sec. 4.2.2, the minimum
allowed overlap between the two images dropped from 30% for successive
image matching to ov = 15%. Successive images generally have a bigger
overlap than non-successive images. It could be that the initial guess
does not meet this requirement. In that case the algorithm might fail
in finding an affine transformation with sufficient overlap. Sometimes it
happens though that the algorithm finds a solution with more than 15%
overlap, as can be seen in Fig. 5.5.

Finally, the FaDe algorithm is used to determine if the affine transfor-
mation found by the intensity-based algorithm is accurate or not and, if
successful, to find the interest point correspondences between images Ii

and Iw. The algorithm continues with the next selected image pair.

5.5 Stitching the Parts into a Single Enhanced

Mosaic

As we will see in the results, Sec. 6.2.1, not all the consecutive endoscopic
images can be matched, resulting in several mosaic parts which do not
have connections to each other yet. A missing match between the last
image of a mosaic part and the first image of the next part has several
reasons. It can be due to no or a tiny overlap resulting from fast camera
movement, over-illumination, a 3D object such as the amnion or a pin
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(a)

(b) The stitching algorithm

Figure 5.6: (a) The complete procedure that stitches the mosaic parts

to a single mosaic over several iterations of the “stitching algorithm”

(represented in (b)).

disturbing the registration or blurred images. Examples can be seen in
Fig. 4.5, Fig. 4.11, Fig. 6.2, Fig. 6.3 and Fig. 6.4.

The goal of the algorithm presented in this section is to find one matching
image pair for each interruption between the relevant mosaic parts in
order to stitch all the parts together. The final mosaic should cover as
much of the placental surface as possible. The stitching algorithm that
closes those interruptions is shown in Fig. 5.6 and will be explained in
detail in the next sections.

At the end of this section, an algorithm enhancing the final mosaic will
be presented. It is very similar to the algorithm presented in Sec. 5.4.

5.5.1 Image selection algorithm

The first step of the stitching algorithm represented in Fig. 5.6(b) is the
image pair selection method. Getting a match between two mosaic parts
by trying all the combinations between one image of one part and one
image of the second part would be too time consuming. With mosaic
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Figure 5.7: Example where the anchor image of the mosaic part 1 got

selected as the general anchor image and all the images of part 2 have

to be transformed to part 1.

parts 2 (containing 31 images) and 3 (containing 270 images) shown in
the results, Sec. 6.2.3, this would mean trying a maximum of 8370 image
pairs! In this section we will present an efficient method for selecting
the meaningful image pairs, so that a correct image match can be found
quickly. Using this method for the above example, a match could be
found after only 4 trials.

First, all mosaic parts with less than five images or containing only over-
illuminated images are rejected. We start the search for an image match
with the first two mosaic parts. Our goal is to select the best quality
image pairs that are likely to overlap. From the previous sections we
have, for each part, the positions of all the images in their respective
anchor frame coordinate system. We would like to know which images
of mosaic part 1 are in the vicinity of which images of mosaic part 2.
Therefore, in a first step, all the images from the two parts have to be
joined to one single anchor frame coordinate system. For this purpose,
out of the two anchor images, the one with the highest amount of interest
point correspondences is selected. In Fig. 5.7 an example is shown where
the anchor image of the mosaic part 1, IA1, is selected. Thus all the
images from the mosaic part 2 have to be projected onto the domain of
the anchor image IA1. In this example no images were rejected between
the two mosaic parts. The transformation Ti for image Ii is defined in
Eq. 5.1.

Ti = T2 ·T
−1

3 ·T−1

4 ·T1i (5.1)
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where:

• T1i is the transformation of image Ii in the coordinate system of
the second anchor image IA2.

• T2 is the transformation of the last image of the part 1, L1, to the
anchor frame IA1.

• T3 is the transformation of the last image of part 1, L1, to the first
image of part 2, F2.

• T4 is the transformation of the first image of part 2, F2, to the
second anchor image IA2.

The problem is that no connection exists yet between the two parts.
The hardest challenge is to estimate the missing transformation T3 from
L1 to F2. We cannot use the Kalman filter [47, 121], since we do not
have a proper measurement for that missing transformation. Either the
two images are not overlapping or the images are of bad quality and
the measurement is erroneous. We cannot model this as noise, since
the past measurements were correct. This missing transformation is an
outlier that cannot be modeled. Bretzner and Lindeberg [11, 12] also
did not use the Kalman filter for their prediction problem because of its
limitation for sudden motion direction changes. So we decided to simply
set this missing transformation to identity.

In the case where small mosaic parts with at least two images were
rejected between parts 1 and 2, T3 is calculated using the transformation
models of the rejected parts. But the transformation between adjacent
parts is still set to identity.

If the anchor image of part 2, IA2, got selected as the main anchor
image and all the images of part 1 have to be transformed to the co-
ordinate system of IA2, this transformation Ti is simply changed to
Ti = T4 ·T3 ·T

−1

2 ·T1i for image Ii belonging to mosaic part 1 and T1i

transforming Ii to IA1.

With all the images transformed to one single anchor frame, we can easily
determine the rough position of each image center. As stated before,
selecting a constant distance threshold between the absolute image center
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positions is impossible due to zoom factor changes. Thus, the relative
positions of the image centers are calculated as was done in Sec. 5.4.1.
Then, image pairs that have the best chances of matching have to be
selected. Two criteria are important here. First the two images should
be relatively close to each other. All the image pairs, with one image in
each mosaic part, are selected for which the Euclidean distance between
their centers is smaller than τ · r, τ being a threshold set to 1.6 and r

being the radius of the circular field of view of the anchor image. Only
the last image of the first part and the first image of the second part
are not selected as a pair, since this match was not successful before.
Since the transformation T3 could not be estimated properly, those image
center distances are not very precise and just taking the pair with the
minimum distance would not be optimal. A second factor taken into
consideration is the image quality. Bad quality images have a smaller
number of interest points. A variable SIij = nIPi + nIPj is introduced
for each selected image pair, where nIP i is the number of interest points
in the first image Ii and nIPj is the number of interest points in the
second image Ij . The image pairs are arranged in decreasing order of
SIij . The image pair for which SIij is maximum is processed first by
the algorithm described in Sec. 5.5.2. If no image match could be found
for that pair, the next one is processed until a correct match is found or
all the selected image pairs are treated.

The stitching algorithm represented in Fig. 5.6(b) is applied to all the
consecutive mosaic parts, until the last one. If not all the parts could
be merged to one single mosaic, we are left with M > 1 mosaic parts
and the algorithm has to be iterated. Before the next iteration, the
transformation model is estimated for all the resulting merged mosaic
parts. For computational efficiency, we are not optimizing these trans-
formation models before the next iteration. The image positions are not
precise anyway (since T3 was set to identity). The image pair selection
algorithm is almost the same for the next iterations. Only this time the
image pairs that were unsuccessful before are rejected and not tried a
second time.
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5.5.2 Establishing correspondences between the mo-

saic parts

The second step of the stitching algorithm represented in Fig. 5.6(b)
consists of connecting the two selected mosaic parts. Once we have the
ordered list of possibly overlapping image pairs, correspondences have
to be found between one image of one mosaic part and one image of
the second mosaic part. Since there are no connections between the
two parts yet, no initial guess can be used. The matching algorithm
is a simplified version of the pairwise matching algorithm of Sec. 5.2.
The main difference is that the images do not have to be selected as
this was already done in Sec. 5.5.1. First the feature-based matching
algorithm is applied on the two selected images. If a successful result
with at least t1 interest point correspondences is found, the registration
is finished. The connection between the two mosaic parts is established.
In our algorithm t1 = 10. If less than t1 interest point correspondences
are detected, the registration result is labeled as “uncertain”. In this
case or if the feature-based matching algorithm failed, the intensity-
based algorithm is applied to the two selected images, unless the image
pair is over-illuminated. The minimum overlap for the resulting affine
transformation is 15%. The “uncertain” result is evaluated as correct
if the same affine transformation was found with the intensity-based
method. If the results differ, the FaDe method, Sec. 4.3, is used to
decide which result, if any, is correct and to determine the interest point
correspondences. The same applies to pairs for which only the intensity-
based result is positive.

If the selected image pair could not be matched, the algorithm is applied
to the next image pair, until a successful pair is found or there are no
more pairs available for matching. In the latter case a correspondence
between those two mosaic parts could not be established.

5.5.3 Transformation model of the final mosaic

Ideally all the interruptions between the relevant mosaic parts have been
closed and each image can be integrated into the complete mosaic. In
reality the algorithm might not have been able to close every interruption
and just the biggest mosaic part has to be chosen as the final mosaic.
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For the TTTS laser therapy, the surgeon also does not need to scan the
whole placenta. The area between the two umbilical cords is sufficient.

After each iteration of the “stitching algorithm”, the transformation
model is reestimated for the resulting merged mosaic parts. At the end
of the algorithm that stitches the parts to a single mosaic, Fig. 5.6(a),
the estimated transformation model of the final mosaic is optimized.
The selection of an anchor image, the estimation of the affine transfor-
mations from each image to the anchor image coordinate system and
the optimization of the transformation model are performed according
to the procedure described in Sec. 5.3.

5.5.4 Refinement algorithm of the final mosaic

The final mosaic was established by connecting the refined mosaic parts
with one image pair each. Having one anchor frame and a large num-
ber of images, the problem of error accumulation and imperfect image
alignment described in Sec. 5.4 reappears. The mosaic has to be refined.
The refinement algorithm presented here is very similar to what was
described in Sec. 5.4. The goal is to minimize the length of the path
between the furthest away image and the anchor image.

The image pair selection method is almost the same as described in
Sec. 5.4.1. The only difference is that all the image pairs where both
images belonged to the same initial mosaic part are removed, as the
mosaic parts that we had before stitching them to a single mosaic have
already been refined. Furthermore, image pairings that were unsuccess-
ful in Sec. 5.5.2 are only checked if the conditions are met for using an
initial guess. For the last iteration of the refinement algorithm, we chose
specific problematic areas and the image pair selection algorithm was
restricted to those. The constraints (maximum of 100 images between
two selected images, etc) were also removed. This is just to make the
refinement algorithm finish faster.

The algorithm that finds the new interest point correspondences between
the image pairs was described in Sec. 5.4.2. A feature-based matching
method is performed first. Then the transformation model is reestimated
and optimized, considering the new image matches. If further iterations
are necessary, a mixture between the feature-based and the intensity-
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based method is used. The transformation model is updated after each
iteration. The refinement algorithm stops when the mosaic cannot be
further improved. Ideally all the images are then perfectly registered to
the anchor image coordinate system.

5.6 Image Blending

During the formation of the mosaic all the images Ii are transformed
to the common coordinate system of the anchor image IA. In areas
where several images overlap, corresponding image pixels often do not
have the same intensity and color. Possible causes are inhomogeneous
illumination from the point light source of the endoscope, interpolation
during the undistortion process, see Chap. 2, small misregistrations, etc.
As a result one can identify the single images in the mosaic, see Fig. 6.13,
and an advanced image blending algorithm has to be applied to form a
seamless mosaic. As stated by Burt and Adelson [16] a simple weighted
average method does not ensure that the location of the boundary will
be invisible. If the width of the transition zone (T ) is small compared
to image features, the boundary may still appear. If, on the other hand,
T is large compared to image features, features from both images may
appear superimposed within the transition zone. We decided to use
the more advanced multi-band blending method proposed by Burt and
Adelson [16]. It preserves the fine structures on the placenta images and
smoothes out low frequency variations caused by irregular illumination.

The multiresolution blending method of Burt and Adelson is described in
detail in [16]. An application of this algorithm to arbitrarily overlapping
images of the retina was published by Cattin et al. in [25]. We are
giving a summary of the method and show how it can be applied to our
endoscopic images.

The blending algorithm is represented by the data flow diagram in Fig. 5.8.
We are using 6 octaves in our implementation, but for clarity reasons,
only two octaves are shown in the graph. The overlapping regions are
of arbitrary shape and, like in the work of Cattin et al. [25], we have
to design and implement adequate and computationally efficient blend-
ing masks. The interpolation during the undistortion process and the
vignetting artifact from the point light source of the endoscope lead to
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Figure 5.8: The multi-band blending algorithm.

better image quality in the center than at the border. Based on this
observation, a 2D weight function is defined as:

w(x, y) =

{

R − r(x, y) if r(x, y) < R

0 otherwise,
(5.2)

where r(x, y) =
√

(x − xc)2 + (y − yc)2 is the Euclidean distance from
the pixel location x = (x, y)T to the center C = (xc, yc)

T of the image
and R is the radius of the circular field of view.

The first step of the algorithm consists of transforming each image Ii

and the associated weight function into the spatial domain of the anchor
image IA. We obtain new images I0

i and corresponding warped weight
functions Wi(x, y). The binary blending masks M0

i are obtained by se-
lecting the image with the highest weight Wi(x, y) for each pixel location
in the anchor coordinate system. Then we have to construct the blending
mask pyramid Mn

i . Our algorithm has to work efficiently with a high
amount of images (a few hundreds). Thus, for computational efficiency,
we are not constructing a Gaussian pyramid with the binary blending
masks M0

i like Cattin et al. [25] did. We are simply downsampling the
blending masks by a factor of 2 at each octave.

The next step is the construction of the Gaussian image pyramid In
i . As

explained by Burt and Adelson [16] this pyramid is generated by iter-
atively applying the REDUCE operation (a low-pass filter followed by
downsampling by a factor of 2) to each warped image. The generating
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Figure 5.9: The generating kernel for the REDUCE and EXPAND

operations.

kernel that we used for this operation is represented in Fig. 5.9. Subse-
quently the Laplacian pyramid is constructed as the difference between
adjacent Gaussian images. As these images differ in sample density, the
EXPAND operation is used. Here we use the same generating kernel
as for the REDUCE operation. A set of band-pass filtered images Ln

i

is created. Thereafter a fused Laplacian pyramid LSn is obtained at
each octave n by summing all the Laplacians Ln

i over i according to the
respective binary blending masks Mn

i . In order to have a smooth tran-
sition between each image, pixels at blending edges have to be averaged.
Like Cattin et al. [25] did, this is done by dilating all the masks Mn

i

on each octave n by one pixel and then dividing the fused Laplacian
image by the number of images contributing to a certain pixel. The final
blended image mosaic R0 is obtained by expanding and summing the
levels of LS.

To further eliminate brightness variations, each image could be illumina-
tion corrected by using the method described in Sec. 4.2.1. Additionally,
to remove brightness shifts in the mosaic present if the constituent im-
ages have a large exposure difference, the gain compensation methods of
Uyttendaele et al. [110] or Brown and Lowe [15] could be applied. How-
ever, in order not to further increase the execution time of the algorithm,
we renounced to apply those steps.





6

Results

The proposed image mosaicing method was evaluated on fetoscopic im-
ages of an entire placental surface. Since fetoscopic laser coagulation was
not performed at any hospital in Zurich and we were not in possession
of any images taken during surgery with a calibrated fetoscope at that
time, we took images of an ex-vivo placenta under conditions simulating
such a surgery.

6.1 Data Set Acquisition

Images of an ex-vivo placenta were taken at the University Hospital
Zurich using a 2 mm fetoscope from Storz with a 12◦ inclined lens,
as commonly used in fetoscopic placental surgery and represented in
Fig. 1.1. The same progressive scan camera connected to a laptop via
firewire and the same medical light source as for the calibration of the
fetoscope, see Sec. 2.7.1, were used. To obtain realistic test images, the
ex-vivo placenta was fixed in a hemispherical receptacle submerged in
water, as can be seen in Fig. 6.1(a). The water-filled tub was covered
by cardboard and the fetoscope was inserted through a hole in the card-
board, as shown in Fig. 6.1(b). An image sequence of the whole placental
surface was recorded at a frame rate of 15 frames per second by pivoting
the fetoscope around the fulcrum. This simulates the scanning process
in a real surgery, where the fetoscope is inserted in the amniotic cavity
of the recipient twin through an incision in the abdomen of the patient.
The transparent amnion, which builds the amniotic sac, adheres to the
surface of the placenta and can not be seen in the images. At birth,
the amniotic sac is torn and for our tests, this amnion was removed, but
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.1: Image acquisition setup: (a) the placenta is fixed in a

hemispherical receptacle placed in a tub filled with water. (b) Cardboard

is placed on the tub and the fetoscope is inserted through a hole using

a trocar.

leftovers of it remained connected to the umbilical cord, as can be seen in
the picture of a placenta shown in Fig. 6.17. Due to those leftovers, the
umbilical cord and the pins used to attach the placenta, parts of some
images are occluded. In surgery, occlusions might happen, but only from
the umbilical cord or the fetus.

After the image sequence was acquired, the lens distortion was removed
from all the images with the calibration procedure described in Chap. 2.
The resulting images have a resolution of 491 × 502 pixels.

6.2 Analysis of the Image Mosaicing Process

We evaluated each step of the image mosaicing process in detail on a
data set consisting of a sequence of 4181 images of the entire surface of
a placenta, see Fig. 6.17, having a diameter of about 20 cm.
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# initial images 4181
# images after selection 756

# pairs impossible to match 8
# small overlap 1
Total # matching failures 9

# correct matches using:
-Feature-based alone 700
-Feature-based with FaDe 10
-Intensity based 27
Total # correct matches 737
Partially wrong correspondences 1
# occlusion problems 3
# FaDe failure feature-based 1
# FaDe failure intensity-based 4
Total # false positives 8
Total # matches 746

FaDe accuracy 84%
# images after cleanup 754
# parts 16
# images in biggest part 270

Table 6.1: Results of the image selection and successive image matching

algorithm.

6.2.1 Image selection and successive image matching

The image selection and successive image matching algorithm described
in Sec. 5.2 was applied to the acquired sequence. The results can be seen
in Tab. 6.1. A total of 756 images were automatically selected for the
mosaic, 746 image pairs were matched and there were 9 interruptions
in the image chain due to matching failure. In 8 out of 9 failure cases,
the two images were largely occluded by leftovers of the amnion or not
overlapping, due to either a fast camera motion or because images that
could not be matched were not selected between them. In these cases,
the algorithm correctly classified the image pairs as impossible to match.
One interruption was caused by two images having only a small overlap
and this matching failure was shown in Fig. 3.9(d).
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.2: Parts of the amnion were floating in front of the endoscope

and obstructed an area of the placenta. (a) Most of the matching interest

points are located on the amnion. (b) The resulting affine transformation

is not accurate.

Out of the 746 matching image pairs, 737 were correctly matched. 700
pairs were matched using only the feature-based method, on 10 pairs the
image alignment selection method chose the feature-based result and 27
pairs were matched with the intensity-based method. By adding the 8
image pairs correctly classified as impossible to match, the overall success
rate of the algorithm is 745/755 = 0.99.

Out of the total 746 matching image pairs, one had two wrong interest
point correspondences out of 15, that were not detected by the MisRe
method of the feature-based algorithm. This pair had partially wrong
correspondences. A total of 8 pairs were mismatched and out of those
false positives, 3 image pairs presented problems with leftovers of the am-
nion floating in front of the endoscope and the matching interest points
were mostly found on this amnion. Figure 6.2 illustrates this prob-
lem. A similar problem was also described in Sec. 3.4 and illustrated in
Fig. 3.7(b). In the other 5 cases, the FaDe method did not detect the
matching failure. In one case the feature-based result was erroneously
classified as accurate. This problem, where the two images presented
a low structural content, was illustrated in Fig. 4.11. In the four cases
left, the FaDe method erroneously classified the intensity-based result as
accurate. Two of those image pairs presented problems with saturated
areas. In the third case, the two images did not have an overlap. As
can be seen in Fig. 6.3, the intensity-based algorithm matched the two
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.3: Although the two images do not overlap, the intensity-based

algorithm matched them based on the similar vessel in the upper part

of the image. (a) The affinely transformed first image and the second

image are shown side-by-side for better visualization. (b) The interest

point correspondences found by the FaDe algorithm.

vessels at the top of the images and unfortunately the FaDe method
found 52 interest point correspondences. The last failure is illustrated
in Fig. 6.4. The two images have an overlap of only 37% and because of
an artifact on the second image, most likely a shadow of some residual
in the water, the intensity-based algorithm could not find the correct
affine transformation. Unfortunately, the FaDe algorithm found 15 in-
terest point correspondences. Nevertheless, the FaDe algorithm has an
accuracy of 84%. This accuracy is measured by the ratio of the number
of correct decisions to the total number of decisions:

Accuracy =
# correct decisions
Total # decisions

, (6.1)

where the total number of decisions is the number of times the FaDe
algorithm was applied alone (for cases where only the intensity-based
result exists) or the image alignment selection method used the FaDe
algorithm in the decision process (step 2 of the algorithm, see Sec. 4.3.2).

As stated previously, all the tests reported in this dissertation were exe-
cuted on a Linux PC running on 2.4 GHz AMD64 with 1MB cache and 4
GB RAM. The image selection and successive image matching algorithm
needed 24 h 40 min to process the data set with 4181 images. As the
algorithm is implemented in MATLAB, there is still room for further
speed improvements.
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.4: This image pair has an overlap of only 37% and the part

of the image circled in black appears differently in both images. (a) The

intensity-based algorithm found a wrong affine transformation. (b) Un-

fortunately the FaDe algorithm found 15 interest point correspondences

and did not reject that result.

For further processing, the image pair having partially wrong correspon-
dences was corrected and the 8 false positive matches are handled as
matching failures. These new interruptions in the image chain lead to
two single images not matching any other image. As those two images
are not usefull, they are ignored. The resulting mosaic contains 754 im-
ages, 738 image matches and 16 mosaic parts. The average overlap of
an image pair is 81.12% (maximum: 100%, minimum: 48.62%). The
biggest mosaic part contains 270 images.

6.2.2 Initial mosaic estimation

The transformation model estimation method described in Sec. 5.3.1 was
applied to each one of the 16 mosaic parts. An anchor image was auto-
matically chosen and, for each image in the mosaic part, an affine trans-
formation mapping the image to the coordinate system of the anchor
image was successfully estimated. The root mean square (RMS) repro-
jection error eRMS is defined as the square root of the mean squared
error E between the reprojected interest points, defined in Sec. 5.3.2.
The resulting average RMS reprojection error over all the mosaic parts
was eRMS = 4.12 pixels (minimum: 2.49 pixels, maximum: 7.36 pixels).
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Figure 6.5: Initial mosaic part with only consecutive image matches.

Images which are indirectly matched to the anchor frame (marked by a

circle) via several images are not accurately mapped to the mosaic.

Then, the global optimization method described in Sec. 5.3.2 was applied
to each mosaic part in order to jointly refine the affine transformations.
The resulting reprojection errors for all parts remain similar (average
eRMS = 4.09 pixels, minimum: 2.43 pixels, maximum: 7.35 pixels). As
at this stage of the mosaicing process the images are only matched con-
secutively, the global optimization step does not improve the results
significantly. As soon as more image matches will be added to the mo-
saic, this global optimization step will be more important, see Sec. 6.2.3.
Figure 6.5 shows a resulting mosaic part with the anchor image, marked
by a black circle, and the other 137 images mapped to the anchor image’s
coordinate system. For visualization purposes, the blending algorithm
described in Sec. 5.6 was applied using the first octave only. This re-
sults in a Voronoi tessellation based on the image centers. This mosaic
contains 137 consecutive image matches and, as can be particularly ob-
served at the two ends of the image chain, images indirectly mapped to
the anchor frame via several images are not accurately inserted into the
mosaic.

The transformation models of the 16 mosaic parts were estimated in
3.85 s in total. The global optimization step needed altogether 12.15 min.
As we can see, the optimization step consumes most of the time. The
algorithms are implemented in MATLAB.
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6.2.3 Refinement of the mosaic parts

We applied the refinement algorithm described in Sec. 5.4 to 7 mosaic
parts that presented problems with images not accurately mapped to
the mosaic due to a too long path to the anchor image. The results are
shown in Tab. 6.2.

The image pair selection method automatically chose the pairs that are
probably overlapping. For the biggest mosaic part (#3) for example,
which consists of 270 images, the first iteration of the pair selection
method chose 4792 possibly overlapping image pairs in 60.3 ms. The
feature-based algorithm was applied to 4276 of them until the termi-
nation condition was met. For the next iterations a maximum of 5595
image pairs were selected in 1.6 s. This took more time because the al-
gorithm rejected the pairs that were already matched at a previous step.
The combined feature and intensity-based algorithm was applied to 2152
of those pairs in the subsequent iterations.

By summing up the results over the 7 mosaic parts, the matching meth-
ods were applied to a total of 8801 different image pairs. A total of 488
image pairs were matched. The first iteration of the algorithm (feature-
based matching only) matched 179 image pairs using an initial guess and
63 pairs without using an initial guess. The iterations using a mixture
of feature-based and intensity-based matching methods did not find any
image match with the feature-based method. For efficiency reasons, the
feature-based part could be eliminated leaving only the intensity-based
part. A total of 240 image matches were found from the intensity-based
method using an initial guess and 6 not using an initial guess.

As can be seen in Tab. 6.3, the feature-based method, matching the im-
age pairs in the first iteration of the refinement algorithm, needed 21 s

on average for an unsuccessful matching attempt and 0.196 s for finding
an image alignment. The algorithm executed much faster when it found
an image match than in the case of a matching failure because, in the
latter case, the RANSAC method iterates until it reaches its maximum
number of trials. Generally, the feature-based method found an image
match faster in the refinement algorithm than in the stand-alone ver-
sion, evaluated in Sec. 3.4, because no more SURF features needed to
be extracted and an initial guess was used most of the time. The com-
bined feature- and intensity-based method, used in the next iterations of
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Part # 1 3 7 12 13 15 16

# images 23 270 138 50 57 40 41

# iterations 1 4 1 1 2 2 1

# pairs selected 1st iter 159 4792 2499 614 519 280 298

(# pairs tested) (138) (4276) (2114) (447) (476) (245) (248)

Time sel. 1st iter [ms] 4.9 60.3 36 10.6 11.8 8.6 8.5

Max # pairs sel. next iter - 5595 - - 557 276 -

(# pairs tested) (2152) (99) (120)

Time sel. next iter [s] - 1.6 - - 0.6 0.3 -

# different pairs tested 138 5120 2114 447 482 252 248

Total # matches: 10 322 49 18 64 21 4

-Feature-based with guess 10 97 35 12 11 12 2

-Feature-based no guess 0 40 14 6 1 0 2

-Intensity-based with guess - 179 - - 52 9 -

-Intensity-based no guess - 6 - - 0 0 -

# accurate matches: 10 224 46 17 35 14 4

-Feature-based with guess 10 87 32 11 8 12 2

-Feature-based no guess 0 40 14 6 1 0 2

-Intensity-based with guess - 97 - - 26 2 -

-Intensity-based no guess - 0 - - 0 0 -

# occlusion problems 0 6 2 0 0 1 0

Partially wrong corresp. 0 5 1 1 3 0 0

False positive Int.&FaDe - 87 - - 26 6 -

FaDe accuracy [%] - 89.2 - - 64.4 90.2 -

Min overlap [%] 61.6 15.6 50.9 66.8 15.6 42.7 58.2

Max overlap [%] 98.7 100 97.1 100 81.3 99.3 73.6

Avg overlap [%] 80.1 64.6 74.6 86.2 49.4 78.9 65.2

Time final estim. [s] 0.33 5.43 1.07 0.32 0.27 0.13 0.09

Time final optim. [min] 0.23 129.9 41 0.98 2.97 0.69 0.83

eRMS bef. optim. [pixels] 3.9 47 13.9 5.2 11.8 6 8.2

eRMS after optim. [pixels] 3.8 6.2 7.5 3.6 5.9 5.5 3.9

Max hops bef. refin. 11 135 69 25 28 20 20

Max hops aft. refin. 7 14 22 10 20 14 14

Table 6.2: Results of the refinement algorithm.
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Method Matching failure [s/pair] Image match found [s/pair]

min avg max min avg max

Feature only 0.19 21.02 84.67 0.016 0.196 3.37

Full algorithm 0.35 84.3 474.98 46.5 125.2 650.8

Table 6.3: Time analysis of the first iteration (feature only) and the

next iterations (full algorithm) of the refinement algorithm.

the refinement algorithm, needed 84.3 s on average for an unsuccessful
matching attempt and 125.2 s for finding an image match. The method
was faster in the case of an unsuccessful result because the intensity-
based method is not applied to image pairs presenting a large saturated
area. Furthermore, the iterative algorithm terminates earlier if it is stuck
with a cost function value eMSE = 1. This mainly happens if the initial
guess generated an overlap under 15% and the algorithm did not manage
to find a transformation resulting in a sufficient overlap.

Unfortunately, not all of the 488 image matches found were accurate. By
visual inspection of the results, we found 9 matching image pairs where
leftovers of the amnion occluded a part of the image and disturbed the
registration. This problem was already illustrated in Fig. 3.7(b) and
Fig. 6.2. These image pairs cannot be matched by an affine transfor-
mation and those matches are ignored. Out of the 479 pairs left, 350
image matches were accurate. 162 were matched with the feature-based
method using an initial guess, 63 with the feature-based method not us-
ing an initial guess and 125 with the intensity-based method using an
initial guess. More successful results were achieved by using an initial
guess, because it proved to be of great help in the registration process.
Nevertheless, since the initial guess was only used for image pairs closer
than a predefined threshold, those images have a bigger overlap, which
makes matching easier.

A total of 10 results from the feature-based method had partially wrong
interest point correspondences. Per image pair, an average of 19.6% of
the interest point correspondences were mismatched. A total of 119 false
positive results came from the intensity-based method, where the FaDe
algorithm found between 5 and 37 interest point correspondences (aver-
age: 11). The image pairs that were registered with the intensity-based
method all failed with the feature-based method. This supports the as-
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.6: (a) Affine transformation found by the intensity-based al-

gorithm using an initial guess. The optimization algorithm was stuck in

a local minimum and could not find the true minimum. The result is

inaccurate on the image parts marked by a white ellipse. Without the

initial guess the algorithm would have found a completely wrong result.

(b) Interest point correspondences found by the FaDe algorithm. The

ones represented by solid lines are mismatched.

sumption that those frames suffer from poor image quality or have only a
small or no overlap and explains why the results from the intensity-based
method are worse than the ones from the feature-based one. The FaDe
method found enough interest point correspondences to wrongly classify
the match as accurate because of two reasons. Either the image match
was only partially accurate and a majority, but not all, of the interest
points were found in the accurate area. Fig. 6.6 shows an example with
32 correspondences that illustrates that problem. The affine transforma-
tion was found by using an initial guess and is partially wrong. The area

(a) (b)

Figure 6.7: (a) Affine transformation found by the intensity-based al-

gorithm. Those images have no overlap and are mismatched. (b) Unfor-

tunately, the FaDe algorithm found 21 interest point correspondences.
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Figure 6.8: Mosaic after the refinement method. The black circle indi-

cates the position of the anchor image.

marked by an ellipse is mismatched. Unfortunately the FaDe algorithm
found 10 wrong interest point correspondences mainly in that area. Al-
ternatively the two images have a small overlap, no overlap or a poor
contrast, leading to an inaccurate alignment. The FaDe algorithm gave a
false positive result because the detected interest point correspondences
were located in homogeneous areas leading to similar and less distinctive
descriptors. A similar problem was described in Sec. 4.4 and illustrated
in Fig. 4.11 for two images with poor contrast. Fig. 6.7 shows an exam-
ple of that problem with two images having no overlap. The maximum
number of correspondences found for an image pair with this problem
was 25. Nevertheless, the FaDe algorithm succeeded in taking the cor-
rect decision in about 90% of the cases for mosaic parts #3 and #15 and
64.4% for part #13.

The image pairs that were matched accurately with the first iteration of
the refinement algorithm only, have an average overlap of 77.4% and a
minimum of 50.9%. The pairs that were matched during several itera-
tions of the algorithm have an average overlap of 63.4% and a minimum
overlap of 15.6%. As already observed before, the intensity-based algo-
rithm can handle much smaller overlaps than the feature-based one. An
example of a successful intensity-based match with an overlap of only
15.6% can be seen in Fig. 5.5.

After adding those 350 new accurate image matches, there were 1088
image matches in total and the transformation model was reestimated
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Figure 6.9: Case of a mosaic part where the refinement method did not

work perfectly.

for each mosaic part. This took between 87 ms and 5.43 s depending on
the number of image matches per mosaic part (between 32 and 493) and
the number of interest point correspondences per image pair. The global
optimization process took between 13.5 s and 2.17 h depending on the
number of images and the total number of interest point correspondences
per mosaic part (between 710 and 11840).

The reprojection error of the refined mosaic parts before the global opti-
mization step was eRMS = 13.7 pixels on average (minimum: 3.9 pixels,
maximum: 47 pixels). The reprojection error after the global optimiza-
tion step was eRMS = 5.2 pixels on average (minimum: 3.6 pixels, max-
imum: 7.5 pixels). Now we clearly see the importance of the global op-
timization step, especially for mosaic part #3 where the error dropped
from eRMS = 47 pixels to eRMS = 6.2 pixels.

Our goal to reduce the number of hops from each image to the anchor
image was reached. Let us take mosaic part #3 for example. In the
initial mosaic the furthest away image from the anchor was connected
to it via 135 hops. After the refinement algorithm, this distance droped
to 14 hops. Now the indirect transformation estimation can be done via
much less images than before and a significant improvement in image
alignment is reached on all the tested mosaic parts. As an example,
mosaic part #7 was shown before the refinement in Fig. 6.5. After the
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6.10: (c) Result of the registration (intensity-based) of images

(a) and (b).

refinement method, the images of this mosaic fit the anchor frame very
well, as can be seen in Fig. 6.8.

An example where the alignment is not accurate is shown in Fig. 6.9. The
area marked by a black circle does not match accurately. The images
involved, see Fig. 6.10, are of bad quality and the yellow pin used to
attach the placenta is disturbing the registration. As this registration
result was only partially accurate, this image match was classified as
wrong and eliminated. No accurate image alignment with two images
lying on different trajectory loops could be found in that area.

6.2.4 Stitching the parts into a single enhanced mo-

saic

Closing the gaps between the mosaic parts

Out of the 16 mosaic parts obtained so far, four parts were ignored be-
cause they contained less than five images. In total, those parts consisted
of 11 images, leaving 743 images for the mosaic. The complete stitching
algorithm, described in Sec. 5.5, was applied to the 12 relevant mosaic
parts left in order to combine them to a single mosaic. The results are in
Tab. 6.4 and the time consumption of the different steps of the algorithm
can be seen in Tab. 6.5.

The final mosaic was established after two iterations of the stitching
algorithm. With 12 mosaic parts in the first iteration, the algorithm
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Iteration 1 2
Initial # parts 12 4
Final # parts 4 2

# trials/pair min med max sum min max sum
Parts merged 1 33 519 832 3 166 169
Not successful 28 - 62 90 - - -
# matches found 150 (F:10, I:140) 21 (F:0, I:21)

Accurate matches 8 (F:5, I:3) 2
False pos. Feat. 5 0
False pos. Int 137 19
Avg FaDe acc. [%] 83.51 88.6

Overlap [%] min avg max min avg max
18.4 54.7 99.3 35.7 43.2 50.7

Table 6.4: Results of the stitching algorithm.

should have closed 11 interruptions of the image chain. Unfortunately, 1
interruption was between two non overlapping mosaic parts. There was
no need to try to find a match between those two consecutive parts. In
the first iteration, the algorithm tried to find an image match between
10 mosaic part pairs. The mosaic parts contained between 11 and 270
images (average of 62 images). Overall the image pair selection algorithm
chose between 28 and 3553 image pairs per mosaic part pair in an average
of 0.044s, depending on the size of the mosaic parts. Of course not all
the image pairs were processed. The algorithm proceeded to the next

min avg max
Time selecting pairs [s] 0.0064 0.044 0.236
Time matching [s/pair]:
-Failure 0.447 117.8 870.6
-Match found 0.078 109.8 232.5

Sum time estim. [s] 53.49
Time final optim. [h] 18.18

Table 6.5: Time consumption of the different steps of the complete

stitching algorithm.
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two mosaic parts as soon as an accurate image match was found. This
already happened after 1 trial for two mosaic parts with 11 and 40 images
each. For the two biggest mosaic parts (270 and 138 images each) the
image pair selection algorithm chose 3553 image pairs. This is much less
than the 37259 pairs that would have been selected with an exhaustive
algorithm. For those two parts a correct image match was found after
519 trials. For 8 out of 10 cases, an accurate image match was found in
the selected set of image pairs, with a median of 33 trials per mosaic part
pair. The total number of trials needed to close the 8 gaps was 832. This
high number is due to the 519 trials needed for the two biggest mosaic
parts. All those unnecessary matching trials were mostly due to images
having no or a small overlap. A better estimation of T3, see Sec. 5.5.1,
could lead to an earlier positive result. For the two mosaic part pairs
that could not be merged at the first iteration, a total of 90 trials were
performed without any accurate result. By visual inspection we found
that all the overlapping image pairs were in the selected sets of images,
but matching generally failed due to a small overlap. Thus, the image
pair selection algorithm works well.

Out of the 8 accurate matches, 5 were found using the feature-based
method (two image pairs had more than 10 interest point correspon-
dences and three were verified by the FaDe algorithm) and 3 using the
intensity-based method. Unfortunately, the algorithm also found a total
of 142 false positive image matches. A total of 5 false positives were
found with the feature-based algorithm and 137 false positives with the
intensity-based algorithm. These were due to a failure of the FaDe al-
gorithm, which was analysed in Sec. 6.2.1 and Sec. 6.2.3. Nevertheless,
the FaDe algorithm had an accuracy of 83.51%. The average overlap of
the 8 new image matches was 54.7%. After the first iteration, 4 mosaic
parts were left.

In the second iteration those 4 remaining parts could be merged to two
mosaics. Two mosaic parts consisting of 511 and 140 images each could
be merged after only 3 trials and two others with 140 and 51 images
could be merged after 166 trials. Those two accurate matches were
found with the intensity-based method. Unfortunately, the intensity-
based method also found 19 false positive image matches. As before,
this was due to a failure of the FaDe algorithm. The FaDe accuracy
was 88.6%. The average overlap of those two accurate image matches
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Figure 6.11: The final mosaic with 702 images. The anchor image is

marked by a circle. Images far away from the anchor image are misregis-

tered and their alignment will be corrected by the refinement algorithm.
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Figure 6.12: This part could not be matched to the final mosaic because

no correspondences could be found.

was 43.2%. The resulting two mosaics are shown in Fig. 6.11 (the final
mosaic) and Fig. 6.12. The latter could not be merged to the final mosaic
due to a small overlap. This problem was described in Fig. 3.9(d). The
final mosaic had 702 images and the second mosaic part 41 images. The
final mosaic represented 94.5% of the filmed placental surface. After
adding the 10 new image matches, a total of 1098 image matches were
found and the final mosaic contained 1047 of them.

Overall, the image matching algorithm needed 117.8 s on average for
image pairs that could not be matched and 109.8 s for finding an image
match. The transformation model estimation method was applied af-
ter each iteration of the stitching algorithm and the global optimization
at the end. The two iterations of the transformation model estima-
tion method took 53.49 s in total. The global optimization of the final
mosaic took 18.18 h. The final mosaic contained 27313 interest point
correspondences and 6 · 701 = 4206 parameters needed to be optimized,
which explains the long computation time. Furthermore, the algorithms
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are implemented in MATLAB, thus there is still room for further speed
improvements.

In the final, optimized mosaic the number of hops from the furthest image
to the anchor image was 64 and the RMS reprojection error was eRMS =

31.7 pixels. We have a flat compositing surface since all the images
are mapped to the anchor image’s coordinate system. As stated by
Szeliski [104, 103], pixels near the border of a flat panorama with a large
field of view are stretched excessively. As can be seen in Fig. 6.11, border
images are about five times the size of the anchor image (marked by a
circle), which explains the high reprojection error. A spherical projection
could be used to handle that problem, but then straight lines would
appear curved. Furthermore, images having a long path to the anchor
frame were not well registered to the final mosaic and the refinement
algorithm needed to be applied.

Refining the final mosaic

The refinement algorithm was applied to the final mosaic with 702 im-
ages. The results can be seen in Tab. 6.6. At the first iteration the pair
selection method selected 7391 image pairs in 2.16 s. A total of 5816
image pairs were tested in the first iteration. For the next iterations a
maximum of 7860 image pairs were selected in 2.31 s. The full algorithm
tried to match 6059 image pairs in the following two iterations.

In total 8026 different image pairs were tried out by the refinement al-
gorithm and 1022 successful image matches were found. The algorithm
matched 41 pairs using the feature-based method with an initial guess
and 65 pairs without an initial guess. The intensity-based algorithm
matched 886 pairs with an initial guess and 30 pairs without an initial
guess. The average time used by the different methods in case of success
and failure can be seen in Tab. 6.6. The computational complexity is
similar to what was observed in Sec. 6.2.3.

By summing up the number of image pairs to which the matching meth-
ods have been applied, from the refinement of the mosaic parts (Sec. 6.2.3)
to the refinement of the final mosaic, a total of 17918 image pairs is
obtained. If, after the image selection and successive image matching al-
gorithm, the matching methods would have been applied to all possible
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# images 702
# iterations 3

# pairs sel. 1st iter 7391
(# pairs tested) (5816)

Time sel.1st iter [s] 2.16
# pairs sel. next iter 7860

(# pairs tested) (6059)
Time sel. next iter [s] 2.31

# different pairs tested 8026
# matches found: 1022
-Feat. with guess 41
-Feat. no guess 65
-Int. with guess 886
-Int. no guess 30

Feat. only positive 0.3
Avg. time [s] failure 25.03

Full algo positive 116.2
failure 73.35

Accurate matches: 488
-Feat. with guess 40
-Feat. no guess 65
-Int. with guess 382
-Int. no guess 1

Occlusion problems 4
False positive Feat. 0
False positive Int. 530
FaDe accuracy[%] 78.46

Min overlap [%] 15.6
Max overlap [%] 100
Avg overlap [%] 55.5

Time final estim.[s] 50.48
Time final optim.[h] 27.63

eRMS bef. optim. [pixels] 49.7
eRMS aft. optim. [pixels] 28.2

Max hops bef. refinement 64
Max hops aft. refinement 24

Table 6.6: Results of the refinement algorithm on the final mosaic.
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combinations of the obtained 754 images, a total of 283128 image pairs
would have been tested (without counting the successive ones already
matched). Thus, our hierarchical mosaicing algorithm and our pair se-
lection methods allowed to restrict the tested image pairs to 6.33% of all
possibilities.

By visual inspection of the results we found out that not all the matches
detected were correct. Out of the 1022 matches, 4 were ignored because
of the amnion floating in front of the endoscope causing partial occlu-
sions. From the remaining 1018 pairs, 488 image matches were accurate.
The results from the feature-based method were all correct (40 with ini-
tial guess and 65 without initial guess). From the intensity-based method
using an initial guess, 382 image matches were accurate and, without the
initial guess, only 1. The image pairs, matched accurately by the refine-
ment algorithm, had an average overlap of 55.5% and a minimum of
15.6%. There were 530 false positive results from the intensity-based
method. The FaDe algorithm, which is supposed to detect the wrong
affine transformations, failed in those cases, for the reasons presented
in Sec. 6.2.3. Nevertheless, the FaDe algorithm succeeded in taking the
correct decision in 78.46% of the cases.

After adding those 488 new image matches, the final mosaic contained
a total of 1535 image matches. The transformation model was reesti-
mated, which took 50.48 s. The global optimization method was applied
to the final mosaic in order to find a globally consistent set of alignment
parameters. This method needed 27.63 h to optimize 6 · 701 = 4206

parameters using 40443 interest point correspondences. The RMS re-
projection error was eRMS = 49.7 pixels before the optimization and
dropped to eRMS = 28.2 pixels after the optimization. This error is still
high because the images near the border are stretched excessively due to
the flat compositing surface used for this large panorama. That problem
was explained in Sec. 6.2.4 and as can be seen in Fig. 6.13, the border
images are still about five times the size of the anchor image. The max-
imum number of hops from the furthest image to the anchor dropped
from 64 before refinement to 24 afterwards, leading to a significant im-
provement in image alignment. The final mosaic before the refinement
can be seen in Fig. 6.11. After the refinement process, the registration
improved significantly as can be seen in Fig. 6.13.
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Figure 6.13: The final mosaic after refinement. On this figure saturated

images or images with big occlusions (amnion, pin) have been manually

removed unless withdrawal creates a hole. This figure represents 595

images instead of 702. The anchor image is represented by the circle.

Misregistered areas are marked by a rectangle.
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By comparing this refined mosaic with the picture of the placenta rep-
resented in Fig. 6.17, we can see that the registration is not perfect.
The first problem is that one part covers another on the left side of the
placenta. In Fig. 6.14 the upper part and lower part have been repre-
sented separately for a better visualization. The umbilical cord was in
this problematic area and leftovers of the amnion were floating in front
of the endoscope. As the two parts were located on either side of the
umbilical cord, there were no matching images between them in that
area. As those matches are missing during the global optimization, the
two areas can overlay.

The other problematic areas are marked by rectangles in Fig. 6.13. The
reason for the small misalignment on the left side is an imprecise image
match due to specular reflections. But all the other areas have precise
image matches. The problem lies in the optimization. Figure 6.15 illus-
trates a typical configuration for one of these areas. On this example
there are two paths originating from a common image IC . Those two
paths, leading to images Ii and Ij , have no image matches with each
other. Generally, they have no overlap, and if they have an overlap,
the image quality is so bad that no image match can be found. There
are 5 frames between IC and Ii, thus there is an increased risk of error
accumulation. The same applies for image Ij . Images Ii and Ij are not
perfectly aligned. Image IE is connected to both of them and its align-
ment is averaged between image Ii and Ij in the affine transformation
estimation process. The optimization process is supposed to realign all
the images accurately, but the resulting image alignment is not perfect
in that area because there are not enough image matches. On our mosaic
we have 5 such areas. The area in the middle in Fig. 6.13, closest to the
anchor image, involves even 3 misaligned paths. On those 5 areas, there
are 9 to 22 intermediate images between the misregistered image and the
anchor image. Between the common image and the misregistered image
there are 4 to 9 images.

6.2.5 Image blending

In Fig. 6.13 the first level of the blending algorithm (applying the masks
M0

i , without dilation, to each image I0
i and summing them up) was

already applied for visualization purposes. The constituent images of
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.14: (a) The upper part and (b) the lower part of the final

mosaic after the refinement.
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Figure 6.15: Optimization problem: two non overlapping paths start

from a common image IC . Image IE is matching Ii and Ij and averaged

between those two misaligned images. The optimization algorithm does

not manage to align those images perfectly because of the missing image

matches between the two paths.

the mosaic can still be seen. The multi-band blending algorithm was
applied to this final mosaic in order to form a seamless mosaic. The
image sizes have been reduced by a factor 2 and the results of blending
the images of the final mosaic can be seen in Fig. 6.16. The algorithm
needed 3.47 h to create that blended mosaic from the single images and
worked very well. The borders cannot be seen anymore and the fine
structures on the placental surface could be retained.

On this mosaic there were some misregistrations and a part is overlapping
another part on the left side, see Sec. 6.2.4. We also applied the multi-
band blending algorithm to the smaller mosaic from Fig. 6.8 consisting
of 138 images. The very nice result can be seen in Fig. 6.18.

6.3 Discussion

In this chapter, we evaluated the different steps of the image mosaicing
algorithm, presented in Chap. 5, on a data set consisting of 4181 feto-
scopic images of the entire surface of an ex-vivo placenta. To simulate
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Figure 6.16: The final mosaic, see Fig. 6.13, after applying the blending

algorithm.
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Figure 6.17: A picture of the placenta.

Figure 6.18: The mosaic represented in fig. 6.8 after applying the blend-

ing algorithm.
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image acquisition during surgery, the placenta was placed in a hemi-
spherical receptacle submerged in water and the fetoscope was inserted
through a hole and pivoted around the fulcrum. The camera trajectory
was arbitrary and no tracking system was used. To the best of the au-
thors knowledge, the presented algorithm is the first endoscopic image
mosaicing algorithm dealing with such challenging conditions.

First, a subset of those highly overlapping images, still covering the en-
tire placental surface, was automatically selected for the mosaic. Those
images were matched successively using a combination of the feature-
based and intensity-based methods. The presented results showed that
not all the images could be matched successively, leading to 12 relevant
mosaic parts consisting of 743 images in total. The successive image
matching method had a success rate of 99%. Then, a method automat-
ically selecting an anchor image for each part, and later for the final
mosaic, and mapping the images into the anchor image’s coordinate sys-
tem with affine transformations was presented. Subsequently, to stitch
the parts into a single mosaic and to improve its accuracy, additional
non-consecutive image matches needed to be found. To reduce the com-
putational complexity, a hierarchical method was proposed. First, the
mosaic parts were separately refined. Then, the method searched for
one image match between each consecutive mosaic part pair in order to
stitch the parts to a single mosaic. Finally, the resulting mosaic was
refined. Each step involved a pair selection method which automatically
chose the image pairs which were likely to overlap and those pairs were
matched with an efficient combination of the feature-based and intensity-
based methods. The presented scheme allowed to restrict the number
of image pairs, to which the matching methods were applied, to 6.33%
of all possible combinations of two non-consecutive images. Addition-
ally, a global optimization method was presented, which jointly refined
the affine transformations in order to get a globally consistent set of
alignment parameters. That method was applied after each step of the
hierarchical algorithm and a significant improvement in image alignment
was reached. In the end, a multi-band blending method was presented
which successfully created a seamless mosaic out of the arbitrarily over-
lapping images and preserved the fine structures in the placenta images.

We demonstrated that 94.5% of the initially selected images could be
mapped to the final mosaic, which consisted of 702 images and con-
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tained 1535 image matches and 40443 interest point correspondences.
One mosaic part could not be matched to the final mosaic because of
too small overlap. Furthermore, missing correspondences led to a few
areas with small misregistrations. However, for the TTTS therapy, only
the area between the two umbilical cords is of interest and not the whole
placenta.

Another problem was that some images were partially occluded by left-
overs of the amnion or by the pins used to fixate the placenta. The algo-
rithm was not designed to deal with occlusion problems. The presented
results showed that those occlusions sometimes disturbed the registra-
tion process and care should be taken while scanning the placenta to
avoid that the umbilical cord or the fetus get in front of the endoscope.

The presented results also showed that the FaDe method, which classifies
an estimated affine transformation as correct or not, did not work as
well on the image pairs tested in this chapter than on the ones tested
in Sec. 4.4, which were assured to overlap. The average accuracy of the
FaDe method was about 83% and thus a high number of false positive
results were obtained mainly from the intensity-based matching method.
Ways to improve the FaDe algorithm will be presented in the outlook,
Sec. 7.





7

Summary and Outlook

In this thesis we presented a novel mosaicing technique for fetoscopic
images of the placental surface, which does not require the use of a
tracking device. This mosaicing method allows to overcome the problem
of the small field of view of the fetoscope by creating a map of the region
of interest on the placental surface. During treatment of TTTS, such an
overview of the placenta would be of great assistance for the surgeon, on
the one hand to properly locate all the vascular anastomoses and, on the
other hand, for spatial orientation during surgery. It is a prerequisite for
the success of the TTTS therapy that all the anastomoses are identified
and coagulated.

Fetoscope calibration

In this context, we first presented a reliable, fast and fully automatic
calibration method for endoscopes. It allows to remove the lens distor-
tions from the endoscopic images, a crucial step for subsequent image
mosaicing. As our system is easy to use and sterilizable, the endoscope
can be calibrated during the surgery. The presented results showed that
different types of endoscopes could be calibrated with subpixel accuracy,
both under laboratory and clinical conditions, as well as in different me-
dia and using progressive frame and interlaced cameras. The developed
method is robust against severe lens and perspective distortions, bad
image quality caused by amniotic fluid, vignetting artifacts caused by
the point light source of the endoscope and specular reflections.

For our application where the endoscope is used in the amniotic cavity,
it should be calibrated in amniotic fluid. As it is more convenient to use
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water instead, an important step in future research will be to find a model
relating the intrinsic camera parameters in amniotic fluid to the results
of the calibration in water using the refractive index of the amniotic
fluid. Similarly, Lavest et al. [55, 56] investigated the possibility to
calibrate underwater cameras in air. As the chemical composition of the
amniotic fluid varies with gestational age [78], there is no single value
for the refractive index. It has to be measured with a refractometer
during surgery. With such a model, the endoscope could be calibrated
in water if not enough amniotic fluid is available and the intrinsic camera
parameters could simply be computed.

Our calibration pattern and the associated algorithm were used by other
research groups, e.g. to calibrate thermal cameras [44, 43] or broncho-
scopes [79]. Various other fields may profit from our automatic endo-
scope calibration method.

Pairwise image matching

We presented and compared two different automatic pairwise image
matching methods, which form the basis of our mosaicing algorithm.
The first one is a feature-based method and the second one is based on
image intensities. For the feature-based method, we demonstrated that
interest point correspondences between fetoscopic images of the placenta
can be efficiently found using the SURF-129 feature detector/descriptor
scheme, despite the poor image quality and the inhomogeneous illumina-
tion. Then, we proposed an improved RANSAC method which substan-
tially reduces the number of mismatches. Additionally, we introduced
the MISRE algorithm, which successfully removes the remaining mis-
matches and increases the reliability of the pairwise matching method.

An important step in future research will be to improve the computa-
tional efficiency of the algorithm. The RANSAC method consumes most
of the computation time and this iterative method would become much
faster if the initial matching step generated less outliers. The retinal
image registration algorithm of Chen et al. [26] uses a bilateral match-
ing method instead of our unilateral one and removes most of the mis-
matches by comparing the differences between the main orientations of
the matching interest points. These steps might accelerate our feature-
based image matching algorithm.
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For the intensity-based approach, we first proposed an illumination cor-
rection method for endoscopic images which removes the vignetting ar-
tifact, a necessary preprocessing step for using an MSE cost function.
Then, to increase the robustness of the matching algorithm, two penalty
terms were added to the cost function. Thereafter, in order to ensure
convergence to the global minimum of the cost function and reduce com-
putational complexity, we presented a hierarchical method which finds
the optimal alignment between two images. As a first step, a GA was
applied on low resolution images to find a coarse initial estimate. As
a second step, the Nelder-Mead Simplex method was used on the high-
resolution images to estimate the full affine transformation. Finally, we
introduced a failure detection algorithm, called FaDe, which automati-
cally decides if the estimated affine transformation is accurate or not.

We demonstrated that the intensity-based algorithm is a good alternative
to the faster feature-based procedure, as it is more robust to image blur
and small overlap. We showed that the combination of both methods
increases the reliability and robustness of pairwise image matching, a
crucial step for mosaic synthesis.

An important step in future research will be to improve the computa-
tional efficiency of the intensity-based matching method. Since the it-
erative optimization algorithms used evaluate the cost function for each
candidate solution, the execution time could be substantially reduced by
a faster computation of this cost function. As the affine transformation
of the images using bilinear interpolation is the most time consuming
operation in this evaluation, we should focus on a more efficient imple-
mentation of this part.

The mean absolute difference (MAD) cost function is more robust in
the presence of occlusions than MSE (e.g. due to the umbilical cord
floating in front of the camera or specular reflections), because it does not
overemphasize large differences by squaring the pixel error. Another way
to limit the influence of such partial image deteriorations was proposed
by Dufaux and Konrad [29]. They used a truncated quadratic function
which rejects pixel errors above a threshold.
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Image mosaicing

The image mosaicing algorithm was presented and evaluated on a data
set of 4181 fetoscopic images of the entire surface of an ex-vivo placenta.
The images were taken with a free-hand camera motion and under condi-
tions simulating fetoscopic surgery. First we described a method which
automatically selects the relevant images, and matches them consecu-
tively. A total of 743 images were left. A success rate of 99% for the con-
secutive image matching algorithm has been reached. Nevertheless, some
consecutive image pairs were impossible to match. Thus, several mosaic
parts were obtained. Then, a 3-step hierarchical method was proposed
to generate an accurate mosaic of the entire placental surface. First, the
mosaic parts are refined separately. Then, those parts are stitched to
a single mosaic. Finally, the resulting mosaic is refined. For each step,
additional non-consecutive image pairs needed to be matched and thus
a pair selection method was introduced which automatically chooses the
image pairs that are likely to overlap. Those pairs are then matched with
an efficient combination of the feature-based and intensity-based meth-
ods. Additionally, we presented a method which automatically selects an
anchor image for each mosaic and maps all the images into the coordinate
system of the anchor image. Then we proposed a global optimization
method which jointly refines the obtained affine transformations in order
to get a globally consistent set of alignment parameters. The presented
results showed that a significant improvement in image alignment accu-
racy could be achieved from the additional image matches and the global
optimization. In the end, we described a multi-band blending method
which successfully fused the arbitrarily overlapping images to a seamless
mosaic and preserved the fine structures in the placenta images.

This thesis demonstrated the feasibility of creating a mosaic from feto-
scopic images of the placenta, despite the arbitrary camera trajectory,
no use of a tracking device, the poor image quality, vignetting artifacts,
specular reflections, the huge amount of images and a curve shaped pla-
centa. However, image alignment in some areas was not precise enough
due to missing correspondences. Furthermore, due to too small overlap,
only 94.5% of the initially selected images could be mapped to the final
mosaic consisting of 702 images. Thus, the surgeon should ensure not to
make fast camera movements when scanning the placenta.
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Concerning the presented pair selection methods used to find additional
non-consecutive image matches, the number of tested image pairs could
be restricted to 6.33% of all possible combinations. Although this is
a very promising result, the pair selection methods should be further
improved to reduce the high number of unsuccessful image matching at-
tempts. Furthermore, at the last iteration of the refinement algorithm of
the final mosaic, the pair selection method was restricted to problematic
areas chosen manually. In future work, those areas should be detected
automatically, e.g. with a threshold on the standard deviation of the
pixel intensities of the overlapping images, after illumination correction.

Another important step in future research will be to improve the accu-
racy of the FaDe method. As its average accuracy was only 83%, many
false positive image matching results were obtained. One reason why
the FaDe method found enough interest point correspondences despite
an erroneous affine transformation is that those correspondences were
located in homogeneous areas, leading to similar and less distinctive de-
scriptors. This problem might be solved by weighting interest points on
edges more than those in homogeneous areas. Another way to reduce the
amount of false positives is to use the RANSAC method to automati-
cally reject the mismatches at the transformation model estimation step.
At each iteration, the affine transformation model is estimated with a
subset of image matches. Then, remaining image matches fitting to this
model are added to the set of inliers. Finally, the set with the maximum
amount of matches is selected, the transformation model is reestimated
and the image matches fitting this more precise model are added. All
the remaining image matches should be rejected.

The image blending method could be further improved to avoid saturated
image parts covering other images with structural content. The binary
blending masks are generated by selecting the image with the highest
weight for each pixel location and, at this step, the images with saturated
pixel values could simply be ignored if other images exist with better
color estimates. Furthermore, using a wavelet transform to decompose
each image into it’s frequency bands instead of the pyramid operations
might be computationally more efficient.

The evaluations presented in this thesis were done on an ex-vivo placenta
under conditions simulating a fetoscopic surgery. To assess its potential
clinical value, the framework will have to be evaluated on in vivo studies,
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where an important additional challenge will be the presence of amniotic
fluid. Furthermore, in order to be used during surgery, the algorithms
will have to execute much faster and this is a crucial step in future
research. A more efficient implementation of the algorithms in C++ will
become significantly faster than the current MATLAB implementation.
Additionally, if the image mosaicing process operated in real time while
the surgeon scans the placenta, it would be possible to rescan areas where
image matches are missing or where areas are occluded by the fetus or
the umbilical cord.

Closing remarks

In the future, the image mosaicing framework could be enhanced with
a method that automatically tracks the position of the fetoscope on the
obtained map of the placenta. This could be achieved by comparing the
current view of the fetoscope with the map or its constituent images and
would allow navigation support during surgery.

Finally, other clinical applications may profit from this work. A panoramic
image can facilitate for example the diagnosis, treatment and follow-up
of stomach or bladder cancer.
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